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1
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1. Introduction
In 1986, our group (the Space Plasm, Group in Stanford University's Space,
Telecommunications and Radioscience, or STAR, Laboratory) undertook a short but
intensive study of ionospheric modification for the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
(AFGL). The study was an outgrowth of Lhe experimental and theoretical research
we are conducting for NASA and for Rome Air Development Center (RADC). This
research is largely directed toward the utilization of electron beams in space for vehicle charge control and for electromagnetic wave generation, and it has included
experiments on flights of Space Shuttle Orbiters (STS-3 and Spacelab-2) and rockets
(CHARGE-I, -2).

Our interest and involvement in ionospheric modification arose

out of a particular experiment we scheduled during the Spacelab-2 and CIIARGE-2
flights, which was first described by Banks and Gilchrist[19851. By directing repetitive

*-..
.-

pulses of the electron beam downwards along the magnetic field, Banks and Gilchrist
[1985] predicted that a structure consisting of a regularly-spaced series of ionized
columns would be produced that could be observed from the ground by suitablylocated radars. Observations of the striated plasma screen, or "picket fence," would
provide information about some of the properties of the local ionospheric plasma as
well as the ionization produced by the electron gun. It could also conceivably be used
as a diffraction screen for HF/VHF radio transmissions.
The picket fence produced in the ionosphere is a form of ionospheric modification,
and our work on the topic led us to consider what further forms of ionospheric modification might be produced by energetic particle or photon beams. Support for a study
of these concepts in ionospheric modification was provided early in 1986 by AFGL
and the research portion of the study concluded at the end of September 1986. We
should point out that the study was one of new concepts in ionospheric modification,

•

based on our electron beam work, and thus no effort was directed toward work on
ionospheric modification by means of high-powered ground-based incoherent scatter
radars, or by other well-established methods such as barium or other similar chemical
releases in the ionosphere.
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The study naturally divided itself into a limited number of efforts involving topics
-

that looked particularly promising. These topics, together with the members of our
group that took the lead on their investigation, are as follows:
(1) Ionospheric modification by low energy electron beams (Ee < 10 keV) (K. J.
Harker and B. E. Gilchrist).

"

(2) Ionospheric modification by medium energy electron beams (10 keV < Ee < 500
keV) (L. R. 0. Storey).
-

(3) Ionospheric modification by relativistic electron beams (Ee

> 500 keV) (P. M.

Banks and B. E. Gilchrist).
(4) Ionospheric modification by ion and plasma beams (L. R. 0. Storey).
A.:

(5)Ionospheric modification by X-ray and extreme ultra-violet (EUV) beams (A. C.
Fraser-Smith).
(6) Ionospheric modification by neutral gas releases from an orbiting vehicle (P. M.
Banks).
The chapters of this report follow the above listing of topics. Since there is little
overlap between the references cited for each topic, a list of the pertinent references is
appended at the end of each chapter instead of in a unified list at the end of the report.
Each chapter includes a brief summary section of results and/or recommendations for
further work, and these summaries are combined in the following unified summary
section.
1.2. Suimary
1.2.1. Ionospheric modification by low energy electron beams
Present research on ionospheric modification by means of low energy electron

S

beams (E, < 10 keV) already constitutes a new direction and the available theoretical
and experimental results of this research suggest that it is possible to create significant
ari
*of

comparatively persistent ionization enhancements in the E and lower F regions
the ionosphere.

Our suggestions for further work are therefore largely directed

towardl obtaining a better understanding of the modification produced by the beams.

,.

Additional theoretical studies are recommended primarily in two areas: (1) determination of the optimum conditions for beam launching and propagation, and
(2) computations of the electromagnetic scattering produced by electron bean iIIduced ionization. Recommendations of experimental work center on the upcoming
CHILARGE-3 rocket experiment, in which our Laboratory is already actively involved.

The plrimary goal of the CHARGE'-3 mission is electromagnetic wave generation using the modulated electron beam from a new high current (-- 4 A) and higher power

(10-15
0,
kW) beam generator. Our suggestions here for additional work mostly involve
supplementary ground observations that would provide new information covering the
characterislics of lhe ionospheric modification produced by the beam.
1.2.2. Ionosph rlc n/odijication by medium energy elcron br(arns
Moderately energetic electron beams (10 keV < E, < 500 keV) can be used for
ionospheric modification in the same way as low energy beams, but without appearing
to offer any distinct alvant.ages at the present time. If directed downwards from a
rocket or other space vehicle, they can produce ionization at lower altitudes than low
energy beams, which cold be an advantage under some circumstances.

It is also

possible that it may be easier for a moderately energetic beam to escape from its
source in the presence of vehicle charging. On the other hand, the more energetic
electron beamns miay be more susceptible to beam plasma discharge effects in the
vicinity of the vehicle, and, for a given current, they require a larger power source.
Our one major recommendation here is for a stronger theoretical and experimental
effort to investigate the conditions for escape of low and medium energy electron
•
]

beanis fromi their sources in the presence of space plasma.
!.2.;]. lono.sphrric modification by relatii.stic eleclron b(amns

Riecia
0

ise of thieir deep penetrat ioi down into the lowest regions of the ionosphlere,

a Ild even into t ie collparat ively Iin- ionized ili1 (1(1le at Imosphere, highly energetic (rel0aivi.sI Ic lec lroll bealis (E, > 500 keV) offer a new ionospheric niodifica t ion capability. "loI ii,reason, vWehave carried oul a t1liroiigli initial study of the modificatio

*

that mighbbe achieved with a ii(Ierately p(,w,,rf, l H'I5 M(5\'),
relativistic (- 5 Me%")
electron acceleralor froni a rocket or satellite ~latfurmn. Ii is shiown that a single pulse
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of electrons from such an accelerator can penetrate to the lower mesosphere and upper stratosphere. creating a dense column of free electrons and positive ions as it
oes so. At high altitudes the ionized colmn remains relatively static, decaying only

.

Ii

under

the

Inf~luen~ce

!:

SIOIV

"'"

are lost rapidly via attachment to neutral molecuilar oxygen. The ionized column can
scatter electromagnetic radiation, and our com1putations indicate that it may also

of

recolrnbination,

whereas

at

lower

altitudes

the

electrons

have a most unusual property: it may initiate an intense upward traveling electrical
".'"discharge
similar to lightning. This latter property would make possible a whole flew

1%

.

class of innovative experiments. However, even if the initiation of discharges proved
infeasible, the creation of ionization in the middle atmosphere would enable important measurements to be made in a region where they are currently very difficult or
impossible due to vehicle limitations. In particular, it would be possible to obtain

*

information about the ambient electric field, without concern for the vehicle effects
that have proven to be a major problem in the interpretation of rocket measurements.
Our study has shown that a rocket-borne relativistic electron beam experiment
is feasible with current technology, and an experiment is proposed and discussed in
4

sonic detail in this report. Because of its feasibility, innovation, and the many new
measurements that would be possible in the upper atmosphere with a relativistic
electron beam, we highly recomrmend a relativistic electron beam experiment and a
continuation of the theoretical studies that are required to support the experimental
effort.
1.2.1j. Ionospheric modification by ion and pla.sma beams
Our report reviews the experiment, that have been conducted in space with
plasma beams (no experiments have been conducted with non-neutral ion beams)

o

iandit details a number of opportunities for original research in the ionosphere, including ionospheric modification. using both high and low

fi

plasnia beams.

It is

pointed oit that a plasma beam caii be used to produce artificial plasma density
st rut lres ri I lie ionosphler
0

inl
the same iiianer as electron beams, but with the

,ifference that, the plasma teain structures can be created at higher altitudes. Development of a plasma so ire

of higher power than those currently available in the

IN0

VJ.

*:1

U .S. IS recoinnICei1(

for us(, iii highi 3 plasmia beam generators, which woulid hi~avc

application in Ion osph eric modi licat Ion. Finially, a high 3 plasmoid ex penrimnt i ,[
oYestedl in whlichli a iigli-poxvered laser is used to Irradiate it pellet of ioiiizahle miaterial
e~cted from thle Space Shuttle, o.r other vehicle, thus converting it su(1(elly inuto a
fully-ionized plasma cloudl.
! .- .5. Jo nosplrinc m odifico/in a by X-ray and(cxtr m( t/i ra-'mI (1<1cI )inam-i!.

This sturd v

1iiintdes an Iinitial inuvestigat ion of thle possibility of usinig beau ns of

soft N-rays and ext reme uilt raviolet radliation for ioiiospheric modificallit

It was

pronmipt ed part lv I)%t he followi na, two general advantages of photon beam s for mAdi

-

ficat ion ex f)(ri a its:

e

thle iota

NthrougI

j Ai

ther. (2) tli I ii-

r( wit h little or

Ho

dependence on the geounagnect ic field.

I iIr-

or ion osphieri c niodificat ion avoids the potential difictIdnes withI

cha11011

Svehicle

I )I'n like brais of charged particles, photoii bean is i roJpaiat

1g111

ieI use

Of ch argedl particle beams normally ent ail. Nl 10 n por-

tantly, In thle pre -Ciit Inist ance, the invest ication wvas prompted by new dlevelopiments
iii

the product ioin and beamn formation of soft X-rays/EUV that are currently the

subje~ct of iesearl

iIII

Stanford

iiversity's Ginzton Laboratory

ad wlinch suggest

lie feasi Li iiv of sparceox pernit s.

Our i ivest i gil loll has shown t hat an X- ray/EU V beam generator withI simli lar
rliarltcri.- 1 irs to one already in use in the laboratory can produtce colin
satiallv

i

of' sub-

onliauiroed ionization in the Ionosphere, and that, as a result of ( I) above

lie col uiimn s do 1ot hiave to be field aligned. Although the enhanuceu iio of ion izat ion
decays ra p idIly miufr most cond~lit ions, It nmay be detectable for ti ics of the order
of mi nit(5, diirimii

the night at. some altitudes. It should 1)e no0te( that thle soft N-

IV/ l' V lIea ii xvil Iiot penetrate as (leeply (down through the lowver ioniosphere as wvil1
bcoa In of rel atlvi stic elect rons: the bearn is absorbed. anid its iollizat ion is productied.
i 111);
i ll IY illte
i l iii t)i1de rango 90 I1 1<11
kn. Peiet rat ion below SO 1LiI woul ro
u-

at

*)-,,I

(Itil
ro Nr.-mx's xxiiiunrgics
letiIl 1,.

I

t lie

tc

ulbst atit lally greater t 1li those thalt

Iitilogv we have

(all

hue prodiiied ait

st ud~iedl

X4-

I~~~~
iv

liA
tN

~ai

ehittei

olo-fei

tuiii~tll

ipast

II

by furt her development, and because of the other desirable features of X-ray/EUV
beams for ionospheric modification that are detailed above, additional research on
the technique, leading up to a proof-of-concept' rocket experiment, appears to be
desirable and is recommended.
1.2.6. Ionospheric modification by neutral gas releases from a rapidly moving
"*<zwc uch
e!ic/c

:4,

Our s ,udy of neutral gas releases in the ionosphere draws attention to a new
process which is independent of the better known Critical Ionization Velocity (CIV)
effect and which could lead both to the generation of ELF/VLF waves and to electron
densilt v fluctuations that could disturb the local ionosphere. The key to the initiation
of the process. which involves charge exchange, is release of the neutral gas from a
moving vehicle such as the Space Shuttle. It is also important that the neutral

*rapidly

part icles should be relatively heavy (compared with 0+). Several recommendations of
additional theoretical and experimental work are made. First, and perhaps most import ant at this stage, we recommend that basic calculations be carried out in support
of the proposed charge exchange process. These calculations need to cover typical
gas releases and to take into account the various possible charge exchange rates for
different gases and the effects of cloud expansion.

A second recommendation is for

a plasma simulation study of the process, preferably using one of the 3-dimensional
conmiputer codes that are now available.

Experimental recommendations include a

study of existing data obtained during thruster firings on STS-3 and Spacelab-2.
('orisiderable optical and plasma data are immediately available for study and rapid
progress might be possible simply by analyzing these data,. Finally, a Shuttle experiment to test the concepts involved in the new process would be comparatively simple

*"

and
l is recoimended.

. .

,.

7. ('or1clisio01

'b is st ldy " of new concepts in ionospheric niodification has resulted in several
d ta

lels gg'st ions for new experiments in addition to tlie suggestioiis we have made

for a pplicaft ions of the c rrent low energy electrol bealli experiments to ionospheric
-i

,iodificatio,,.

-~~

Most of the recomnrendations involve particle or phioton beams, but

\

.

.A' .

.

.

....

an experiment to investigate a new charge exchange mechanism in a cloud of neutral
gas released from a rapidly moving vehicle in the ionosphere is also described and
is recommended.

Two of the suggested new experiments, one involving relativistic

electron beams and the another beams of soft X-rays/EUV radiation, utilize new
technologies that have only been developed very recently arid which have a potentially

J-2,

very large payoff in terms of new effects that can be produced in the ionosphere aind
in the new knowledge that will be gained.
1.3. References
Banks, P.M.. and B.E. Gilchrist, Artificial plasma density structures produced lv
-"

energetic electron beanis from rockets and spacecraft, Geophys. R .. L It...
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2. LOW ENERGY ELECTRON BEAMS

space shut tle experlimenits h a ve shlown that it Is possiblie to

R~ecent r-ocket and1(

launch low eiiergv (I"', < 10 ke\ ) clect roti bea ms ofmnoder-at e power, into thle cart 1's
ionospheire an111

Such lbea ns c-an cr-eate significant ionizatlonl Ilithle

agnetospher-e.

F and low F regions of the ioiios plier-e. Tb ritough pr-oper- select ion of beamiii

elated

lparaieters, a vaiety of' plasma (lelsi t v st

mdtiries

call be created, and stuidied over-

(H/ib;t.

1985].

For. examiplle. as the spa ('crahf

a perilol of' nh11111les [13(11k., and1(

imoves along. its path,. it shonuld be possile to cre*(ate a sheet-like density sti-tict iire bv
Ihe electi1011

opei'at ing

witliiiit
iitod

ifica t loll,

(lecd

guill cWilt

ntiulisly. or.. b)v pulsinig thle gu, perilodic st met til-es

h shetcut~l
l~ cmi ed.I

rolmla

iiie

A owihgsect ions

we conhsidler thle ionlosphicC

etic \i ye scat t et- g. and electr-oi-agnet ic wave gener-a tion

hat cain be l-ili(U bY alw
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If the spacecraft has a speecl, t,,, then the voIlme carved out bv the beamn is
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pied for a time D/11ri. If lhe kinetic energy in thle beama flows at a rate 1), then

lie energy d1eposited in thle carved out volume is

F =1

(2.2)

altid hle corresp~ond~ing total niumber of collisions is given b~y E/-1 wvhere - is the energy
-per

collision (35.5 eV). If tile length of the volume carved out by the beam is L, then
lie volume is r D2 L14, and the nuniber of collisions p~er unit volumne is
£/-

(2.3)
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where E, Is me~asured in electron volts. Tre number of collisions per unit length is
gLven by
A-p
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(2.8)
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where ' is voltage.
If we imultiply (2.8) by (2.9) and suibstitute (2.6), we obtain the number of ionizing
collisions per uinit volumle:
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If we (define anl effective range
R
p

then (2.10) takes a form similar to (2.3):
n =A(z/R) D

(9.12)
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2.2.1. Column Scattering
In general the strongest, signal scattered by a column of plasma occurs for wave
vectors which lie in the plane perpendicular to the ionized column (and the coincident
magnetic fiel line) and in which lies also the wave vector of the incident signal.
The mneasure of 0 o effectiveness of the column as a scatterer is its radar crosssection. This cross-section is determined by solving for the radiation fields which are

V

.-

generated when a plasma column is irradiated by an incident plane wave. This is
by solving simultaneously the plasma equations in conjunction with Maxwell's

4done

equations.
An excellent source of material on scattering phenomena is given in the Radar
Cross Section Handbook [Ruck et al., 1970]. Under most circumstances the plasma
*

can be described by a dielectric tensor analogously to that for a dielectric medium.
When the plasma is subject to a magnetic field, the plasma is represented as an
anisotropic dielectric and the tensor becomes vtx.y complicated.

Formulas for the

plasma dielectric tensor may be found in Ruck et al. [1970].
Tang [1966] has considered the problem of scattering from a plasma column in the
absence of magnetic field using an isotropic pressure term. General expressions for the
cross-section for both polarizations are given, including the effects of the excitation
of longitudinal oscillations.

Gildenburg and Kondrat'ev [1965] studied the plasma

cylinder using the hydromagnetic approximation.
.

An extensive set of scattering curves for plasma cylinders, which have electron
density profiles expressed as polynomials, have been calculated by Ridder and Peterson [1962] and Ridder and Edelberg [1964]. The Born approximation has been used
by Midzuno [1961] and Ruquist [1964] to calculate the cross section of an electron

*

density distribution, which is arbitrary except for the requirement that the plasma
frequency must be much less than the radar frequency.
Axial variations of the permittivity make the variation of the scattered field three
dimensional. Brysk [1958] has used the Born approximation to compute the scattering
for low density meteor trails with axially varying permittivity.
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The most interesting and pertinent cases studied are those which include a magnetic field and the corresponding anisotropic plasma dielectric tensor. The homoge-

neous plasma cylinder in the presense of a uniform axial magnetic field was studied by
Wait [1961], Platzman and Ozaki [1960], and Adachi [1962]. Messaien and Vandenplas
[1962] found good agreement between theory and experiment for these cases. Wait
[1961] also presented solutions for the inhomogeneous plasma case by considering a
plasma cylinder consisting of concentric layers with different properties. Messaien
and Vandenplas [1966] have studied the existence of a scattered E, field which exists
even for normal incidence. Dnestrovskiy and Kostomarov [1963] considered a plasma
with a diffuse boundary.
Crawford and Harker [1983] considered the nonlinear scattering from such plasma
beams. Nonlinear scattering can occcur when two separate electromagnetic waves mix
in the ionized region, or when a single beam in the ionized region is strong enough to
generate harmonics of itself.
PWhen

the incident wave has a frequency less than that of the peak plasma frequency (the overdense case), interesting resonance phenomena may arise. These
correspond to internal resonances of the plasma column itself. The most well known
of these is the dipole resonance, which occurs at wp/lvF [Crawford et al., 1963]. There
are, in fact, an infinite series of these resonances, and they are often referred to as
the Tonks-Dattner resonances [Parker et al., 1964].
It may be possible to observe these resonances in scattering experiments with
artificial auroras, in which case they would appear as greatly enhanced signals at
selected frequencies.

pHerlofson

Pthe

[1951] studied the problem of plasma column resonance, and described
dipole resonance. Fejer [1964] considered temperature effects, and showed
that a
series of resonances occurred near w = wp. Parker et al. [1964] and Crawford [1963]
observed these resonances experimentally and explained them on the basis of plasma
pressure theory.

*
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2.2.2. Sheet Scattering
A unique feature of beam particle induced ionization enhancements is the geometry of the ionization region that is created.

Because of the relatively narrow

diameter of the electron beam and the motion of the spacecraft platform, the resulting ionization enhancement traces out sheets of ionization. The sheet description is
particularly appropriate when the extended nature of ionization along the magnetic
field is considered. This ionization geometry is in contrast to other ionospheric modification techniques, such as Barium chemical release whose initial localized spherical
shape only allows for limited extension along the magnetic field or HF heating, which
%-]

affects a volume of considerable extent. Naturally occuring ionospheric modification
such as sporadic-E or aurora, except for single meteor trail events, typically occur

,

over regions of considerable volume.
Another unique feature of beam particle ionization enhancement is the fact that
a picket fence type of structure can be created within the sheet of ionization by
pulsing the beam source as the spacecraft moves (see Figure 2.3). This is particularly
interesting, since it will give rise to Bragg diffraction phenomena due to the periodic
structure of the picket fence that can enhance the scattering process due to coherent
addition. The optimal spatial wavelength or diffraction grating spacing will be such
that the largest peak to minima ionization is created. This occurs when the beam
is operated with a 50% duty cycle and the on time is such that it allows the beam
source to move a distance exactly equal to its beam diameter.
Complex viewing geometries are possible depending on the motion of the spacecraft. In particular, we show the geometry associated with a recent rocket experiment,
CHARGE-2, flown at White Sands Missile Range. Figure 2.4 shows a computer sim-

•

ulation of the rocket trajectory and portions of the sheet ionization regions created.
As can be seen, because of the rocket's trajectory and the given orientation of the
earth's magnetic field, the ionization sheet will trace out a complex pattern. Also
shown in the figure are ground contours of aspect angle for a specific location along
the ionization sheet.
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V

A variety of radio experiments taking advantage of the unique geometry of the
[.

ionization enhancement as well as the periodic striations occuring within the sheet
structure should be possible. The spatial wavelengths associated with optimal picket
fence structure should be in the LIF wavelength regime of 60 to 10 meters, while
instability structures may extend to shorter wavelengths in the VHF range. The
artificial diffraction screen structure could be used to provide coherent scattering
in both the forward and backward directions.

,

This structure should be sensitive

to changes along the magnetic field line occuring over dimensions of a Fresnel zone
providing a method of observing temporal variations.

2.3. Generation of Electromagnetic Waves
Beam injection experiments can tell us a great deal about the space environment,
*

but probably one of the most interesting aspLtcts is the generation of plasma waves
by Lhe electron beam in the presence of the background plasma. By monitoring these

•.plasma

wave emissions, such as with the PDP on the Shuttle, we can learn much
about the interaction processes that take place in the beam-plasma system.
Another important potential use of the electron beam in space is its role as an antenna, i.e., as a generator of electromagnetic waves for communication purposes. The
availability of an antenna which uses no wires, but only a modulated beam of electrons in space, offers great potential advantages. Chief among these are long length
and thus higher radiation resistance, important for the generation of low frequency
waves, and the elimination of metallic ohmic losses.
32..1. Past Work
A number of systematic investigations have been conducted over recent years into

*

the generation of electromagnetic waves by the passage of a pulsed electron beam
This has been motivated, of course, by numerous

through a magnetized plasma.

experiments and the applications which have been mentioned above. Using a simple
model for a pulsed electron beam, it has been possible to obtain a number of important
predictions concerning the nature and characteristics of the fields generated.
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Basically, there are three main radiation mechanisms that can cause emissions
from an electron beam: incoherent spontaneous emission, coherent spontaneous emission, and stimulated emission.
In incoherent spontaneous emission all the electrons radiate independently of one
another, giving rise to a radiated power proportional to the number of radiating particles. A number of authors have studied this phenomena in relation to either natural
or artificial beams. Their general conclusion has been that incoherent spontaneous
emission is not strong enough to give significant radiation from an electron beam of
the type currently injected into space from orbiting vehicles.
In coherent spontaneous emission each particle still emits by spontaneous emission, but now the particles are constrained to travel in orbits which force all velocities
at each particular position in space to be alike, leading thereby to coherent emission.
For a charged particle traversing a magnetoplasma this velocity correlation comes
from the fact that all the particles originate from approximately the same region of
space and then are constrained to flow along the path of a helix. However, as the beam
length increases, these correlations tend to average. If the beam were to remain continuous and become very long, the resulting interference would reduce the coherency
to zero. The beam must therefore be broken into segments of the proper length and
spacing. This leads to the second criterion for coherent spontaneous emission, namely
beam modulation and beam fronts.
In stimulated emission the beam in the presense of the background plasma becomes unstable with respect to wave growth. As opposed to spontaneous emission,
emissions are here stimulated by the presense of the wave itself. Since the probability
of emission is proportional to the wave strength, the growth rate (in either time or
space) is exponential.
Since stimulated emission is not dependent on beam f

Is, and hence on modula-

tion, most work on pulsed beams has concentrated on coherent spontaneous emission,
*

since the associated coherency gives rise to the required signal strength, and the pulsed

*

character of the beam satisfies its unique requirenent for the presense of fronts.

0.
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2.07.2. Coherent Spontaneous Emission
a. Radiation froin beains with a finite pulsc train
Harker and Banks [1984a] studied the radiation from a finite pulse train electron
beam. The radiation from a single particle traveling through free space permeated
by a magnetic field was considered first by these authors. This was later generalized
to the multiple pulse case. Finally the complete theoretical treatment to describe the
radiation field of a finite pulse train of electrons traveling through a space plasma
was presented. In order to simplify the theory, the beam length was assumed to be
unbounded, i.e. it was assumed to extend from z=-oo to oo. Detailed numerical studies were made of the radiation from the lower hybrid to electron cyclotron frequency.
Beam voltages considered were 1OOV, I KeV, and 10 KeV, while the beam current
and pitch angle were taken as 100 mnA and 300, respectively. The 1 KeV beam voltage
was chosen to simulate the FPEG electron gun used in the STS-3 Space Shuttle flight.
The theory showed that the power radiated per unit solid angle per pulse typically
lies in the vicinity of the free space value of 1mW/sr. There is a great variation with
angle and frequency, and for certain angles and frequencies it is not uncommon to find
radiated powers per unit solid angle of the order of 1 W/sr. In addition, singularities
in the power distribution functions, up to three in number, were observed to occur; it
was re,-ommended that the conditions corresponding to these singular points should
be studied in experiments, since they have the likeliest probability of detection.
This study showed that the successful use of electron beams as radiators and
*

antennas relies on their use at selected frequencies, observation angles, beam duty
cycles, beam modulation frequencies, and pitch angles.
b. Radiationfrom long pulse train beams
Recent experiments have reported the emission of electromagnetic radiation at
the modulation frequency of the electron beam when that frequency was in the VLF
range.

*

In experiments on STS-3 [N:upert et al., 1982; Banks et al., 1983, 1984;

,hawhan et al., 198,1] modulation of the beam at, 3.1 and 4.8 kHz produced emissions
at these frequencies and also at their harmonics up to the maximum observation

0.V-N
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frequency of 30 kHz. Pulse trains typically contained 32,768 pulses. Experiments with
modulated beams were also carried out on the SEPAC experiment on board Spacelab1 in November and December 1983 [Obayashi et al., 1982; Taylor and Obayashi, 1984].
Harker and Banks [1985] next extended their theory to cover these latest experiments. First, because of the relatively large number of pulses, they extended their
theory to cover infinite pulse trains. Second, because most of the observations have
been at frequencies in the range 1-30 kHz, they extended their numerical results to
cover the region below the lower hybrid frequency. Third, they made the more realistic assumption that the beam extends only from z = 0 (the gun position) outward,
instead of from -oo to +oo. Finally, they introduced the assumption that the ability

,.

of the beam to radiate, for whatever reason, falls off exponentially with distance. The
e-folding distance for this fall-off is a parameter which must be determined from more
detailed theories or from experiments. They first derived general results, and then
used these to specialize the theory to two cases, the long and short beam, in order to
gain as much simplification as possible.
Calculations to determine the radiated power based on the theory were carried
out for a range of parameters. One sets of computations was made for a voltage of
1000V, a current of 100 mA and a pitch angle of 300 for comparison with the results
of the STS-3 mission with the FPEG. Another set of computations were made for a
voltage of 7500V, a current of 1.6A, and a pitch angle of 45'

-

.

In all cases results were

presented for Cerenkov and normal and anomalous cyclotron radiation.
In their theory for finite pulse train beams, after carrying out the mathematical

-

simplification for the radiated power resulting from contour integrations, they were
generally left with two integration variables. When the beam is infinitely long, an
additional restraint is imposed in the form of the wave-particle interaction condition,

*

which reduces the number of integration variables to one. This was the case discussed
in the finite pulse train paper, where the power distribution function was chosen
successively to be a function of the frequency, propagation angle, and ray vector
angle.
In the present case, the beam is an unbounded pulse train. This introduces a

A-
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new restraint, namely that the frequency is an integral multiple of the modulation
frequency, which again reduces the number of integration variables to one. When the
beam is long, the wave-particle condition is again imposed, reducing the number of
integrations variables to zero, and yielding a single angle for each modulation frequency. This is another way of saying that all of the power has been concentrated
into radiation at a single polar angle, i.e. within those angles lying on a thin conical surface. Of course, this angle still varies with the system parameters, such as
frequency and pitch angle.
Other authors have also discussed radiation from pulsed electron beams for the
special case where the beam is modulated in a spatially sinusoidal manner and is in
parallel flow along the magnetic field axis, giving rise thereby to Cerenkov radiation.
Lavergnat and Lehner [1984] calculated the total power radiated by a beam extending
from z = 0 to z = vt, while Ohnuki and Adachi [1984] calculated the far-field in

*

cylindrical coordinates emitted by an infinitely long beam. More recently, Lavergnat
et al. [1984] have reported results for radiation from a sinusoidally modulated beam
ejected at an angle to the magnetic field.
c. Near fields in the vicinity of pulsed electron beams in space
One shortcoming of the above work was that it was valid for the far field only.
This means that if the beam has a length 1, then the theory is only valid for distances
from the beam greater than a factor of three of more times 1. Since most of the
measurements on electron beams in space have been taken within 10 m or so of the
electron beam generator, it is clear that further work was needed to be done on the
near fields generated in the vicinity of pulsed electron beams.
In order to remedy this situation, J[arkcr and Banks (1984b,19861 studied the near
.9elds generated by a pulsed electron beam. Their model, as in our previous studies,
assumes that the electrons follow an idealized helical path through the space plasma.
The total radiation is obtained, again as above, by adding coherently the radiation
from each individual electron in the helix, leading thereby to coherent spontaneous
emission. The mathematical technique used consists of taking the Fourier transforms

*

in space and time of Maxwell's equations, including the modulated beam current
a,"

*
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terms which act as the driving mechanism for the interaction. The solution is then
obtained by taking the inverse transforms to obtain the electric field as a function of
the spatial coordinates. An important feature of the theory is the retention of evanescent waves in addition to the propagating waves used in the far field theory. This
gives rise to contributions to the field strengths in frequency stop bands of far field
theory. Field strengths calculated by the theory were calculated for a representative
set of values of ionospheric parameters and electron beam current, voltage, and pitch
angle and for a range of modulation frequencies extending from the ion to the electron
cyclotron frequency. These predictions were found to be in essential agreement with
the most recently available experimental data.

,,

2.4. Recommendations for Further Work
2.4.1. Theoretical Work
There are four basic theoretical areas associated with electron beam induced ionospheric modification: beam launching and propagation, impact ionization processes,
electromagnetic scattering and stimulation, and enhancement decay. All of these,
either as part of this or earlier studies, have undergone at least preliminary evaluations. We would make the recommendation that at least two of these areas be pursued
further in greater detail.
Beam Launching and Propagation. Conditions for proper beam launching and
propagation continue to be an area of active theoretical and experimental interest in
general. Conditions to achieve the launch of a well defined energy electron beam are
not completely known, in particular for high current beam sources. We recommend
that these issues be studied and organized in such a way that they could be properly
tested on future electron beam experiments.
Electromagnetic Scattering and Stimulation. RF scattering and optical stimulation are the two most obvious ways of remotely detecting electron beam induced
ionospheric enhancements. Optical observation techniques have been utilized extensively for many years now. This is not the situation for electromagnetic scattering.
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There are a variety of possible electromagnetic scattering mechanisms affecting both
forward and back scatter. These include Bragg scattering from an artificially generated spatial structure (picket fence), acoustic wave scatter from instabilities generated
by gradients within the enhancement regions or by current diffusion parallel to B, possibly scintillation effects, and finally simple incoherent scatter mechanisms.
We therefore recommend that detailed calculations be made on the possible scattering mechanisms discussed above based on electromagnetic and plasma theory. Existing theory covering plasma columns should be of help in much of this, but the
multiple column and resonance enhanced scattering cases will undoubtedly require
new theory.
2.4.2. Experimental Work
An upcoming high power electron beam rocket experiment, called CHARGE-3, to
be flown in November 1988 at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), represents a fortuitous opportunity to investigate ionospheric modification using existing resources.
We therefore make the recommendation that a limited campaign be undertaken to
prepare and conduct remote radar and optical observations as part of the CHARGE%

3 mission. The purpose of this effort would specifically be to detect the presence of
electron beam generated ionospheric modification and of increasing the knowledge
base for beam propagation physics plus the dynamics of the modified region. There
are several reasons why we believe this is appropriate to consider at this time:
(1) It would be an efficient use of existing hardware on an existing mission to give
information of the important processes associated with electron beam ionospheric
modification. By taking advantage of the CHARGE-3 mission to detect the presence
of beam generated ionospheric enhancements, we substantially reduce the cost and

*

turn-around time that otherwise would be required for a separate effort. Note that
AFGL is already contributing to the funding of CHARGE-3.
(2) CHARGE-3 will have the first low energ,' electron beam source of significant
power (10-15 kW) to be flown on a spacecraft since the electron beam modification
concepts first outlined by Banks and Gilchrist [1985]. The 10-15 kW power of the
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CHARGE-3 gun should allow for peak ionization levels approaching 106 cm -

3,

some

two orders of magnitude over expected background ionization levels in the nighttime E-region. Earlier attempts, during 1985 (Spacelab-2 and CHARGE-2), used low
power (< 100 W) beam sources to attempt detection of ionospheric modification. Neither effort was able to conclusively observe an effect, although it had been calculated
that the CHARGE-2 flight, under the proper conditions, had a good probability of
success. Unfortunately, the beam source on CHARGE-2 failed to achieve its intended
power levels nor was all of the proper ground equipment available for the flight.
(3) Much of the computer programming and logistics planning for CHARGE2 can be directly utilized in the CHARGE-3 mission, which will help the mission
and logistics planning efforts for the latter mission.

The computer software now

available includes several programs to select both optical and radar ground sites.
Having conducted observations as part of CHARGE-2, we are now familiar with the
resources available at WSMR and the geography of southwest Texas where ground
radar facilities are most likely to be placed.
Finally, (4), the CHARGE-3 mission is still sufficiently in the future that analysis efforts conducted as outlined above for theoretical work should be available to
contribute to CIlARGE-3 remote observations efforts.
2.5. Summary
2.5.1. Artificial Auroral Ionization
Important ionization enhancement effects in the E and lower F regions, such as
the creation of artificial aurora and picket fence type ionization structures, appear
possible using low energy electron beams (1-10 keV). These structures are predicted to
persist over a period of minutes. The 1 to 10 keV range of beam energy is necessary to
4

produce the principal (peak) ionization enhancement in this altitude regime and offers
the advantage of longer persistence when compared to lower altitudes penetrated by
higher energy beams because of slower recombination or diffusion rates. The principal
area of concern for this energy level of electron beam is in establishing conditions for
which the beam will propagate, over extended distances, as a narrow (focused) column
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structure.
It should be possible to use the created ionization structures as scatterers of
electromagnetic waves. This process could therefore be used to remotely probe these
altitude regions for a variety of scientific purposes, as a reflection site for HF over-thehorizon ground based radar, or possibly for communication purposes by scattering
back to the ground signals which would otherwise be lost through the ionosphere. It
should further be possible to enhance these scattering effects at specific frequencies
by resonance scattering phenomena long known in plasma physics.
2.5.2. Generation of Electromagnetic Waves.
Pulsed electron beams can be used to generate electromagnetic waves by the process of coherent spontaneous emission, among others. We should, therefore, be able

*

to use the electron beam as a non-wire antenna for the generation of electromagnetic
waves for communication purposes, for example. The long length of such an antenna
can only be rivaled by a device such as the electrodynamic tether. Since the radiation
resistance varies as the square of antenna length, and since this type of antenna has
no metallic ohmic losses, electron beam antennas should be increasingly useful at
lower frequencies.
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3. MODERATELY ENERGETIC ELECTRON BEAMS

By this we mean beams of electrons with energies in the range 10-500 keV. The
upper limit of this range corresponds roughly to the electron rest mass, so it is a
transition value above which relativistic effects are important.

3.1. Previous Space Experiments
Table 1 on page 93 contains a list of the space experiments performed during the
past decade (during or after 1975) with artificial electron beams at energies of 10
keV or more. The highest energy reported was 40 keV; we have found no published
accounts of any work at higher energies. The successive rows of the table refer to
the different experiments, in chronological order. The successive columns contain:
(1) the title of the experiment; (2) the date on which it was performed (or dates, if

*

the experiment involved more than one rocket); (3) the range of altitude over which
the electron beam was emitted, or the apogee altitude if this range is not given in
the published literature; (4) the energy of the electron beam (in some experiments
more than one energy was used, or the energy was varied continuously over a certain
range); (5) beam current (often the beam was pulsed or otherwise modulated, and
the figure quoted is the peak current). This list is not guaranteed complete, but it
is certainly representative. Lists of the space electron beam experiments in the years
preceding 1975 may be found in two review papers by Winckler [1980, 1982].
In all of these experiments the vehicle was a rocket.

'4

Though electron beam

experiments have also been performed on satellites and on the Space Shuttle, the

*

beam energies have so far always been less than 10 keV.
In none of these experiments was modification of the ionosphere a prime scientific
objective, but in some of them it was a means to other ends. Thus, for instance,

*

in the Franco-Soviet 'Araks' experiments [Cambou, 19801, the rockets were launched
from the Kerguelen Islands in the southern hemisphere, and the ionization produced
by the beam in the lower ionosphere at the magnetically conjugate point in the
northern hemisphere was the basis for localization of this point by radar [Pyatsi and
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Zarnitsky, 1980 Uspensky ct al., 1980].

Others, such as the Norwegian 'Polar 5'

[Grandal, 1982] and 'Electron 2' experiments [Jacobsen ct al., 19811, were designed to
study ionospheric perturbations produced involuntarily, as results of a beam-plasma
discharge (BPD) excited by an electron beam emitted from a rocket. In contrast, the
original objectives of the University of Minnesota 'Echo' series of experiments were
to use electron beams for investigating beam-plasma interactions and for probing
the distant magnetosphere [IWinckler, 1980, 1982; Win

etker
e al., 1984]; for these

purposes, the perturbations of the ambient plasma and accompanying perturbations
of the electron beam itself were of nuisance value only.
Thus very few of the previous space experiments with electron beams at energies
of 10 keV or higher were performed with the deliberate intention of modifying the
ionosphere, but nevertheless the data that they have yielded are useful when studying

.

the possibilities for doing so. In this respect, of course, the energy of 10 keV has no
special physical significance, and data from experiments at lower energies are helpful
as well.

3.2. Electron Beam Sources

Winckler [1982] has briefly surveyed progress up to 1980 in the development of
electron beam sources for use in space experiments. This effort drew on a knowledge
base from the development of powerful electron guns for industrial applications, as
in x-ray tubes, or in klystrons and other types of radio-frequency (RF) vacuum tube,
or for welding metals under vacuum. In its simplest form, of which the Pierce (1954)
design is the post-war prototype, an ele-tron gun comprises a hot cathode that emits
('lectrons, and a set of suitablY biased electrodes creating strong electric fields to accelerate, focus, and possibly deflect them. Other electrodes may be used to modulate
lie beam, and magnetic fields may also )e used for focusing and deflection. All the
electron guns so far used in space have been of this variety; the highest energy used
was about 40 keV, as mentioned earlier. In the laboratory, electron guns have been
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built for energies up to several MeV: higher energies require induction accelerators
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such as betatrons, or RF accelerators such as synchrotrons or linacs. In space, because of the greater difficulty of preventing flash-over, the upper limit of the energy
obtainable from straightforward electron guns is probably smaller, but no basis exists
for giving a precise figure.

3.3. Ionospheric Effects of Electron Beams
3.3.1. Classification
Our mandate is to examine the perspectives for using electron beams to achieve
ionospheric modification, which we take in a broad sense to mean effects making
appreciable changes in the properties of the ionospheric plasma. Other accompanying
effects, such as charging of the vehicle, changes in the properties of the beam, and
*

generation of waves in the plasma, are of interest here only insofar as they relate to
this main theme.
For presentation, we may classify the relevant ionospheric effects into those involving direct interaction of the beam with the ambient plasma alone (beam-plasma
instability), those involving interaction of the beam with the neutral gas through
the intermediary of the plasma (beam-plasma discharge), and those involving direct
interaction between the beam and the neutral gas (collisional ionization).
3.3.2. Beam-plasma instability
In theory, a mono-energetic electron beam traveling through a fully ionized thermal plasma becomes unstable as soon as the velocity of the beam exceeds the characteristic thermal velocity of the plasma electrons. The unstable waves are electrostatic
in nature, or alternatively, when a magnetic field is present, they may be electromag-

*

netic waves in their quasi-electrostatic limit.
IlTese statements refer to cases where the electron densities of the beam and of
the plasrla are comparable; in addition, they imply a beam much wider than all of

0

the microscopic plasma scale lengths, and also much wider than the wavelengths of
the ,irstable plasina waves. ilowever, a bearn fron an electron gun on a spacecraft is

*, W

unlikely to satisfy the latter inequality. Generally speaking, narrow beams are more
stable than wide ones, because the unstable waves may propagate out of the beam
before they have been able to grow very much [Jones and Kellogg, 1973].
\When an electron gun is operated on a spacecraft, plasma waves may be excited
not only by the outgoing electron beam, but also by the return current of thermal
electrons from the ambient plasma. Their motion relative to the ions in the plasma
can excite both ion acoustic waves and ion cyclotron waves. Under most conditions
prevailing in the ionosphere, the ion cyclotron waves are the more unstable, i.e., the
threshold current density required to excite them is less than it is for ion acoustic
waves [Kindcl and Kennel, 1971]. In the collisional bottomside ionosphere, electron
collisions help to destabilize ion cyclotron waves, contrary to what one might expect
[Satyanarayanatt al., 1985].

Since the beam and the return current are both constrained to follow the magnetic
field lines, in most previous experiments they occupied overlapping regions of space,
so their respective effects were liable to interact with one another. This difficulty can
be overcome in experiments in which two separate payloads are connected together
electrically by a 'tether' in the form of a conducting wire coated with an insulating
material. Several rocket experiments with tethered sub-payloads have already been
performed [Sasaki et al., 1986a], and extensive plans have been made for similar
experiments on the Space Shuttle [Banks et al., 1981].
Besides the experiments in space, many laboratory experiments on beam-plasma
*

instability have been performed.

In a very significant recent experiment by Okuda

0 al. [1985], an electron beam was injected into a magnetized plasma, along the
direction of the magnetic field, with a velocity about 10 times the thermal velocity
f the plasma electrons. The electron concentration in the beam was about 10% of
that in the plasma, and a strong beam-plasma instability developed. The resulting
nonlinear electron plasma waves reacted back on the electron population, accelerating
appreciable
.
amounts of beam and plasnia. electrons to velocities well above the initial
*

L)'earn

velocity. With increasing distance along the beam, the parallel electron velocity

listribution evolved rapidly into a smooth one extending from zero up to 1.5--2 times
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the initial beam velocity. Over this entire range it had a negative slope, which meant
that the beam had become stable. These

hlenomena were reproduced subsequently

in numerical simulations, which showed that trapping of the electrons by the waves
played an important role in the nonlinear development of the beam-plasma instability
[Okuda et al., 1987]. One reason why these particular experiments were so successful
is that the initial beam velocity was not excessively large compared with the thermal
velocity, so the electron distribution function was able to evolve to its final stable
form within the dimensions of the apparatus.
Contrariwise, most space experiments have involved initial beam velocities several
orders of magnitude greater than thermal velocity, and plasmas much less dense than
those commonly used in laboratory experiments. In these circumstances, the beamplasma instability and its accompanying phenomena evolve over very much greater
distances, though their natures are almost certainly the sait,
r.

In particular, the

evolution to a stable velocity distribution, as observed in the laboratory, may help to
explain how electron beams are able to travel over long distances in space without
losing all their energy to unstable waves arid being brought to a halt.
Observations made in the ionospheric plasma near to an artificial electron beam
have revealed a wide variety of electrostatic and electromagnetic plasma waves created by bean-plasma instabilities (BPI), extending in frequency from a few kilohertz
to well above the local plasma frequency, and including lower-hybrid and whistlermode waves, electron cyclotron harmonics, and plasma frequency and upper-hybrid
emissions. Absorption of these waves can cause appreciable heating of the plasma
electrons, up to energies of several electron-volts, and out to distances of more than a
hundred metres from the beam [ Winckhr et al., 1986]; close to the beam, electrons of
higher energies are observed, but here, of course, it is difficult to distinguish heated
lMstlla electron s fromh bea.in electrons that. have been degraded in energy and have
,fflised

outwards from the beam

Ider the influence of the strongly nonlinear plasma
ni

wave s. This plasmla heating is the printcipal ionoslleric 1(odification caused bYv arti*

fi ca il eziergetic electron learns at altitudes above about, 200 kin, where interact ions

wit h the iewi ral atmospheric gas are negligible.
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3.3.3. Beam-plasma discharge
At lower altitudes, beani-plasma interactions modify the ionosphere to a much
greater extent., because the energetic electrons in and around the beam collide with
the atoms and molecules of the neutral atmospheric gases, exciting and ionizing
them. The resulting increase in the local electron concentration generally intensifies the beam-plasma instabilities that are supplying the energetic electrons, so there
is positive feedback from the ionization process to the BPI. If, for a given energy
of the beam electrons, the current in the beai is increased progressively, the rate
of production of ionization increases faster than the current. Then, when a critical
threshold current is attained, the ionization rate jumps discontinuously to a higher
level, and so do the electron concentration and the luminous emission from excited
neutral atoms. This is the onset of 'beam-plasma discharge' (BPD), a phenomenon
that has been studied extensively both in space and in the laboratory. The laboratory
experiments have included pre-flight tests of equipment later used in space [Banks et
al., 1982; Kawashirna, 1983]; these particular experiments were at energies below 10
keV, however. In at least one space experiment, the increase in ionospheric electron
concentration due to BPD was sufficient to allow the cloud of dense ionization around
the beam to be detected by radar from the ground [Cambou, 1975].
Both the laboratory and the space experiments appear to confirm theoretical
predictions that the critical current for the onset of BPD is directly proportional to the
3/2 power of the energy of the electrons in the beam, and inversely proportional to the
,-.

rneutral gas pressure [Bcrnstein et al., 1979; Ingsoy and Friedrich, 1983; Papadopoulos,
1981].
3.3.). Collisional ionization

*
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Even in the absence of BlPI or BPD, the energetic electrons in the beam can
excite and ionize neutral gas partiles by colliding with them. Obviously the most
favorable conditions for collisional excitation and ionization exist when the beam

•ft

descends from space into the atmosphere, encountering neutral gas at ever-increasing
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densities as its altitude decreases. These conditions were created by the very first
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space experiment with a rocket-borne electron gun, in which a 20 keV 0.5 A beam was
directed downwards, and produced a streak of artificial auroral light in the altitude
range 90-100 km [Hess et al., 1971].

In a later experiment by the same group, a

similar beam was directed upwards and the auroral light streak was observed at the
magnetically conjugate point [Davis et al., 1980]. A few years later again, in the Araks
experiments at a higher magnetic latitude, ionization produced at the conjugate point
was observed by radar [Pyatsi and Zarnitsky, 1980]. Rough estimates of the extent of
the ionization 'sheets' produced during the experiments give 2' of longitude (rocket
motion in East-West direction) and 0.50 of latitude (rocket motion in North-South
direction).
For the purpose of producing extra ionization in the D region (50-85 km) and E
region (85-140 km) of the ionosphere, electron beams in the energy range 10-500 keV
are not qualitatively different from beams with lower or higher energies. Indeed there
is some quantitative equivalence, because the energy required to produce an electronion pair is approximately 35 eV, regardless of the energy of the beam electrons so
long as this exceeds 500 eV or so [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. Hence, at the energies
that we are concerned with here, the total rate of production of electron-ion pairs is
directly proportional, by a constant factor independent of energy, to the total power
of the electron beam.
However, changing the energy of the beam, or its angle with respect to the magnetic field ('pitch angle'), does change the way in which the rate of production varies
with altitude. Electron beams with higher energies or smaller pitch angles penetrate
to lower altitudes, and create a greater proportion of their ionization at these altitudes. Graphs of ionization production versus altitude, for downcoming electrons
with energies up to 300 keV, have been given by Banks and Kockarts [1973]; at zero
*

pitch angle, the altitude of niaximum production varies from 105 km at 10 keV to 70
kin at 300 keV.

3.4. Possible Future Experiments
.
lecapi tilating, electron beams in the energy range 10-500 keV can niodify the

0

01

ionosphere by heating the plasma or by producing new ionization. Heating can occur
at all altitudes as the result of beam-plasma instability, if the conditions for the latter
are met. The production of new ionization, however, requires an adequate neutral
gas pressure, which is found only below about 200 kin. Around the beam near to its
source, both plasma heating and the production of new ionization are favored by the
occurrence of beam-plasma discharge, again if the appropriate conditions are met.
Under the influence of BPI, with or without BPD, the velocity distribution of the
beam evolves towards a stable form. Whether this form is attained or not, the beam
electrons can still collide with the neutral particles and produce appreciable amounts
of new ionization in the E region, and ,'-en down into the D region if their energy is
sufficient.
Much space and laboratory experimentation has already been done on these topics, so original experiments on them are hard to suggest. Despite all previous work,
however, the ionospheric modifications accompanying BPI and BPD are still imperfect lv understood. In space experimentation, at least two factors have contributed
to this state of affairs: one is that most experiments have been performed at beam
encrgies above 1 keV, where the spatial scales of such phenomena as the evolution of
the beam velocity distribution are so large that they are hard to explore effectively in
a single experiment; the other is that the beam current and the return current flowed
in the same region of space. It would seem, therefore, that there is still scope for
V

significant experiments at much lower beam energies, from a few eV upwards, using a

"

remote tethered sub-payload to collect the return current; an alternative to the latter
would be to eject, into a different region of space, a positive ion beam carrying a

--
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current equal and opposite to that of the electron beam.
Electron beams in the energy range 10-500 keV can be used for experiments
involving the creation of artificial plasma density structures capable of scattering
-waves

.4
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from ground-based radars., as proposed by Banks and Gilchrist (1985].
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3.5. Summary of Proposed Experiments
3.5.1. Investigation of BPI and BPD
Experiments similar to those performed previously in space, but with arrangements made to spatially separate the beam from the return current.
3.5.2. Artificial Plasma Density Structures
Creation as in the proposal by Banks and Gilchrist t1985].
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4. RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS
4.1. Introduction

m•,.consideai

."

_.-

Previous experiments with electron beams in space have been limited by practical
n to relativly low particle energies: To the best of our knowledge the
maximum electron energy yet used in a conventional space experiment is of the order
of 40 keV. The motivation for the present study has come from a realization that linac
electron accelerators have reached a state of technology permitting relatively small
units to be mounted in payloads suitable for research rockets and/or the Space Shuttle.
Thus, it is now worth considering the full range of consequences of using such a beam
for a variety of purposes, including the creating of plasma density irregularities in the
lower ionosphere and the probing of electrodynamic regions of the middle atmosphere.

-p

In the following sections we describe the possible consequences of operating a
moderately powerful (-

5 MW), relativistic (-

5 MeV) electron accelerator from a
satellite or rocket platform. In such an experiment, a beam of relativistic electrons
fired downwards from space will create, by means of electron impact ionization, an
ionized column whose length and cross sectional area will be set by electron energy
loss and scattering.

As discussed later, owing to the relatively small cross section

for electron interaction with matter at relativistic energies, a single pulse from such
a beam will penetrate to the lower mesosphere and upper stratosphere, creating a
dense column of free electrons and positive ions.
,-

At high altitudes this structure

remains relatively static, decaying only slowly under the influence of recombination.
At low altitudes, however, the electrons are rapidly lost via attachment reactions
with 0_ to form 0.7.

While the column is composed largely of free electrons, it

can scatter electromagnetic radiation and, surprisingly, may even initiate an intense
*•

upward traveling ,lectrical discharge similar to lightning.
Before passing to the calculations of beam interactions, however, it is informative
t o corti pare I he jonli ing effect s of electrons anil phot oiis. Generally speaking, elect rons
iii lie i iergv raige Il o 5 MeV have appreciably smaller itieraction cross sections with
rr at er

r .•

t

ri

easi ly olbt aina ble 1,:[V
T

hl\ons or X -rays.

vein

hard X-rays. for whn ich
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there are as yet no convenient space payload sources, only penetrate to the altitude
range of 50 to 60 km. Thus, if there is a need to produce appreciable ionization as
deep as the upper stratosphere, relativistic electrons are the logical choice.
Another factor relates to the net energy flux carried by electron beams. Unlike
high energy photon sources, which have a generally broad beam divergence and accompanying r- 2 energy diminuation with distance from the source, electron beams
are constrained to remain geometrically confined, varying in intensity only in response
to changes in the strength of the magnetic field and transverse spreading associated
with scattering by atmospheric particles. Thus, it can be expected that a relativistic
electron beam, if injected at a small pitch angle with respect to the magnetic field,
.'€
4/.'

will remain confined until it has lost a substantial fraction of its initial kinetic energy.
Furthermore, a surprisingly large fraction (,-20%) of the initial beam energy will be
expended in producing atmospheric ionization along the path of the beam.
In the following sections we describe the physical processes which accompany the
firing of a pulsed relativistic electron beam downwards along a magnetic field line
into the middle atmosphere. Consideration is given to the resulting altitude profile of
ionization, the conversion of the initial atmospheric positive ions and free electrons

,.V'

into an end product state of positive ions, electrons, and negative ions, and the
possibility that the resulting beam column of ionization may lead to a high voltage
breakdown condition mimicking, to some extent, natural lightning.

4.2. Ionization Column Dynamics
U

4.2. 1.

Ionization Production Rates

Consider a relativistic electron beam of current I composed of monoenergetic
"0

ciectrons of velocity v fired parallel to the local magnetic field. We assume that the
beam emerges from an aperture of area A, and expands slowly with distance along
the magnetic field such that the area of the beam is A, at a distance r from the
source. The beam current is assumed to be pulsed at the source with an on period

SN

of I seconds each pulsing cycle. As the beam travels downwards along the magnetic
field, ionization is produced through electron impact.

.'c
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Following the treatment of Evans [1955], the number of ionization pairs per unit
path length in air at STP produced for each incident electron is approximated by the
ionization formula
dN,
ds

45 ion pairs
/3 2 air - cm

(4.1)

where s is measured along the local magnetic field and /3

V/c is the ratio of

particle velocity to the speed of light, c. Equations of greater detail also exist and
are extensively discussed in Appendix A.
As the electron beam moves downwards into the atmosphere, each electron of the
beam will gradually lose kinetic energy as a consequence of inelastic collisions with
the atmospheric gases. This effect is shown in Figure 4.1, and is based on Appendix
A equations. The figure gives the average energy per particle of the incident beam as
a function of altitude. For altitudes down to about 70 km there is little energy loss.
Below this point, however, the exponentially increasing density of the atmosphere,
coupled with the rise of energy loss rate with decreasing electron energy, dictates a
progressively greater decrease in beam particle energy. By the time that the beam
has reached 40 km, virtually all of the original beam energy has been deposited in
the atmosphere.
Using the results of Appendix A, it is possible to compute the local rate of energy
loss per unit distance of beam travel as a function of altitude. The typical profile of
energy deposition is shown here as Figure 4.2. The interesting result is that the rate
%

of energy deposition is generally proportional to the neutral gas concentration and
that a large amount of energy is deposited in the atmosphere at the end of the beam
penetration.

This arises because of the large increase in beami energy loss rate at

low electron energies. The consequence is that, there can be a substantial increase in
local electron density in the terminus zone of beam penetra.tion. This general effect
is discussed in more detail following a discussion of the effects of beam scattering.

For a beamn of current, I , and projected area, A,,.

norinal to tie riagn et ic field,

the local rate of production of electrons and ions per c in pci second, p. is given by

.%1"
6t

'
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the expression

p

n

cm

3

sec -

1

(4.2)

where n is the neutral gas concentration at the observation point and no is the concentration of the atmosphere at STP (no = 2.67 x 1019 molecules cm-3 ).
Knowledge of the area, A8 , of the beam at any point in the trajectory is an
important part of calculating the local ionization production rate.

As individual

electrons pass through matter, minute deflections occur as a consequence of Coulomb
interactions with atmospheric atoms and molecules. These angular deflections are
%-

equivalent to the introduction of perpendicular (to the local magnetic field) velocity

%

to the beam electrons so that after many kilometers of travel there can be appreciable
spread of the beam in pitch angle. This effect spreads the total ionization production
over a significant area, lowering the local enhancement of the electron and ion density.
There is extensive knowledge of electron scattering in various materials, including
air; e.g., ICRU// 35 [1984]. Using standard approaches, it is even possible to compute the angular scatter effects of low density materials where perpendicular transit
is an important part of the final beam area distribution. However, up to the present
time we have been unable to discover any method which adequately takes into account the confining effect of a magnetic field on a strongly peaked (energy and angle)
electron beam. Figure 4.3 illustrates this situation by following the trajectory of a
single electron. As it leaves the source the electron initially travels directly down the

SO

magnetic field. At some point, however, it suffers a scattering collision which changes
its pitch angle. Such scattering interactions continue with increasing frequency until
the electron has lost all of its initial energy. As a consequence of the accumulated
angular scattering, the electron may be substantially deflected in a lateral direction

*

with respect to the original magnetic field line trajectory. This behavior is indicated
in Figure 4.3 by showing hypothetical scattering collisions and the envelope of an
electron's helical motion.

*

In this situation, we find that the traditional calculations of electron beam spreading are incorrect since they ignore the confining ef ccs of the geomagnetic field. Walt
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BEAM ENERGY VS ALTITUDE
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Figure 4.1. Average cnergy per particle of a 5 MeV electron beam penetrating
vertically into the middle ;t mospliere. Details of the calculation are given in Appendix
A.
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Figure 4.2. Relativistic electron beam energy loss rate shown as a function of
altitude in the middle atmosphere. The peak deposition at the end of the path is due
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to the rapid rise in energy loss which occurs at low electron energies. Details of the
are given in Appendix A.
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et al. [1967] have attacked this problem for the case of a non-peaked relativistic electron beam, and they derived analytic expressions for the ionization rate as a function
of altitude, but the results may not be accurate for the case at hand.
Calculations for the highly peaked distributions considered here could be made
in a guiding center formalism which would take into account the gradual outward
diffusion of electrons resulting from scattering. However, this new work has not been
practical within the limits of the present study. Instead, we use three approximations
to the electron beam area: An area which corresponds to no scattering by the at mosphie (.,A =

7r/4

m 2 ), an area which corresponds to the gyroradius of the relativistic

electrons at the energy of the source (A, = 600 2 , m2), and the full scattering predicted from non-magnetic, conventional scattering equations (A

-

108 M2 at 50 km

altitude). In addition, we simply assume that at the very end of the beam penetration there is a substantial spatial blooming of the beam as scattering assumes great
importance in the last few kilometers of beam travel.
The result of these assumptions is to give the model of the region of electron
beam ionization enhancement shown in Figure 4.4. The overall shape of the ionization
region produced by the beam can be compared with that of a mushroom anchor: A
long, increasingly thick column of ionization eventually meets a thick, radially broad
cap, a consequence of electron scattering.
We now return to quantitative calculations. UTsing the energy loss rate, altitude
profiles of the plasma produced by single pulses from an electron source can be made
taking into account the full range of energy degradation process. Since charged particle recombination operates on time scales of many milliseconds, a beam pulsed with
relatively short. microsecond bursts will give a net production of new ionization equal
to the product of the local production rate and the bean on tine. The newly introduced charged particles then decay according to recombination and otIier ionic and

elect ronic react ions with the gases of the iiddle atniosphiere.
["igure 1.5 shows ionization production rate as a fu nction of alt itude calculated
for a 1 A . 5 Me\V elect ron beam pidsed on for 5 p/second s withi different assumipt ions
abou.t thlie lwai area.

0

'[lle production is proportioiial to the neutra; gas number

ELECTRON BEAM
SOURCE

Geomnagnetic Field

First collison

.4

9

Second collision

Third Callison

Fourth collison

-

... Fifth Collision
Electron gyrodiameter after
five collisions

K..

Figure 4.3. Schematic view of the effects of small angle scattering on the pitch
angle and lateral deflection of an energe-ic electron initially moving parallel to the
local magnetic field. Each collision enlarges the gyroradius of the electron motion.

0

~Sinice each collision occurs at a random point within the gyrating trajectory, such
collisions can give a lateral deflection of the particle which is limited by the intrinsic
scale size of the full gyroradius of the electron.

0%.

5:3
density for most of the path, but large ionization rates obtained near the end of the
beam show where scattering is important with consequent large lateral dispersions.
The initial burst of new ionization from a relativistic electron beam can have
a high "contrast" with respect to the pre-existing, background plasma. Figure 4t.6
shows typical day and night electron densities for the middle atmospheric regions.
Also included is the new density calculated above for a single 5 jisecond burst.

It

can be seen that the beam-associated ionization can be much larger than the ambient
ionization for altitudes depending on the particular beam cross sectional area.
More complete analyses of electron beam penetration must take into account
beam divergence arising from the finite range of pitch angles at the beam source, the
confining feature of the magnetic field, and the important effects of electron scattering
S~which

accompany traversal through the atmosphere. A description of these is given
in Appendix A, which provides the basis for the ionization production rate discussion
of this section.

4.2.2. Plasma Chcmnistry
The initial ionization created by the pulsed electron beam consists of positive
atmospheric ions (0

+

, N + ) and free secondary electrons. Once created, the positive

ions will undergo reactions with the ambient gases of the atmosphere, resulting in a
variety of final positive ion products which can be computed using atmosphere chemistry codes. Typically, large cluster positive ions will begin to form in competition
with dissociative recombination, a process which is rapid at the high plasma densities
%:i

S

of the narrower models of the ionization column.
The secondary electrons, in contrast, undergo two more stages of activity. First,
tlose lavi ri sigiii ficalt eiergies will have subsequeint additional eiiergv

losss. ir'lli -

ilng opt ical (,×oit at ion andii t)act ionization of atmos)iheric gases. Elect ronus of lower
energy will cool
*

atmospheric temperatiire bylmeans of various inelastic collisionis

wi.h atlriospheric gases and. thereby, becoine part of thie backgroind D-regioni and
,l j ler

0

(

riat

losl,ric pla s1ia.
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IA
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'...

Electron Beam-Produced
Ioization Column
Middle Atmosphere

St n SatrigZn

Figure 4.4. Illustrating the penetration of the electron beam into the middle atmosphecre. The plasma density of the beam-produced ionization column will be much
greater than the ambient Ionospheric density. In addition, owing to strong scattering
ait the end1 of the trajectory, we expect a substantial "blooming" of the ionization
st rtctutre.
It is assumyed that the beam Is launched parallel to the local magnetic
field.
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IONIZATION ENHANCEMENT VS ALTITUDE
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Figure 4.5. Ionization produlction as a function of altitude for 5 pisecond, 5 MeV 1
A, electron beam for three different beam cross sections. Contour A is for a variable
beam cross section dlue to atmospheric scattering withott a magnetic field. Curve 13
and C assumes constant cross section radii of 602 and 0.5 meters, respectively.
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IONIZATION ENHANCEMENT COMPARED TO
TYPICAL DAY/NIGHT IONOSPHERE
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of initial ionization enhancement produced per unit volue

0

with the average ambient density of the E- and D-regions for day and night conditions.
(-iurves B and C are defined in Figure 4.5.
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Since it is the electrons which interact most strongly with electromagnetic radiation, it is important to understand the various processes which affect their delsitv
decay. On the one hand, recombination with ions occurs at a certain rate in proportion to the ion concentration. The time constant for this is set by the (lissociative

t,

recombination coefficient, a, and the density of ambient ions. A useful expression for
the time constant for dissociative recombination is given by

,7D
'

T;
D

(-1.3)

oDn,

.,,

xwhere
3 0x

A0cmsec-

(4.1)

- 3
;
and, T, is the electron temperature. Typical plasma densities of 10' to 10 ciil

*

within the beam-produced ionization column give recombination decay tiies of sec-

onds or more.
A more important loss process for cold electrons is attachment to neutral 02 to
form

2 ions. This three-body reaction progresses according to the reaction

e+

N.

0 2 + 0 2 --0-+0 2 +

0.45 eV

(4.5)

which has a rate coefficient [Banks et al., 1973] given by
k-'.
"= 1.5 x 1 0 2 9

e

6

°°/rn2 (0 2 ) sec-

(4.6)

where T is the temperature of the background neutral atmosphere and n(02) is the
molecular oxygen density. Calculations show that such attachment of free electrons
•
-

becomes a very important process below about, 70 km altitude in the mesosphere.
As shown below, it is the primary limitation on the lifetime of free electron densit ies
arising trorii tie eativistic election beani experinient.
o in(lerstand this effect, we must consider the overall balance between electrons

aind

I"

07

ions. \Vhile electroii attachnient renoves the free electrons. there are several

.)

ractions serving to liberate them, including photodetachment (in sunlight) and reof
(actions

07 with 03 and 0. For the present models, it seems reasonable to ignore

these last two reactions: The ) and 03 densities are sufficiently low in the regions
between 10 km and 70 km for their detachment reactions with 0.7 to be ignored.
,.tus,

to model the time-dependent electron density in the beam column, we can

approximate the real situation by considering only electron attachment to 02 and
photodetachment in sunlight.
The photodetachment of electrons from 02 is expressed as:
0

where J = 0.3

2

+ nv -+ 0 2 + e

(4.7)

s(c- ' at zero optical depth [Banks et al., 1973].

Competition between electron attachment and photodetachment can be studied
by a simple time dependent model of ionization loss which ignores recombination. If
there is an initial electron density, No, at time t = 0, the electron density at a later
time is given by the expression
n. = [1 - rk(1 - e-t/)]

No

(4.8)

where r is a time constant for reaching equilibrium conditions given by the expression
r
(J + k)

(4.9)

where k is the attachment rate for equation (5) and J is the zero optical depth
.%

photodetachnient rate for 0 2 . Values of this time constant as a function of altitude
are given in Table 1.
Figure 4.7 shows the time history of the equilibrium ratio of electron density to
initial ion density, 7, at several altitudes. It is clear that at low altitudes even in
daylight, electrons will quickly be transformed to negative ions.

.

.%

From the foregoing we can conclude that an appreciable concentration of free
electrons can be created bv an initial pulse of relativistic electrons. However, these
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,1

Table 1
Electron-Negative Ion Equilibrium Time Constant

•.

Height (km)

Time Constant (sec)

30

1.2 x 10- '

40

1.9 x 10-

50

2.3 x 10-2

60

2.5 x 10-1

70

1.9 x 100

80

3.3 x 100

3

will disappear by two major processes: Attachment with 02 and, at a slower pace,
by recombination with positive ions. At altitudes above 70 km the lifetime of the
electrons is long, measured in terms of seconds. Below 70 km, attachment becomes
increasingly important, such that at altitudes of 50 km free electron lifetimes are
measured in terms of milliseconds, even in daytime.

:

4.3. Electrodynamics of an Ionization Column in the Middle Atmosphere
It is well known that the middle atmosphere plays an active part in global electrodynamics, serving as a conducting medium for the spatially dispersed currents arising
from thunderstorm activity throughout the world. Although the largest values for the
atmospheric electric fields are found within the troposphere near the earth's surface,
.9

in situ observations indicate that substantial potential drops are still possible in the
upper stratosphere and mesosphere. Using several different measuring methods, Maynardand Hate and their co-workers have found, on occasion, electric fields on the order
of volts per meter in the D-region, implying that there may be total potential drops

*

on the order of 10's of kilovolts over distances of 10's of kilometers [Maynard d/ al.,
1981; Hale 0t al., 1981].
Within the context of the present study it. is appropriate to investigate t e in-

*

teractions might occur between a transient, highly conducting ionization column and
ambient electric fields of the middle atmosphere. This is (lone in the following way.
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Figure 4.7. Showing the ratio of equilibrium electron to initial ion density, gamma,
its a function of altitude. These results demonstrate the idea that free electrons are

rapidly converted to negative ions at low atltitudes.
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First, we assume that the ionization column is produced instantaneously with a certain altitude profile of electron density and beam area. Next. under the action of
the existing atmospheric electric fields, currents will be established in the column,
leading it to charge at a certain rate to the potential of the highly conducting ionosphere lying above. At each point along the column the potential difference between
the column and the surrounding atmosphere will also rise. At some point it may be
the case that the associated electric fields are sufficiently large to accelerate ambient
and ionization column electrons to sufficiently large energies to cause additional ionization; i.e.., breakdown will occur. In this situation. a discharge would be initiated
I."

with the possibility of subsequent large currents occuring in the ambient medium
and the conducting ionization column. Such a discharge, the equivalent of lightning,
would continue until the ionization column-associated electric field is reduced below
the breakdown level of the atmosphere.
To proceed, we first compute the resistivity and charging time of the beamproduced ionization column.

This time is shown, for typical parameters, to be

somewhat less than the time for loss of the electrons due to attachement.

Next,

a computation is made of the breakdown electric field for conditions within the middle atmosphere.

Using a model for the distribution of electric potential along the

ionization column and typical values of middle atmosphere electric fields, it is shown
that it is likely that some portion of the ionization column will establish electric fields
which exceed the threshold for breakdown. This then leads to a discussion of subsequent effects which are important to the magnitude and duration of the discharge
•

current.
.. 3.1. Resistance and Charging of the Ionization Column.

*

We consider a simple model where the ambient electric field, E, is parallel to the
vertical ionization column.
'When the ionization column is created, current will pass along it,
at a magni-

•

tude set I v the resistivity of the columin and the niagn itude of the external electric
field. Owing to its i]
igh conductivity, however. the interior electric field will quic'kly

{....
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change, introducing a net potential difference between the column and the exterior
atmosphere.

If the column were perfectly conducting, it would achieve the same,

uniform potential as the ionosphere. Figure 4.8 illustrates this situation in terms of
equipotential contours in the vicinity of the column. Owing to the high electrical
conductivity of the column, the local contours of electrostatic potential are altered,
producing large potential gradients in the vicinity of the column.
To begin the computation of the resistivity of the ionization column, the relationship between the local current density, j, and the local electric field, E, is given
by
(4.10)

bE

0

where a is the ordinary Pedersen conductivity of the ionospheric medium. If we then
assume that a current I passes through an area A of the column, we have

I = (oA)E

(4.11)

Next, we adopt the standard expression for the conductivity:
ee2

namev en

(4.12)

where ne is the ambient electron density, ven is the electron-neutral collision frequency,
im is the electron mass, and e is the magnitude of the electron charge.
Further progress can be made by noting that the electron-neutral collision fre(tqiency and the initial electron density are both proportional to the neutral gas density. Thus, if we normalize our results to the values of initial electron density and
collision frequency at some reference altitude, we can write the relation between col..

iirn current and electric field as

EMev
=IE
0en
0.

(4.13)
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To obtain the resistivity of a column of length L, we note that if there is a voltage
V present over a distance L, Eqn. (4.13) becomes

V= [mvejI

(4.14)

so that the column resistance per unit length, r, can be written as
r
r

me ven
L
noe 2 A

(4.15)

Values for the collision frequency can be obtained from the CIRA reference atinosphere. Normalizing to 50 km altitude, using these values and the electron density
from Figure 4.5 gives a resistance per unit length of
r = 35 fm

-1 .

(4.16)

or, for a total length of, say, 40 kin, a total column resistance of 1.4 Mft.
From this, we find that the resistance of the ionization column is substantial and
that a potential drop of about 20 kV will result in a current of tens of milliamperes.
In this situation, the time constant for charging of the column does not follow from
the usual transmission line equations of electrical charging: They apply only to cases
where the resistance per unit length is a small part of the line impedance provided by
,.

the capacitance and inductance per unit length. In this instance another approach is
needed, and this is discussed in Appendix B in terms of a diffusion-controlled electric
field. The result applicable to the present circumstances is that the time constant,
7C, for the beam column charging can be approximated by the expression
t

• en

7C _ -

where v,

(4.17)

is the electron-neutral collision frequency and wp is the plasma frequency.

lFor the situation outlined here, the time constant for charging of the column is on
the order of 10's of pseconds. Thus, as seen from an attachment time scale of 10's

'1

Vi

of milliseconds, the ionization col1u11in rises to thre Ionospheric potential very quiickly'.
leading to the electrical model shown in Figure 41.8.
As a consequence of these calculations, we see that niot only does the electron
beam pulse create a channel of highly conductive plasma, albeit for a relatively short
time of 10's of milliseconds at low altitudes, but also that the ambient elctric fields
of the mniddle atmosphere will drive current within this structure, bringing it quickly
(onl time scales of 10's of jiseconds) to the potential of the overlying ionosphere.
1.3.2. Elcctric Ilischarg( of thr Beant ColUn
As the potential of the beamn columin rises with respect to the liaclground. anl
electric field is generated within the suirroundling medium.

This situation was il-

lustrated in Figure -1.8. where we showed the equipotential contours of the middle
atmophee asthe
plasma columin.

hae respondled to the increasing p~otential of the bearn-inlduced

The concentration of potential contours near the lower tip of the

column indicates the increasing electric field there, and opens the question of the
possibility of creating the conditions necessary for an electrical discharge.
To resolve this possibility, two separate issues mnust he investigatedl:

(I1) The

magnitude of the breakdown electric field in the midd~le atmosphere, anid (2) the
magnitude of the electric field in the vicinity of the beamA A~ruct tire. Each of t hese is
presented in the following sect ions.
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energy portions of the electron velocity distribution function that lead to the initial
"'

avalanche ionizations that result in electrical breakdown. However, for this discussion, the simple model of breakdown is probably sufficiently accurate to indicate the
magnitudes of fields needed.
We wish to compute the energy acquired by an electron between collisions with

A,

neutral gas particles. If there is an ambient electric field of magnitude E, the velocity,
'. after a time, t, has elapsed since the last collision is
v = (eEt)
\Me

(4.18)

where e is the magnitude of electron charge and me is the electron mass. The electron
-

energy, , then follows as

"

...-..

-m"'n
- me)
If

1/,n

2t

(4.19)

is the collision frequency for electron-neutral gas collisions, the time, T,

between collisions is T

l/i/en and the relation between electron energy and collision

frequency becomes

2m E 2

(4.20)

2m *en

If we adopt at value of 10 eV as the mean energy of the electron gas to acquire
between collisions to initiate the ionizations necessary for breakdown, we arrive at
*

the desired relation between breakdown electric field, Eb, and the collision frequency
)etween electrons and neutrals:

Eb

•

1.11

t-Ven

(volt m)

(4.21)

I-igure 1.9 plots values of Eb as a function of altitude in the middle atmosphere.
The results indicate that relatively small fields of 100 to 1000 V/m will initiate electriScal

discharge in the regions between 50 km and 70 km altitude, the zone of principal
interest iII this study.
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b. Electric Fields Near the Plasma Column. Figure 4.8 shows the general situation of electric equipotential contours near the beam column. Up to this point we
have assumed that the beam has a geometry set by the initial pulse of high energy
electrons: i.e., that a long, thin structure is created with the diameter set by atmospheric scattering. Furthermore, we have been able to show that this plasma structure
will rapidly charge itself towards the potential of the overlying ionosphere, yielding
progressively larger radial potential differences between the plasma column and the
ambient ionosphere as one progresses downwards. Now, however, a difficult problem
arises; namely, how to estimate the local electric field. If the potential changes rapidly
with distance, then a large electric field will be present and the conditions required
for electrical breakdown may be present. If, on the other hand, the potential is distributed over a large radial distance, only weak fields will occur and no cataclysmic

e'

effects can be expected.
The core structure of the ionization column is determined by atmospheric scattering. In the absence of accurate numerical results in the literature, we have estimated
that the beam will achieve a diameter which is much larger than the source area, As,
but substantially less than one gyrodiameter (600 meters for a 3.5 MeV electron). In
fact, the column will not be uniform in radial dimension. Consequently, the potential
of the core of the beam will be higher than even the outside edges, indicating that
the correct calculation for the distribution of electric potential must include not only

i.

the time-dependent effects, but also the dimensionality of the electron distribution
in the radial direction. This difficult task lies beyond the scope of the present report.

Instead, we can indicate the possible values based on typical potentials and

characteristic radii of the ionization column.
For example. if the core of the column has a diameter of 20 m, and if there is
a 20 kV potential drop, then it might be possible to have a radial electric field of 1
kV/m within this extended zone. According to Figure 4.9, this would be sufficient
to

0

create breakdown above 50 kin. On the other hand, if the diameter is 200 meters

aind the potential drop only 10 kV, then the radial electric field will be on the order
of 50 V/rm. which is probably too low to meet the requirements for breakdown except
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above 74 kin altitude.
At this time, with our lack of knowledge about the actual distribution of electric
fields in the middle atmosphere and the redistribution of fields which will accompany
the establishment of a conducting column of ionization in the same region, we can't

-

.

state categorically that electrical discharge is an inevitable consequence of the relativistic electron beam experiment. Part of this uncertainty can be removed by more
thorough calculations of the electrodynamics of the column. But, in the face of poor
information about the spatial and temporal variability of middle atmosphere electric fields, it will probably not be possible to have full confidence in the breakdown
hypothesis: A suitable in situ experiment will be needed to test all of the complex
factors.

*

4.3.3. Consequences of a Discharge.
It is interesting to speculate what might happen if, indeed, it is possible to initiate
an electrical breakdown at some point in the column. In this situation, we first expect
that additional electrons will be liberated to carry current. This might occur through
the formation of filaments or leaders which would extend away from the column
into the surrounding gases. The subsequent rush of free electrons would produce an
electromagnetic pulse whose principal frequencies would be determined by both the
-Y

".

duration of the breakdown and any characteristic oscillations that might accompany
the formation and decay of leaders in the gas.
The general effect of the discharge would be to transport electric charge along
the column. With sufficient fields, such a discharge could conceivably extend the full
length of the beam. Heating of the atmosphere would be a slight consequence, and
optical emissions would provide a way of seeing the development of the discharge

0

process.

The decay of tile discharge would he deteriinel !y the change in local potential
and l Iecrt Ic tields.
.

As the region of en hanced (lensitv grows in size, the )(tential

dIrol) ,,i I,,,)'oile spread out, loweriig Ile electric field sI rengt1 uintil it falls below
that r qired for 1reakdowni.
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complicated pattern of discharge might result, with prolonged discharge occuring at
higher altitudes along the beam column. Countering this would be the diminuation of
the local fields with altitude as one approaches the conducting regions of the D-layer.
4.4. A Proposed Experiment
As stated at the begining of this section, current technology is available for a
rocket-borne relativistic electron beam experiment. The goal of such an experiment
should be to assess a variety of phenomena associated with firing a high energy beam
into the atmosphere. These include: (1) The formation of a highly ionized column
of ionization extending downwards to the upper stratosphere, (2) The formation of a
large lateral cap of ionization at the end of the beam travel, as implied by Figure 4.4,
(3) The time dependent decay of the free electrons in the column, (4) The possibility
of creating a large scale electrical discharge in the middle atmosphere, and (5) Understanding the physics of the interaction of the energetic particles with the atmosphere,
10,

as seen in the geometry of the beam and the character of energetic particles reflected
back into space.
The most suitable experiments would be done with the nighttime launch of a
recoverable rocket payload at White Sands Missile Range. The rocket trajectory could

"

be chosen to minimize the cross-magnetic field velocity, permitting the accelerator to
fire many pulses into the same general region of the atmosphere. The payload would
consist of the accelerator and various on-board detectors, including those related
to measuring the performance of the pulsed beam, the electrical charging of the
rocket, and high energy particle detectors capable of measuring the fast backscatter
of electrons from the atmosphere.

Other remote diagnostic devices could also be

flown on the rocket to permit characterization of the ionization column, as seen from
*

immediately above. These could be optical and IV detectors capable of seeing by-

r

V!
0

radiation arising from beam interactions with the atmosphere and broadband

radio receivers.

r(Coordinated ground observations would also be essential. Optical imagers would
provide information about the geometry of the beam, while radars of various fre-
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quencies could probe the extent to which the column ionization interacts with the
incident radiation.

Broad-band radio receivers would also help to assess the emis-

sion of any initial electromagnetic radiation (expected to be weak) and the possible
stronger emissions following from an electrical discharge.
A schematic view of the experimental situation is given in Figure 4.10.
4.5. Closing Remarks
There are many interesting features of relativistic electron beam experiments in
space. Here, we have focused on problems relating to the interaction of the beam
with the atmosphere to produce ionization enhancements. It is seen that the high
energy of the beam electrons means that interaction with the middle atmosphere is
possible, and that there are a number of subsidiary phenomena which may come into
play. In the face of substantial theoretical uncertainties, firm understanding of the
physical consequences will require an experimental program involving, at the least,
several rocket flights with supporting ground and space observations. This should be
done in connection with an extensive theoretical analysis of the important features of
beam production, scattering, and electrodynamic consequences.
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4.7. Appendix A
Cakulations of predicted ionization for relativistic electron beams in the atniosphere can be divided into two specific areas. First, is the energy loss of the electron
beam per unit length (dE/ds) as it penetrates through the atmosphere. It is assumed
that most of this beam energy .)ss is consumed in the process of impact ionization
,

with the neutral background of the plasma. An immediate result of this calculation
should be the penetration depth of the beam and also the ionization per unit length
as a function of distance. The second area is the estimation of the lateral extent
(perpendicular to B) of the primary beam resulting in an incident primary electron
flux, D(s). Both sets of calculations are necessary to estimate the ionization densities
that are to result for the relativistic electron beam.
Given the above, it is straightforward to estimate the ionization rate, q, at any
given altitude as

.14

q

1

dE ((s)
ds AE
where AE is the required average ionization energy with a value of 35eV used here
ct al., 1973]. Assuming a short duration pulse, the value in Eq. A.1 can be

*[Banks

multiplied by the on-time of the beam pulse to estimate the additional ionization or
ionization enhancement that is created by the relativistic electron beam.
In the following, the two calculations will be discussed separately keeping in
"

imind that both are necessary to provide the final predictions of electron densities as
.

a function of penetration. The results presented are intended for use with relativistic
bean energy levels lp to approximately 5 MeV, although it may be satisfactory for

some aj)Jilications to extenld ti) tu the 10 MeV level.

0
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distribution functions to calculate the penetration and ionization deposition versus
altitude.

These results are useful for first order calculations in the lower energy

ranges (1-300 keV). For beam energies above about 0.5 MeV, where the electron
kinetic energy is approximately equal to the electron rest mass, it is necessary to
include relativistic effects in these calculations.
Both ionization and penetration calculations start by estimating the electron
beam energy loss per unit path length and assuming that all of the energy loss goes
into ionization at that altitude.

A form of the Bethe equation that accounts for

relativistic effects therefore can be used [Evans, 1955]

dE

ds

E1

2E+M2

. 9 moc
7n 2

E

n

ro-32

moc2

j.E

1'

P2

___

(A.2)

E

J

oc

--

2'

m

(J

where
E

incident electron beam kinetic energy (MeV)
r, = classical electron radius
3

NZ = electrons/m
02 = (3)- =1-[E +1]- 2

%.

mOc 2

=0.511 MeV

The original Bethe equation is basically a summary of detailed quantum mechanical calculations of soft collision energy loss between an energetic particle and bound
electrons (by soft or conversely hard, we are referring to whether the struck electrons
.
e.

%

are initially considered bound or free). This was later extended to include relativistic
effects. Although the Bethe equation is calculated assuming soft collisions only, it
lhas been found to be an adequate first order estimate of total energy loss from both
"iard and soft collisions when it is extended to consider up to the maximum possible
energT

loss per collision of E/2. This has been done in Eq. A.2.

The Ilse of Eq. A.2 to estimate (E/ds ignores contributions to energy loss from
.11

renisstrahlung radiation and straggling effects. However, for electron beam energies
,Ithrough 10 MeV, radiative losses remain at least an order of magnitude lower
[ l'r ns].

Also ignored in Eq.

A.2, is the effect of electron back-scattering, which

%a

%

L°
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would decrease the incident flux at any given altitude but which would represent an
additional ionizing electron flux contribution in the reverse direction. The effect from
back-scattering is not expected to be significant except near the end of the electron
beam path. Figure 4.2 shows the variation of dE/ds as a function of altitude for a 5
NMeV beam, while Figure 4.1 shows the actual energy of the 5 MeV as it penetrates
the atmosphere.
2. PRIMARY BEAM ELECTRON FLUX, O(s)
While the loss of electron beam energy, as the beam penetrates the atmosphere,
plays the principal role in determining penetration depth and ionization per unit
length, it is the radial expansion of the primary beam that sets the enhancement
densities that are ultimately achieved within the ionization column. Factors that can
play a role in determining radial expansion include initial beam source divergence.

U.neutral

confining magnetic field forces, and electron scattering from interactions with the
atmosphere. How these effects interact becomes a very significant physical
and computational problem, especially for the case of a narrow energetic beam source.
IValt et al. [1967] used a formulation of the Fokker-Planck diffusion equation to, in
part, predict radial expansion of auroral flux. Their method was not considered to
be easily applied to distributions that were strongly peaked in either energy or angle;
precisely the situation under consideration here. Another complimentary approach
integrates the diffusion equations using Monte Carlo techniques, as in Wedde [1970]
and Maeda [1965]. It is implicitly assumed that the primary beam and secondary flux
electrons all behave independently, following single particle motions, and interact only
with neutral atmosphere particles and the earth's magnetic field.
Results from Walt ci al. [1967], indicated that typical perpendicular-to-B diffrsion of an airoral (non-relativistic) flux with broad energy and angular spread was on

, ..,..lte

'

*

(jrd, r of an clectron gyroradilus; indicative of the confining effect of tile n ragnetic
fi'ld. "IIat tOle m1a gnietic field should still
ecessary to
te confine the radial expansion
of a narrow relativistiC rrrorioenergetic electron bearn larinched nearly parallel to B ir3
a tenolos atiio)sq)l ere is riot, necessarily oh!,ins. After all. as beam energy increases

lie s'cat t

0

r,,1

(rs

sect ions decrease [ a(hhlnm. 1970] and highly foclrsed relativis-
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tic beam generators are available.

As will be shown, even in tenuous atmospheric

conditions present for upper stratospheric and higher altitudes (neutral atmosphere
molecular densities levels are at least three to seven orders lower than STP density levels), the relativistic electron-neutral elastic scattering collisions still can cause
substantial radial beam diffusion without the presence of the earth's magnetic field.
To demonstrate this fact, standard equations collected and published by the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) can be utilized
to predict radial beam expansion [ICRU Report 35] in a reference atmosphere [CIRA,
1965] due to small angle scattering. Small angle scattering assumes that any large
angle scattering events are relatively infrequent and can therefore be ignored. Fundamental to small angle scattering calculations is the fact that the mean square angular
scatter for each electron-neutral collision is statistically independent and therefore
additive [Rossi, 1952]. This fact can be used to estimate the mean square radius of a
narrow Gaussian electron beam as a function of penetration depth, s, given by

I".

r2(s) =

+ 2rOjs + 9 s"

j

S

(s

-

u) 2 T(u)du

(A.3)

where the terms are defined as follows:
mean square radial spread of the beam

-inlitial

,r

=

02 =

%x

initial covariance of the simultaneous radial and angular distribution
initial mean square angular spread of the beam

T(It) =change in mean square angle of scattering per unit length, where

00

T(

I)l

li:{wlirr,

-

,

ln[l+(O i/Oui) 2]+l+[l+(O i/O,)2

,

•

1

(A.4)

-1

or 1, whichever is smaller
.o

3

(T

+,..

(A.5)
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b

-1

.Z

(A.6)

a

Ai = nucleon number
a = (the fine structure constant) = 1/137
0,mi is the cut-off angle due to the finite size of the nucleus given by the ratio of
the reduced de Broglie wavelength of the electron to the nuclear radius. Oui is the
screening angle due to the screening of the nucleus by the orbital electrons and is
given by the ratio of the reduced de Broglie wavelength to the atomic radius.
As indicated in Eq. A.4, T(u) is the sum of the mean square angle scattering
from each neutral atmospheric constituent. Mean square angle scat-

S"contributions

tering for each constituent is proportional to its respective density and the square
of the nucleus charge number. For a narrow, well focused beam, the integral in Eq.
A.3 completely dominates radial expansion and need be the only term considered.
'he

integral weights scattering that occurs early, along the path of the beam, more

heavily than scattering occurring near the end of the integration path.
Figure A.1 shows the predicted rmr beam radius, assuming an initially narrow
(1 cm radius) 5 MeV beam focused at infinity with no magnetic field, as it traverses
vertically down from an altitude of t19 kill. As seen, the beam spread due to elastic
scattering would be substantial; well beyond the gyroradius for a 5 MeV electron (602
in). The somewhat surprising result here is that significant beam spread is predicted

i1.2

to occur even due to the scattering levels present in the highest altitude portion of

the beam path where collisions are the most infrequent. For example, in transiting
from 119 to 118 kin, T(i) has the average valle

'0'/

7( ) = TO = 1.26 x l0-rd 2 /?l
I

(:1.7)

In transitinig one kilometer hi rims angular spr(I of an initially columnar beam
would thus increase to approxiiatelv I milliradiai. Wit hit any additional scal tering
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collisions, this angular spread would cause the average beam radius to increase to
-

approximately 80 m after penetrating down to a depth near 40 km; substantially less
than a gyroradius.

If instead, T(u) was maintained at the value in Eq.

A.7, the

integral in Eq. A.3 could be straightforwardly solved resulting in an approximate
mean square radius of
r2(8) =

3

(A.S)

T

which when evaluated at maximum range gives an rms radius of 460 ni.

However,

since the beam must penetrate at least ten scale heights down to 40 km (for a 5 MeV
bear), T(u) will increase correspondingly and so would the rins radius as shown in
A.1, without the presence of the magnetic field. Placement of the beam source

SFigure

at higher or lower altitudes would modify the integrated mean square scattering and
therefore the resulting radial spread shown in Figure A.1.

*

Even with the reduced scattering cross-section of a relativistic electron beam, each
primary electron experiences many elastic small angle scattering events as it penetrates through the atmosphere [Maehlum, 1970]. This will cause substantial spread
in the angular distribution function describing the primary beam flux, even for the
case of a focused narrow beam, directed down the magnetic field. Therefore. without
the presence of the magnetic field, it would not be possible to keep a narrow, focused
relativistic electron beam from having significant radial diffusion as it pellet rated the
atmosphere.
The problem of specifically including the confining effect of the magnetic field's
Lorentz force with the statistical behavior of the electrons, due to elast ic and inelastic
collisions, is much more complicated, most likely requiring the nuethods of Wfalt 0
al. [1967]. Wddc [1970], or Macda [1965].
t

*

tt

However, it is probal)ly safe to assume

the electron beam will not spread to mnuch bevonid a gyroradiiis, following the

results of 1Ia el / al. [1967], at least iin1til the beam penet rates sufficientlv deep ijuto

lie atiiios)liere where large angle scattering collisions Ibecole significant.

i' 2

'Iliere are several assumptions that have been iIilade in geeliratinl tlle above. For
':< ll l~l . l ra gl ng a n d re fle cti o t] e fr e-c
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flections tend to come from deep along the electron path [Maehlum, 1970 and Walt,
1967]). In the above analysis it has been implicitly assumed that the primary electrons, having identical initial conditions, all penetrate to the same final altitude. In
*

actuality, different primary electrons in the beam will penetrate to different altitudes

N,

and possibly be reflected based on their unique collision history. This would have
the effect of spreading out the very pronounced peaks that occur at the end of the
beam penetration in Figure 4.5 over several kilometers or to reduce the incident flux
somewhat.
We have also assumed that all secondary electrons produced, which on the average
have sufficient energy to produce approximately two additional ion-electron pairs,
will stay within the same location where it was initially generated. However, it can
easily move along the magnetic field lines within a mean free path before generating
additional ionization. This will also have the tendency to reduce and broaden the
pronounced peak observed at beam termination in Figure 4.5.
Finally, under certain conditions it is predicted that the mean square scattering
angle will reach an equilibrium value, so that much beyond 0.3 to 0.5 of the mass
weighted range the electrons will reach a state of full diffusion and a rms value of
approximately 450 [ICRU #35].

The explanation for this is that electrons scattered

over larger angles are rapidly lost from the beam so that the largest depths are
only reached by electrons with nearly straight paths. However, for the case under
consideration here, the stated mass weighted range is only reached at approximately
the last at mospheric scale height. Further, the effect of a confining magnetic field was
apparently not considered, which should prevent large-angle scattered electrons from
moving more than a gyroradius away and leaving the beam.
'to sum m arize, the neutral atm ospheric densities in the m esospheric and strato-

:-'

splheric altitudes under consideration here are sufficient to cause enough angular
spread, on an initially narrow electron beam, such that without the presence of the
•
m agn e t ic fie ld t h e r e w o u ld b e s u b st an t ia l r a d ia l d iffu s io n of t he b e a m fl u x . T h e e la s t ic
s ..

collisional effect can be thought of as random walk of the primary electron guiding
center.
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would propose to use the initial beam energy gyroradius to set the primary electron
flux and further assume that the flux is uniformly distributed within this gyroradius.
This is the gyroradius curve (curve B) of Figure 4.5 where a much narrower column
radius (0.5 m) is also included (curve C). In practice we would expect to see the
actual ionization enhancement start with values near the 0.5m curve and then move

-

towards the gyroradius curve as the beam penetrated into the atmosphere. At the
end of beam penetration, it may also be that the primary electron beam will diffuse
slightly beyond a gyroradius, causing the resulting ionization density to (lip below the
gyroradius curve. Finally, we would expect that a variety of effects, such as electron
straggling, will tend to broaden and reduce the peak levels of ionization predicted at
the end of beam penetration in Figure 4.5.
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4.8. Appendix B: Relocation of Ionized Column to Uniform Potential
Consider the ionized column in Figure B.1 and the initial ambient potential profile
in Figure B.2.

hei ht

Shuttle orbit

Ionized column
SI
Io

Figure B.1. Ionized column in the ionosphere.
',)

The governing equations in the column are

'.4

(B.1)

V. E = -ne/6o

a

(B.2)
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where n and v are the electron density and velocity, respectively, and
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A. Solution for v >> plasma frequency
In this case we can ignore the terrn on the left, hand side of Eq. (1B.3). Pearranging
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(fB.3) then gives
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+ kT v 2n

(B.5)
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Substituting this in (B.2) gives

ain

V

1,

Now we substitute (1) to get
.0

Final ionospheric potential profile

q-4-a
4-0

0

.-

Initial ionospheric potential profile

Figure B.2. Initial and final ionospheric potential particles.
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One possible solution is
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Let us assume a one-dimensional solution in the z-direction so that
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If we also assume an initial beam profile
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then the solhitioii to (B.10) is
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i.e., the E, field relaxes to zero in a characteristic time, t, equal to v/I.' .
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If v is it'scc
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B. Solution for general case
In the general case the governing equations are
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T1aking the divergence of (B.15) gives
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If we rewrite (B.13) as
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Sibstituting (B.17) and (B.18) into (B.16) yields the equation
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If v > 2wp, then

If v < 2L,p, then
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If v >> 2wp, then

E
This corresponds to Eqn. (B.12).
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5. ION AND PLASMA BEAMS
5.1. Previous Space Experiments
Our literature search has not, turned up any published accounts of space experiments involving non-neutral beams of ions, positive or negative (however.see p. 1;3):
here 'non-neutral beams' means beams in which the electric space charge of the positive or negative ions is not neutralized by the emission of equal numbers of oppositely
charged particles from the sources of the beams. Probably the main reason for the
lack of interest in such experiments isthat, no scientific objective's

xave
been pro-

posed for them that could not be attained more readily using either electron beams.
as described above, or plasma beams, as will be described below. Other reasons are
technological: ion beams are relatively difficult to produce and to use. Electrons can
be extracted simply from a heated cathode, which need be no more than a simltle

0

filament of a refractory metal such as tungsten. Positive ions, however. are generally
produced by extraction from gas discharges. It is possible to extract ions from heated
solid cathodes, but these have to have relatively complicated structures if they are to
avoid being eroded inthe process. Negative ions, which are less stable Ihan positive
ions, are even more difficult to produce in quantity.

*:.

fMoreover, the use of intense non-neutral positive ion beams in space experiments
would create a severe problem of spacecraft neutralization. For a given beam current.
passive neutralization (i.e., neutralization by charge deposition

N%

--,n the ambient

plasma onto any conducting outer surfaces of the spacecraft body) is more difficult to
achieve when the beam is of positive ions, because the body is then required to collect
ionospheric positive ions instead of the nilichI more mobile ionospheric electrons. It
istrue that the same problerm would not arise with riegative ion bea ins. but their
a(lvat age inl
tilis respect would be outweiejdl(d Iy the greater difficlilt :)fprodlcilig

*
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to emit an electron current equal in magnitude to the positive ion current. However,
quite apart from the technological inconvenience of having two separate and different
sources of particle beams on the same spacecraft, this arrangement would be open to
the scientific objection that the effects caused by the two beams might be difficult to
distinguish from each other.
A much simpler active method for neutri!;zation of a spacecraft carrying a source
of energetic positive ions is to arrange for an equal number of electrons to be emitted
from the same source. In other words, the source emits a plasma beam instead of
an ion beam. When the ion and electron sources are separate, space charge limits
the currents - and hence the particle fluxes -- of both species. But when the two
sources are co, bined, the space charges due to the two particle species neutralize
another, with the result that very much greater fluxes can be emitted. Thus,

ione

for instance, in Table 1 the largest current reported for an electron beam is 0.8 A,
whereas in Table 2 the corresponding figure for a plasma beam is 1.6 kA.
Of course, the beam emitted from a plasma source, besides having no net space

",

charge, also carries no net current; the beam is said to be current-neutral as well as
charge-neutral. This is true, at least, so long as no other device, such as an electron
beam source or a tethered sub-payload, is bringing current to the spacecraft. Thus
the source emits equal and opposite ion and electron currents, and the figures quoted
in the last column of Table 2 are their absolute values.
Whether it be for these or for other reasous, all the space experiments performed
up to now with energetic ions have used plas~na beams rather than non-neutral ion

0

beams. A list of those performed since the beginning of 1975 is given in Table 2.
'VThe format :s similar to that of Table 1, except that the nature of the positive ion is
.~ecified

in an additional column; usually the ions were either of alkali metals such

as caesium, or of inert gases such as argon.
Although in most of these experiments the vehicles were rockets, there were some
.xceptions.
,,
1/(

The Soviet 'Meteor' experiment was performed from a satellite [Greb-

/tal.. 1981], while the Japanese SEPAC experiment was part of the Spacelab-l

pavload on the NASA Space Shuttle [Obayashi 0/ al., 1985]. Plasma sources were also

N

rv,

w
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Table 1. Space experiments with electron beams of energies of 10 keV or more, since 1-1 -75

,4

TITLE

DATE

ALTITUDE

ENERGY

CURRENT

ARAKS

(1) 1-26-75
(2) 2-15-75

(1) 190 kmn
(2) 185 km

15 and
27 Key

0.5 A

ECHO 4

1/31/76

215 kmn

40 key

0.i A

POLAR 5

2/1/76

110-220 km

10 keV

0.13 mA

ELECTRON 2

11/27/78

120-192 kmn

1OkeV

0.01 - 0.1 mA

ECHOS5

11/13/79

100-120 km

40 key

0.8 A

ECHO 6

3/30/83

200 km

10-36 keV

0.23 A
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Table 2. Space experiments with positive ion (plasma) beams, since 1-1 -75
TITLE

DATE

ARAKS

(1) 1-26-75
(2) 2-15-75

ARIEL

ALTITUDE

ION

ENERGY

CURRENT

(1) 190 km
(2) 185 km

Caesium

50 eV

10A

(1) 10-29-77
(2)10-30-77
(3) 11-30-78
(4) 11-18-79

(1,2) 115-160 km
(3,4) 110-145 km

(1,4) Barium
(2,3) Uncertain

Uncertain

Uncertain

METEOR

1977-79

850-900 km

Xenon

130 eV

Uncertain

AELITA

(1) 10-06-78
(2) 10-25-79

100-145 km

Lithium

4-10 eV

300 A

PORCUPINE

(1) 3-19-79
(2) 3-31-79

(1) 196-464 km
(2) 191-451 km

Xenon

200 eV

4. A

ARCS

(1) 1-27-80
(2) 11-14-82

(1)120 - 220 km
(2) 120 - 451 km

Argon

(1) 25 eV
(2) 33 eV

0.1 A

SEPAC

11-28-83

240 km

Argon

110 eV

1.6 kA

ARCS 3

2-10-85

129-406 km

Argon

200 eV

0.2 A
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embarked on the geosynchronous satellites ATS-5, ATS-6, and SCATLIA, but t hese
S.

experiments have not been listed in the table because the sources concerned were too
small to be useful for ionospheric modification.
The figures quoted for the energies are those of the positive ions. The corresponding velocities are, of course, very much less (by the square root of the mass ratio) than
those of electrons with the same energy. In the SEPAC experirrent, for instance, the
velocity of the 110 eV argon ions in the plasma beam was about 23 km/s [Sasaki 0i
al., 1986b]. Since the beam is electrically neutral, the bulk velocity of the electrois ill
it is the same as the velocity of the ions, which is much less than the electron thernal
velocity. Thus the neutralizing electrons are thermal, in the sense that their energies
are essentially those of their random thermal motions: usually these amount just to a
f'w eV, which is nevertheless an order of magnitude greater than the thermal energies
0(' the ambient ionospheric electrons.
In sore space experiments, a plasma source was put on board the spacecraft
prinarily as a source of neutralizing electrons rather than of energetic ions. This was
the case, for instance, in Araks, the first of the experiments listed in Table 2. Each
of the Araks payloads had an electron gun as the main active experimental device
(see Table I), while the purpose of the plasma source was to promote neutralization
,hiring the electron beam emissions [Morozo v rt at., 1978; (Cambou,1980]. The source
was operater continuously, and the plasma was ejected more or less perpendicularly
1o

the local magnetic field, so that it tended to remain near the payload. Thus tlie

")ayload shoiI have been surrounded by a dense cloud of hot plasma, from wIhich it
0cold collect ne'utralizing electrons more readily than from the ambient ionosphere.
Whether the plasma source actually sutcceeded in restraining t he excursions of payload
potential is not clear from the Araks data. [Fiala, I981].

:.

On the other hand. lhe

Ilslna soulrcs 'ii th' AIS-i ;iiid S('ATtlA satellites were quite successful in tliis
-lIasi son rees
5-,spect [Ill'T
,. a1d lar/lt/t. 1980: (;tsSn/i oo' and .1l11/4 1. 1983].
ds'tpriiaii~iily as illeans for st abilizing spacecraft poten lita] are soinetilues relerr (1 to

;,s -pla:
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wlt;ltors,

o "p1;s IIa. bridges'.

In all tie reiaining experirienls listed in 'lalde 2. the plasiira soirce itself wa1s
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the main active experimental device. In most cases it operated in pulses rather than
continuously, so that comparison could be made between the effects observed with
the source in action and with it, switched of[. The very large ion current used in the
SE'PAC experiment was emitted in I nis pulses, separated by relatively long intervals;
the value quoted for the current has been estimated from the published figure of 1019
for the total number of electron-ion pairs emitted in a pulse [Sasaki e! al., 1986].
The power was supplied from a capacitor bank, which accumulated electrical energy
relatively slowly and then discharged it impulsively into the source; the discharge
energy was 2 kJ [Ijichi et al., 1.98l.

However, some of the other experiments used

pulses lasting 1 s or more, approximating continuous operation. In the Soviet 'Aelita'
experiments, for instance, the :300 A lithium plasma beam was emitted in pulses 2 s
,*

long with 1 s between them: the resulting plasma clouds, launched into the ionosphere
%0

in the 90- 150 km altitude range, were sufficiently large and sufficiently dense to be
observable by radar from the ground [Sagdeev et al., 1981].
The scientific object ives of most of these experiments were to study the propagation of plasmia beams through the ionospheric plasma in the presence of the Earth's
magnetic field. The theoretically anticipated behavior depends very much on the

'

,direction of propagation of the beam relative to the field: it is very different for the
perpendicular and parallel directions. In some of the experiments the beam was directed more or less perpendicular to the field, and in others more or less parallel,
depending on the objectives. The theory of plasma beam propagation and the effects

*

that have been observed experimentally are discussed in §5.3.
5.2. Ion and Plasma Beam Sources
.. 2. . Introduction
.Sources of ion beams and of plasma beams are far more diverse than sources of

*'

electron beams are. A comprehensive review of research and development work on ion
and plasma bearn sources up to the beginning of 1973 has been published by Green
[197,11: his discussion of basic principles and extensive bibliography are especially
valuable. "'e review concentrates on the production of beams by gaseous discharges,

e'
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which is the classical met hod, and it covers the three miain aspects of the subject: t iese
are. firstly, the actual discharge in which ions of the species needed call be produced
at controlled rates, preferably with spatial and temporal uniformity: secondly, the
extraction of the beam from the discharge, preferably with only a small spread iN
velocity: and thirdly, the transport of the beam away from the source, in the possiblh
frcscitcc of st rong space-charge forces. We now discuss briefly these three aspects of
the classical discharge source, then describe some alternative plasma sources, many of
which were developed originally for tie electric propulsion of spacecraft [,Jahn, 19681.
Finally we out line the progress that has been accomplished ii developing plasna
,sollr'es over the past decade.

In a idischarge, neutral gas is ionized and turned into plasma by bombardment
with energetic electrons. These may be emitted from a cathode, which generally is
heated to promote emission. Alternatively, once the discharge has started, they may
be electrons liberated by the ionization of the gas.

In either case. they are given

energy l)
5 acceleration in electric fields, which may be uni-directional or oscillatory.

I,'

Rapidly oscillating radio-frequency (IF) fields offer the advantage of not driving tile
electrons systematically towards and into the anode, as is liable to happen with inidirectional fields: thus the electrons remain in contact longer with the neutral gas.
anld have a better chance of making ionizing collisions.
To this sanie enIf(. in sources energized by mi-directional electric fields. magnetic
fields are often used to confine the electrons and thus stop them from moving prompt ly
to the anode. One family of sources of this kind is based oii the principle of the
PeHni ing Ionizatioti Glage (PIG), otherwise known as the reflex discharge sourcc. In

its Si niph,>t fori. the PIG( has axial sviiimetrv. and a.u1iforni magnetic field is applied
s the elect rolls froili escaping radially. while they
p.rallel to its axis. This field pie' lit
are ievei, "d froin escaping axially bV illealis 04 two iegat ively biased circular disks.

end of t he discharp._,
(one ;t e.aric

which face one a it lh,'r r1id form the cathodes. The

outer wall of the device. The "pigalroll"
atl7,((dc is a ,vlirlider. which oft en formis thlie

0
IX

L%

and 'duopigatron are examples of sources that use this principle; other varieties, such
as the 'duoplasmatron'. also use confining magnetic fields but in different ways.
5.2..

B a

Extra'tiofl

At the instant when it is formed in a gas discharge, a positive ion has just the
rl'tilom thermal velocity of its neutral parent particle, and for some purposes this

velocity would be quite sufficient. If, for instance, the source is to be used as a plasma
contactor. then there is no need for the plasma to emerge as a directed beam, so
long as the emitted ion and electron currents exceed the value required for spacecraft

neut ralizat ion. Indeed, it is better that the plasma should emerge slowly and diffusely,
so as to form a dense cloud around the spacecraft.

Hlence a plasma contactor may

consist simply of a gas discharge tube, for example of the hollow cathode type, with a
hole at one end to let the plasma out. If the discharge is produced by means of an RF
field, the ions will emerge at their thermal velocities corresponding to the temperature
of the gas in the source: a particularly efficient type of RF plasma source has been
developed recently by Boswell [1984].
However, if a static electric field is used to produce the discharge, then the average
velhcitv of the emergent ions, and the spread in their velocities around the average,
are generally much greater than the ion thermal velocity at the temperature of the gas
in the source. The reason for this is the existence, within the discharge, of variations
of electric potential from point to point. Besides its thermal kinetic energy, an ion
acquires additional kinetic energy equal to the difference between the potential of the
point in the discharge where it was formed, and the potential of the ambient plasma.

Thus. for instance, the ion gun used in the ARCS I and 2 experiments consisted of a

;.

hollow-cathode discharge, in which electrons from a filament were accelerated towards
a cylindrical anode on the axis, while being confined by a coaxial magnetic field. The

ions. which had radii of gyration greater than the dimensions of the source, were not
1on
fined. The ion beamn had a 600 cone angle, and a distribution in energy with a
fill width at half maximum of approximately 25% centered on an energy of 25-30
Ae. when 60 V were applied to the anode [Moorc et al., 1982, 1983; Kaufinann et al.,
19,S51: a. similar type of source, but producing a 200 eV ion beam, was used in ARCS
',J
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where e is the elementary charge, n, is the ion concentration in the plasma, and vi is
the ion thermal velocity:

"='>

(5.2)

Iere k is Boltzmann's constant, 7 is the ion temperature. and M, the mass of an
H
ion. J, is the maximum beam current density that can be extracted, unless some
method can be found for accelerating the ions within the plasma itself. Some sources
that employ such methods will be described in §5.2.5. First, however, we discuss the
transport of an ion beam extracted from a gas discharge by means of an electric field.
.2.4.

Barn Transport

We now consider how the quality of the beam can be preserved as it is transported away from the source. At the outlet from the discharge, the negatively biased
electrode that attracts the ions also repels the electrons, so initially the beam consists
entirely of ions. Since these repel one another electrostatically, the emerging ion beam
would expand rapidly as it receded from the source, if no steps were taken to prevent
this from happening. Close to the source, the beam can be focused by electric or magnetic fields, but once it has left their influence, the only effective way of preventing it
from expanding is to neutralize its space charge. When the source is being operated
in the ionosphere, neutralization can occur naturally, by influx of ionospheric electrons. This process cannot be relied on, however, unless the ion concentration in the
beam is of the order of or less than the electron concentration in the ambient plasma.

I

Moreover, even vhen natural beam neutralization is feasible, reliance upon it would
st ill leave the problem of how to neutralize the spacecraft carrying the source.
FIor tlese reasons, some of which we already noted in §5.1, arrangements are
"

often ruade to neutralize the ion beam artificially as it, emerges from the source,
tius tranisforming it into a plasma beam. The simplest arrangement is to place an

-

,,lectrically heated and negatively biased filament in the path of the beam, beyond

I

t e extraction electrode; this hot cathode enits thermal electrons, which neutralize

S-.the

.

beani.

If the beam is intense, however, bombardment by the ions may overheat

and destroy the cathode. Hence it. is often better to place the cathode off to one( side.
or to utse a cathode Tin the form of at ring surrounding the beamn.
Mgeic fields exacerbate The problem of beam neutralization. Whlen ti(heSOuce
is of the type that emp~loys a magnetic field to confine the electrons Tinthle discharge.
(care must be taken to keep this field away from the neutralizer, so that tilie thermally
emitted electrons are niot confined as xveil. Moreover, even when the beam has escapedl
from its source entirely, the Earth's magnietic field is still to be reckoned with sinceI

N

~it
hinders thle neutralizing elect rons ii thiei r at tempt to follow the ions. The infLueiCI
of thle Flait i's field Onl Plasma beam propagation %v'Illbe mentionedI again in 53
-).2.5~.
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describe briefly various alt ernative ty pes of plasma source, all of which

1)ruduitad(i rected p~lasmi a beam wit hout iisi ng an extract ion elect rode, and are catofyiedin io curent denlsi ties higher than that given by equation (5. 1).
pabl
rII the type of Source known as an electrothlerinal accelerator, or arcjet , these
results are aclhievedl by mneans of anl iitensel

h]ot electric discharge, sust ained at

suifficient].\ high pressure for the gas to be thoroughly collisi onal [Tuczek, 1967]. An
arcjet is basicallY a rocket, motor in wvhich the propellant is heated electrically instead
of being burned.

Usually the( p~ropellant is anl Inert gas, which is bo0th heated and

Ionized 1wv an electric arc. Since the gas is collisional, it accelerates to supersonic
speeds, mutch greater than the ion I lierinal speed, as it emierges thirough the no.z7!e
of the Source. Such devices form quite( efficient thrusters, but are niot very efficienit
as Plasma Sources b~ecaulse the propellant gas is only slightly ionlized. Trheir efflcieIICV
ats plasma sources can be much Improvedl by uising, instead of an Inert gas, the vapor
(AIi511 cetaaI Lsuh a ca~si i i,-wi
has a. very lo~v ionization pot cut ial (3.)
t lie
W\ I)I I!,I~IIa CoIIita.tor
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One way of classifying them is according to whether they use static or time-varying

'.

fields; the latter may be pulsed or oscillatory. We shall consider these various types

*

in turn.

In elect romagnetic plasma beam sources using static electric and magnetic fields,
these fields fill the whole volume of the discharge. and the plasma is expelled by the

j x B motive force. The electric field E is more or less perpendicular to the magnetic

-.

field B at all points; the parallel component of E is relatively small because the
plasma conducts so well in this direction. The design of such a source depends on
the gas pressure at which it is intended to operate, since this variable governs the
electron-neutral collision frequency, and hence the ratio of the transverse direct (or
Pedersen) conductivity to the Hall conductivity.
In sources operating at the highest pressures. the Pedersen conductivity domi-

*

nates. so the current j is more or less parallel to the electric field E. The simplest
design has the gas flowing in a conduit with a rectangular cross-section. Two opposite
walls of the conduit are electrodes, between which an electric field is applied, creating
a discharge and ionizing the gas. The other pair of walls are the poles of an electromagnet, or permanent magnet. which create a static magnetic field perpendicular to
the electric field. The

j x B force drives the plasma along the conduit and out of the

end into space. This design of source. sometimes called a 'Faraday-type crossed-field
'accelerator. may be regarded as a classical miagnetohydrodynamic (MHD) electric
i)ower generator run in reverse. i.e., it is being supplied with power and used as a
1i11Otor.

A disadvantage of the simple crossed-field accelerator is its lack of axial symmetry,
Sand this is overcome in a more elaborate design known as the 'magnetoplasmadynamic
*,r, el'. Lssentially an MPD arc jet is a hollow-cathode discharge source, in which an

aeC is struck between a cylindrical rod anode on the axis, and a hollow cylindrical
cat hode forming the outer wall of the device. Its distincti Ive feature is that the current

-j

flowing axially along the anode is large enough to create a strong azimuthal magnetic
field in the discharge space between the anode and the cathode. This azimuthal field,
,'Ossed with the radial discharge current, vields the propulsive force along the axis.
CI
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Since this force is proportional to thle sqjuare of the current, an NIP[) arcjet wvorks
best at high currents. Thie plasma source uised Ii thle Japanese SEPAC experilenit ()il
' pacelab- I was of this kind [(bayas/i
*thle

0 at., 195I

puC
1 tlsed power siil)Ilv prov'ide'd

very high current requiredl. Ii pulses I is long. The even more powerful qutasiconit inrois source used Ii the Soviet Aelita rocket experimlenLs was also anl NI PD

-

arcjet. wvithI the particularity that thle lit hinin vapor for the plasma was evaporated.
by the heat of hei(arc, from a butt on of li thi um mietal attached to thle end of thle
anode rodl IDoiodiioi, 1978: .'5uydt(0 ut

al., 1981]. Like the straightforward arcjets

mnttioned ablove. NIPD
[ arcjets exp~el mIuchI neutral gas along with the jet of plasma.
For producing a

lsa

acce(lerator' is suiperior.

wt

eltvl

e

eut rals, the so-called 'Hall-effect

Its principle, indeedI, assiinws a dlischarge plasma in which

Collisions between char,edl andl neut ral particles are rare. Once again, static electric
anid n iagniet i fieldIs are applied to t he plasina In directions perpendicular to one
another. The electric field ER which is created l)y anl extraction electrode, is more
or less parallel to the axis of the device.

[he strength of the magnetic field B is

suchithat the pa~rticle gyro-mr(li i. Ii comparison wvith thle dimensions of the dlevice.

are small for t lic elect roins but large for the oiis. Hence thle electrons are Iled to the
field Iities, anld drift In)thle di rect ion of E x B. carrying, the Hall current. They' cannot
mlove Ill t lie dIirection of E to neutral i7 thIiis lield. ats t he\, would if B were not there,
s-o

E pernicates the Iplastina insteadI of being localized Ii a sheath at its surface. The

ion1S. Whiclh are alitmost lin affected 1)v B. ate accelerated by E and extracted from thle
%pi

asial "I'lie ionls fontie I at different p)oi nts a cquire dIififerent kinetic energies from

*~~~

lie clect nc hield, so t hey' emerge fromo thle Iplasiiia widely spread Ii energy. Since the
pasiia elect roris cannrot to1 low t heni, ot her electrons have to be fed into the emergent

*

ion Learni froril at rielit ralizer. as was dIescrib~ed l i j5.2. 1
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j x B force (the 'magnetic

pressure')

pushing the plasma away from the region of space

occupied by the field. "Plasiiia rail-guns' and 'conical theta-pinches' are examples of
pulsed sources based on this principle [Tuczck, 1967]. In a similar way, 'traveling-wave
accelerators" use R

fields to expel a stream of plasma blobs [Jleflinger et al., 1965:

Jahn. 1968]. For more complete information about these types of source, the reader
should consult the publications cited.
The pulses or blobs of plasma that these sources emit are often referred to as
'plasmoids'. If their electric conductivity were perfect, then the magnetic fields that
propel them would not penetrate into them at all. In practice, the plasma has some
resistivity, with the result that partial penetration occurs and the emergent plasma
blobs have some magnetic field embedded in them.

With certain types of pulsed

source, such as the coaxial plasma,gun or 'Marshall gun' [Marshall. 1960]. the operating conditions can be chosen so that, the embedded field is quite large. The blob
then has the form of a torus, with the magnetic field lines winding helically around
the minor axis. The interest of this kind of plasmoid is that it holds itself together

--

much longer than a blob with no embedded field does; fusion plasma physicists call
it a "spheromak"[Okabayashi et al., 1981; Hammer, 1984]. Such plasma entities were
first produced by Bostick [1956, 1957], who gave the name "plasmoids' to them, but
later the meaning of this term was extended to cover any type of plasma blob, with
or without an embedded magnetic field [Lockner el al., 1985].
Irc at D( reiop

5.2.6

eills

)urin, tlie 1)UIsl decade, the design of classical gas-discharge plasima sources has
vv('volv'

anrd their performance has improved considerably. Progress up to about the

(,f
oI(
191) in lhe developmient of sources for electric propulsion has been presented
I 1 ', S/]. %ii io
i P)i
,i hrust er, suitable for quasi-continious operation on

0

ShiSpa'ce(11 produc' 1 10 \ b)ean of I keV argon ions for a total power
expl,,' ditill. ,,)"
12 k\V [BY( ,r.,. 19!1
Gj]
III('

"-'""

i'w iiierit i ye to de'velop very powerful (ilulti-miegawatt) ion beam s)urces has

....
.,eei,

0
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provided by their applic tion to heatirig magnetically confinedI fusion plasmas,

%
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0

a proceeding that calls for quasi-continuous beams of light ions such as protons or
deuterons- These are converted, by charge exchange. into beams of neutrdi atoms,
which are able to traverse the confining magnetic field into the heart of the plasma.
There they become ionized again, are trapped by the field, and give up their energy to
the plasma. As an example, a quasi-steady-state (30 s pulse) source of the duopigatron
type, developed for fusion applications, can produce a 45 A beam of protons or a 33
A beam of deuterons, both at 80 keV [MAnon et al., 1985].

Other, quite different

types of ion beam source, producing very intense but very short pulses, have been
developed as alternatives to lasers for the purposes of inertial confinement fusion,
namely compressing and heating the target pellets [Dolan, 1982; Miller. 1982].
More useful for space applications is a type of Hall-effect accelerator that is capable of producing large quasi-contiIous currents at relatively low energies. In this
device, which has axial symmetry, the discharge takes place in the space between two
insulating coaxial cylinders. An electric field, applied parallel to the axis, extracts

.

the ions from the discharge; an external cathode supplies neutralizing electrons. The
reason why the device is very efficient as a plasma source is that, within the discharge,
the E x B drift motion of the electrons is in the azimuthal direction, so it does not
carry them to the walls. Some authors use the acronym ACED, for 'Accelerator with
Closed Electron Drift', to denote this type of source.
The development of the ACEI) was initiated in the USA [Lary et al., 1962; Scikrl
and f.shotlko. 1962; Cann and Marlotth, 1964; Pinsley ci al., 1964; Brown and Pin.slcy , 1965: (rosman 0 al., 1965; Jatcs and Lowder, 1966], but appears to have been

-

abandoned here in the mid-1960's. and subsequently it was taken up again in the
SUSSR [Aorozor ci al., 1972; Bisham, and kim, 1978: Dorodnov, 1978: Askhabor ct
al.. 1981]. An ACID thruster was used to adjust the near-synchronous orbit of one
0

of the "Meteor satellites [A,sitorich di al., 19741; thrusters of the sanme or of a
si m ilIa(r design were used on two later members of the Meteor series [(;ri, ci' ci al..

.

d

19,,i .. ([l)
Fplasna beam sources delivering 1 A of xenon ions at 200 eV were sup-

*

plied bv thI .Soviet participants i the West-Germian 'Porcupine" program of rocket

%

experii iets iII

,C

%0

tlie

amuroral ionosphere [Ila( rric1(l and Saqdc rm,1981].

0
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To conclude this review, we should mention several means that exist for creating
a plasma beam in space without using an electric discharge. The simplest means is
to release, in sunlight, a vapor cloud of a readily photoionized metal such as barium;
usually this is done by igniting a canister of thermite, or detonating a bomb, contain-

4'

ing some of the metal in question. A directed beam may be obtained by employing a
shaped explosive charge: for instance, a magnetic-field-aligned barium ion cloud re:,

leased from a rocket-borne shaped charge in the auroral ionosphere has been used to
measure parallel electric fields at altitudes of several thousand kilometers [Haerendel
ft al., 1976]. Another way to produce a beam is to release a cloud of barium vapor
from a rapidly-moving vehicle such as a satellite; the newly born ions then possess
the orbital velocity of the vehicle [Heppntr (tal., 1981]. A related method is to release a cloud of a neutral gas such as argon, and to ionize it with an electron or ion
beam from a source on the vehicle; a charged particle beam has to be used because
photoionization by sunlight Istoo slow. Finally, if an ionizable cloud is released in
interplanetary space, as in the AMPTE ('Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers') artificial comet experiments

[Valenzuela

et al.. 19863, it constitutes a beam

because the ambient solar-wind plasma is flowing outwards from the Sun at speeds
of several hundred kilometres per second.
The suggestion has been made that ion beams are created inadvertently by all
satellites in low Earth orbits, as the result of partial specular reflection of ionospheric
ions at their forward surfaces, i.e., the parts of their surfaces facing into the direction
S".'

of the orbital motion. Relative to the ambient plasma, the reflected ions would have

"""

twice the orbital velocity of tle satellite, and their motion through the plasma might,

give rise to instabilities. It has been suggested that these processes are responsible
for the liminous emission known as 'Shuttle glow', which has been observed close to
te forward surfaces of t he Space Sht lte
[Papadopoulos, 1984].

lie that as it may,

-

?

related suggestion has been made by Stenzd [1985] for a way

iII which similar bcams could be created deliberately, for experimental purposes, on
0?

the future NASA Space Station. Ills proposal is to erect, outside the Station, a. plane
_ruil i-grid elect 'oslatic probe inI the form of a flat panel several metres across. This

0r

p~anel would

:onisist

of a frame supporting a set of several tl(- metal grids, one lbellj ud

the other. It Would lbe facing more or less into the direction of orb~it al inot loun of t i
,Station, an(1 appropriate potentials would he applied to the gridls so as to reflect sonie
of the oncoming flux of ionospheric Ions, together withi anl equLal flux Of iieUtraliiing
electrons; the reflection process wvould be specular, and( the reflection coefficienit -ould(
be adj usted by varying thle applied p~otenit ials. 'The large space (Iiredl Iy iii frotitl of, thle
p~anel would then be filled with an ion beam having well known anid precisely (-oit-

4
~

rollable characteristics, count erst reaig

~

iiginspheric

plasit ta.

' Ile resu-lt ing two-st ream inst abili tics woulId be acccssidLe to ex periimetid st liil
(1liit

41

thirough t lie onconim

III

excelptijonal conditions of plasna, cleanliness and1( mi f,,rimitv.

5.3. Ionospheric Effects of Ion and Plasma Beams
Amnong

the various factors that govern the behavior of' a plasma beam traveling

tirough the ionosphere in the presence of the Earth's magnetic field, two of the
miost important are, firstly, the angle between the beam and( the magnetic field, and
secondly, the leta factor for the beam. For simplicity, most space exlperimients with1

plasma beams have been designed to Inject the beam either perpendicular or parallel
to tilie field. so we Shall (liscuss the observed effect s under thlese two headings. 'Fhe

~et a fact or. or 3.

is

the ratio of' the kinmetic pressure of thle I)Iasma in the beam to

Ihe niagnietic pressure of the Farth s field; it decreases steadllY as the beam expands
awayv froi

*5-Y

ile

so i -ce.

I. Ia ins Injuterd Pf rpendicular to the Field
1..
[lie pr'opagation of a, beamn of plasmia perpendicular to a magnetic field has been
;j Silldct of' interest for

iimany' years.

ft is of t horet'I-al inees
pl asmia c-an behavye -oli-let~
il
A II in(lIiy(liia
*

.

ecause iisa

classical exam ple of how the particles in a

%V
wYs very (1lifreremit fronm their individual behavior.

chlarged particle Iaitmieco

"'fs
V(
ilti aCi rC I.

in a (direction p~er'pend~icular to the field

right-Ii andedly a rounmd t li field for anl elect ron anid left- hianlded ly

1ev ;I positive ionl. withl

0Z

b~othl on t heorcdanIamd oii p~ract ical grounds.

'lie radhilis aI)jropriate to its (hiarqe. mlass. aiill velocityv. lIn

contrast, a plasma beam is able to travel some distance across the magnetic field in
a straight line, for reasons that will be discussed shortly.
Theorctical st Ndv of the interaction between

a plasma beam and a perpendicular

tield was first undertaken by Chapman and Ferraro, in connection with

imagnetic

their classical theory of geomagnetic storms: see Ferraro [19521, and the references
given there to earlier papers. beginning in 1931.

These authors considered what

would happen if a beam of plasma emitted from the Sun encountered the Earth's
magnetic field. At the time when they wrote, it was not known that the Sun emits
plasma continuously in the form of the solar wind. and they conceived of these plasma
emissions as isolated events, rather than as the intensifications of a continous emission
that we now understand them to be.
O

Chapman and Ferraro discovered much of

(he basic physics, and initiated the theoretical research on plasma flow around the
magnetosphere
-.
that continues to this day., but the relevance of their work to the
-propagationof artificial plasma beams in the ionosphere is restricted by the fact the
solar wind plasma beam is much wider than the spatial scale of the Earth's magnetic
field. In tese circuinstalces,the oncoming beam compresses the field on the sunward
side of the Earth, just so long as its momentum flux, or 'ram pressure',
P,,,

*"F

2

(5.3)

exePds the magnetic pressure
.may.-

N

N1,,

llee .

is

2 tl

(5.4)

tIhe ion concent ration in the solar wind and M the mass of a solar-wind

.ion
so V.1 is the mass density of the plasma. while NVA!V is its momentum density,
wtii I V the flow velocity. t3)his the strength of the Earth's magnetic field, and It( is
Ilie pernieability of free space. \Vlen the field is compressed, Be rises until finally the

lmma),Lelimc pressilre becomes sufficient to halt the motion towards the Earth, obliging
l " war n to (liverge so as to flow arou nld this obstacle. Thus the balance of Pr,,, and
poverns t lie geocentric distance of Ilie mi
iagnetol)a ise at the stagnation poi nt of
til. flow. close to the sti)-solar point.

•
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Much of the foregoing analysis applies to a plasma beam injected into the ioiosphere perpendicularly to the Earth's magnetic tield, even though this is the opposite
situation where the width of the beam is much less than the spatial scale of the field.
For the nioinent, we are picturing a cylindrical beam of fully ionized plasma inoving
in a directionmparallel to its axis. The beani will propagate only if its rain pressure
exceeds the ma g uitic pressure, in which case, however, the magnetic field lir's are

pushed aside by the head of the beam as it advances through them.
Initially, the beam excludes the magnetic field: it is a 'diamagnet ic cavity'. \Wit hin
the beam. the plasma exerts its gas kinetic pressure, whereas outside the bean there
is just the pressure of the magnetic field, neglecting the kinetic pressure of the ionospheric plasma which is relatively small. Thus the edge or boundary of the beam,
which is sharp, is a kind of magnetopause. According to whether the plasma pressure
is greater or less than the magnetic pressure, the boundary will expand or contract to
establish eqtuilibrium [Ilaerendei and Sagdeev, 1981]; most of the plasma sources used
in space experiments have f3 > I at their outlets, so initial expansion is the rule.
This state of affairs is short-lived, however, because the magnetic field diffuses into
the plasma. If lIhe diffusion occurred in a purely classical fashion, through collisional
dissipation of the currents flowing in the boundary, then it would take a time of the
order of
.

T

(5.5)

oD /r ,

where D is t lie diameter of the beam and ij is the classical resist ivitv of a fully ionized
plasma; to fiid the expression for 7/ and the derivation of (5.5), see pp. 179- 181 and

205-207 respectively of C'hen [1984]. Experimentally, however, the magne.ic field pen.--

etrates into tie hani much more rapidly than (5.5) suggests. Evidence :o this effect,

S

fton!rom
tI l'or-cupine rocket experimilents, has been presented by h'uslr / al. [198s6al.
For tli

I A x(enon plasma beain used in these experiments, the

tieln ;,',',,di
*

theoreti cal

diffusion

to (5.5) was about 2.5 ins, whereas the experimental value was abou t,

0.2 nr.: tli,latter was estimated from the observed diamagnetic field lerturbation.
,whicl,dia lppar('d within less than 5 tn from the source.

This ationialouslv rapid

6i

E

."*Iyv,

-

a -i:"'~-Q

diffusion is I elievedl to he causedl by instability of the currents in the boundary layer,
the uinstable waves beinga electrostatic in nature, with frequencies of the ordler of the
lowet- 110'l rId frcq iertcY [11lishiri c al.. I 986a,b). As the hield penetrates Into the beamn,
he11
beaml ('N Ia Ild Is it
res

iii of thIei r

*

nt

Wi

1(15 into thle field so as to preserve pressure b~alantce. The end

erd i hisiori

is a low- bet a plasma b~eamn perm~eatedl by the magnetic

l~~II(I
aldnilt i '\ ltice of anomialouisly rap)id magnetic field diffusion was found in
III, AMNiPT 1 art iticial ComeIt e1Xperi tuent., wh iclh. for reasons expla ined at the end of
.(

c5
anr alIso be regarded as a beat inmjection. III this exper ient, a (lialagnetic

wIi v about 100 kin in (hanmet er was created by- releasing a cloud of barium vapor
iithtle

*

solar windi.

The Initial miot ion of

t he cloud was very curiouis Indeedl: (luring

thli lrst 4.5 in a fter its format ion, it moved perpend ictlarlY to the direct ion of the
sol
r ind throughl a (list atice of' about 500 kmi before 1being accelerated lowvn~vincl.
As soonl as- lhe cloud was formned. the Interplanet ary magnetic field beg,,an to dliffuse
1)wkIwards, atnd its ret urn wvas observed by a magnme oineter onl the vehicle fronm
wich the cloud had been released. Surprisingly, no very strong electrostatic wave
activity was observed at the boundary between the field and the cloud, and for the
miomnt the mnechanism" of their rapid interdiffusion remainis obscure [Gum nelf ci al..
1

1a 9s:
r~ndl 0 at., 1986: la/c nzuu 1( 0 (it.. I 9861. Similar iosults had been ob-

abed p~revioutsly (luring the AN PTE solar windl lit hium cloud releases [Hhusici' et
al.. 19,-,'6h11.
Ixitwhtei tioe mliet Ic field has pen eat ed it cot tplet elY, the beam or cloud ca~n
c~imii

ii e to

t ra vel perpet d irti arlY acr-oss thle it tagnet ic field, thaniks to the Collective

io tlepatal

atices. InteracIng
ati-1% ittdividutll vwith t lie field, electrons would

i'f Ilictcl sidewayvs II iii

s
So

Msead ionls InI the other. 1)111 as soomi as t hesec proes-ses
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constant of the magnetoplasma,
N A'
NM
oB

i

(5.6i)

should be much greater than unity- otherwise, the particles execute their individual
motions in the magnetic field. Subsequently Peter and Rostoker [1982] showed that
the stronger condition
>

/1

(5.7)

was necessary, where M and m are the ion and electron masses. Other recent contributors to the theory of the propagation of low-beta plasma beams across magnetic
fields are Treumann et al. [1983], A'atz [1984], Treumann and HIusl(,r [19S5], and
Ch ng [1987].

*

Laboratory experiments demonstrating the propagation of low-beta plasma beams
or plasmoids across magnetic fields have been performed by Eubank and Vilkerson
[1961], Baker and lammel [1965], Lindberg [1978], lVesscl and Robertson [19813, and
Robertson et al. [1981], among others. The work described in the two most recent
'A

of these papers demonstrated the relevance of the condition (5.7). It was motivated
by eventual practical applications to magnetic confinement fusion. namely the possibilities for using charge-neutral ion beams to heat or drive currens in a fusion
reactor., instead of having first to convert them into beams of neutral atoms [Ott and
,Mannheimcr,1977]. Even more recently, a series of experiments co'ci'ng a range of
beta from 0.01 to 100 has been performed by Li et al. [1986].

0

When a low-beta plasma beam or plasmoid propagates across a magnetic field.
.

the plasma on its flanks is eroded. The reason is that, while the plasma at the center
of the beam is acted upon by the full polarization field and moves at, the velocity

, ..°

E x B/t3-. the plasma in the boundary layer experiences a lesser field so it lags
behind [Crow (t al.. 1978: Curtis and Grcbowsky, 1980]. Experimentally, the erosion

0

(fa plastiod traveling across a nagnetic field was first observed in the laboratory by
hostick [1956j; in space, it was observed dramatically in the AMPTIE artificial comet

"p.
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experiment [ Valenzuela et al., 1986]. As a result, thc bem

r plasmoid is dispersed

and ultimately slov ed to a halt.
The dispersion and slowing are enhanced if plasma is already present in the magnetic field through which the beam or plasmoid is moving, because currents flowing
in this background plasma partially neutralize the space charges on the flanks, reduce the polarization field, and dissipate the kinetic energy of motion [Haerendel and
9."

Sagdeev. 1981: Trcumann et al., 1983]. In addition, the intense velocity shear in the
boundary layer may excite a collisionless form of the l~elvin-Helmholtz instability,
enhancing the erosion; at Stanford University a IPh.). student, 1). Cai, is now investi0.ating this possibility theoretically, and a 3-D particle simulation of this and related
phenomena is the subject of a pending research proposal by Buneman el al. [1986].
The larger the ratio of background plasma density to beam plasma density, the more
important these effects are likely to be, and in fact they are conspicuous in beam
injection experiments in the ionosphere. In the Porcupine experiments, for instance,
beyond 15 m from the source, electric field measurements inside the xenon plasma
]beam revealed a transverse polarization field of only about 10% of the value corresponding to the initial beam velocity. At these distances, most of the particles were
executing their individual motions in the Earth's field. The beam electrons, having
gyro-radii of about 10 cm. were virtually 'frozen' to the magnetic field lines, while the
ions, with gyro-radii of about .500 m, continued onwards to twice this distance before
turning around. This ion beam. though largely charge-neutralized by electrons from

.

the background plasma. carried a net electric current of about 90% of the initial 4 A
ion current [Iluslr ft al., 1986; Sagdeev et al., 19861.
The separation of the beam electrons from the ions had a number of side-effects,
i~e first of which was the creation of a system of intense field-aligned currents of
stiprathermal electrons.

Once the beam electrons had become frozen to the field

lines, the only directions in which they could escape from the vicinity of the source
were up and down these lines. liiusic,"et al. [1986] have estimated the current density
a- 1 0 mnA,/n1

in each of the two directions, which is much greater than ever occurs

haturallv. .Moreover, the ihinil)er density of these electrons on the beam axis, at .4in

from the source, must. have been abut
%
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create. Obviously the answer nmst be that it, is neutralized by electrons from the
ambient plasma, but this cannot be a simple process. Under the almost collisionless
conditions of the Porcupine experiment, for instance, ambient electrons attracted by
the positive space charge in the ion beam would be accelerated along the field lines
towards the core of the beam. but on reaching it they would have high velocities,
relative to their thermal velocities, so their momentum would carry them on through
*,"

the core and out the other side. Their concentration within the core would actually
be less than in the unperturbed plasma far from the beam. In reality, however, some
process equivalent to collisions, such as a two-stream instability excited by the counterstreaming of the electrons attracted into the beam from the plasma above and
below it, must be acting so as to allow these electrons to become electrostatically
trapped inside the beam. and thus to neutralize it.
If the distribution of the bcam ions in space were constant in time, the neu-

*

tralization of the beamn would be a transient, process, completed very soon after the
source of the beam was switched on. But if the source is modulated, or if the vehicle
carrying it is spinning or is moving through the plasma, which is usually the case,
then neutralization is a dynamic, never-ending process. Continually, electrons from
the ambient plasma must flow up and down the field lines, towards points where the
beam ion concentration is increasing and away from points where it is decreasing.
Thus modulation or motion of the beam gives rise to a complicated pattern of field-

-

aligned currents of thermal electrons, in the region of space formed by the projection
"*"

of the ion beam ul) and down the magnetic field lines.
Since he electrons in the beam are diverted into field-aligned currents within a
few nietres of the source, whereas tlie ions ('onlinlue out to distances of the order of
1 iemir

,.r,,-ra d I is.

the curreit s II iat I iese t wo particle species carry are effectively

,lcmped into the ionosphere at different loints.
.r

Thus a perpendicularly injected

plasllia hea In acts as a c rre'nt. (Iipole. and if the I)eam is modulated it should excite
waves. At the lowest frequencies. t hese would be Alfvn waves. Alexandrov et al. have

0

slig

"

'p1

,sled

that

such waves, Interactilng with and scattering radiation-belt electrons at,

nergies greater than 40 keV. were responsible for increases observed in the flux of

V

%%-%
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such electrons precipitating into the ionosphere, coincident with pulsed plasma beam
injections, in the Ariel I and Ariel 2 experiments. Even larger increases in these fluxes,
apparently stimulated by the plasma beam, were observed in the Aelita experiments
and reported by Sagdeev et al., who, however, preferred the view that that tihey
were due to ionospheric electrons accelerated by some unspecified collective process
accompanying beam injection.
As the beam ions travel through the background plasma, they excite a variety of
electrostatic plasma waves propagating more or less perpendicularly to the magnetic
field.

In the Porcupine experiments, ion cyclotron harmonic waves excited by the

xenon ion beam were observed at frequencies ip to about 16 kHz [Jones, 1981" K0i2ner
and Kelley, 1981]; they occurred at harmonics of the local proton gyrofrequency. and
were particularly intense around the local lower hybrid frequency. Kintner ci al. [1986]
have compared the plasma waves observed, under similar conditions, in the Porcupine
and ARCS series of rocket experiments. In the Meteor satellite experiments, a xenon
plasma beam was injected into the ionosphere in the direction of orbital motion,
and excited intense waves in the 5-20 kHz band [Grebne et al., 1981]. Ionospheric
0+ ions, after having passed through the turbulent plasma beam, arrived at the
satellite with their energy spectrum broadened; this effect became more and more
pronounced as the beam velocity vector approached the plane perpendicular to tile
magnetic field. The mechanisms by which these low-frequency waves are generated
are fairly well understood, qualitatively at least [I'intner and Kelley, 1983; Roth
et al., 1983; Hudson and Roth, 1984; Malingre and Pottelette, 1985); weaker waves
a.0

accompanying plasma beam injections have also been observed at higher frequencies,
in the whistler-mode frequency band between the lower hybrid frequency and the
electron gyrofrequency [Thiel et al., 1984], and also around the plasma and upper

•

hybrid frequencies [Pott(hftt

t at.. 198,11, biut their generation iiechanisms are still

uncertain.
Related data. from the SI'PA( experiment on Spacelab-I have been presented
*

by

$'asaki et al. [1986].

Whenever the NilP1) arc.jet injected a plasnioid into t l

ionosphere. there was a burst of waves with its spec ral peak Tear tile lower hybrid

%0%

*

q
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frequency.. Adtonally. wvhen the plasmioid wits Injected in the di rotlion of orb~ital
imot ion, and] the component of the orbital v-elocit.\ perpend(1ic ular to the miagnet ic field
eXCC(IC( ablout 6 kmn/s. there was anl enhancement of local p~lasnma densi vylast ing
sexeral tells o~f rillIi.sec,(onds. The SEPAC experiment ers 1)ehieve that this Was l)t-OdUccd
by Alfv611's critical velocity ionization process: the nonlinear waves arc al sumed to
hecat some of the electrons present, which then ionize some of the neutral gats [AlfvLl5 i
TheC (lu-ration of the plasmia density enhancement indicates that, before the

19511.

neutral gas in question became ionized, it must have been moving with the Shut tle, so
it irnist have been either atmospheric gas escaping from the payloaxd baV. Or neutral
Even aftcr it b~ecame ioiiizedl. it would have

argon emittedl by the %MPD arcjet.

conitinueld to move with the Shuttle t Iirouui polarizat ion of thle pla&Sliia cloud, ando
i iidepondent ev-idenice for the existence of the elct nrc p~olarnizat ion ijeld was

somne

founld.
Stmarzn.
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very close to the source. There have been many such experiments, so it is less easy
to suggest new ones at low beta than at high beta; the latter, however, would require
the development of new and powerful plasma sources.
5.4.1. Lou-b0/a experiments
Let us begin by examining the possibility of using plasma beams to producnew ionization in the lower ionosphere, especially artificial plasma density structures
like those that can be created by energetic electron beams, as described in Section
3.

New ionization would be produced by collisions between ions in the beam and

neutral atmospheric particles. In terms of new ionization produced per joule of energy
expended, energetic ions are no more and no less efficient than energetic electrons:
in either case, the energetic particle loses about 35 eV per electron-ion pair created
[3anks and Kockarts, 1983].

Moreover, the ionization cross-sections for energetic

electrons and positive ions are more or less the same if particles of the two species are
compared at the same velocities. These statements, however, refer to electrons with
energies above about 300 eV, in comparison with protons above about 0.5 MeV, or
with heavier ions above even higher energy thresholds, proportional to their masses.
There is a dearth of information in the literature about the production of ionization by ions with lower energies. However, Ishimoto et al. [1986] have considered the
possible ionospheric effects, including ionization, that may be produced by energetic
0+ ions precipitated from the ring current, and having energies in the range 0.7-20
keV such energies could be attained by artificial plasma sources. These authors find
that over 80% of the energy of the precipitated ions is lost as heat in the neutral
atmosphere, and that the proportion of the energy that actually goes into producing
new ionization is 4.6% at 20 keV but only 2.3% at 2 keV; the ionization rate peaks
at about 200 kn altitude.

At, st.ill lower energies, positive ions from a plasma source are even less efficient
at pro(licing new ionization, but on tlie other hand the injected plasma itself can
constite a significant ionospheric perturbation. In tie Soviet Aelitaexperi merits, for
ustalice, Ilhe density of the injected plasiia. cloud was at. least an order of magnitide
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,rater than that of the ionospheric plasma at the same altitude. so it was readily
observable by radar (see §5.3.1). Conceivably, a pulsed plasma bein could be used to
prodlce periodic plasma density structures, similar to those that Banks and Gilchrist
[19!)S5] have suggested might be produced by means of pulsed electron beams. This
prucedure would enable such structures to be produced at higher altitudes; assuming
plasmiza injection parallel to the magnetic field, they would extend from the altitude
of inject ion to a distance of the order of the ionic mean free path.
\e

turn now to possible future experiments in the lineage of the Porcupine,

ARCS. and SEPAC experiments described in §5.3.
.

Among the many effects that

plasma beam injections were observed to produce in these experiments, the following
are by no means well understood: charging of the vehicle carrying the source; charge:eiitraiizat ion and depolarization of the beam: instabilities of the beam-ionosphere
interface, and erosion of the flanks of the beam; generation of whistler-modc and
high-frecriincy waves. These particular effects cannot, perhaps, be classed as 'ionospheric modification', but others related to them, and equally in need of clarification,
certainly come under this heading. Examples are the creation of a system of fieldaligned electron currents, and modification of the spectrum of low-energy (< 1 keV)
electrons precipitating into the auroral ionosphere; from §5.3.2, it will be recalled that
anomalous resistivity due to beam-induced plasma turbulence has been suggested as

'

the cause of the electron energy spectrum modifications, and this plasma resistivity
enhancement, if it exists, could also be considered as an ionospheric modification.
SIII

coin-idcrin g, t lie possible directions for futunre ionospheric modification experinients using low-beta plasma beams. there is, perhaps, a lesson to be learned from
xp erilllit s with electrol beanis. Though very mnany such experiments had been per-

S!,,r~i

l pr,,vi<sl with rockets (many more than are listed in Table 1, which refers
only to experiments at energies from 10 keV upwards), the Spacelab-2 experiment,
in which the Shuttle carryinig tle ,lectron gun circled around the free-flying Plasma

%I

Diagnost ic Package (W1D P ), produiced nimmnerous original results, -irticularly concern-

0

ilg lle iechannisnis of wave generation [ (;urntll 0 al., 1986].

:I%

I lingests

that a simifar experi muent

1ising

This consideration

the Shuttle and the PDP. but with a plasma

OnA

N.L

0LI7W-

.
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beami source iII place of the electron gun, might be equally helpful in clarifying thle
ionospheric effects of plasmna Injections.

In this connect ion, it needl exists for the development of new diagnostic in1stnilImnents, (apai le of me1asu-rig plasna properties that are not presently accessible.

~

-~

One

examplle is thle local field-aligned current density, which should lbe measured in support

of the studyv of beam neutralization processes, and also for evaluating perI)Cidicularly-

-

injectedl plasitia lbeains as potential sources of Alfv6n wvave radliation (see 5j:.3.1I). Arnother is the resistivity of the lplasnia, measurements of which are needed in ordler to
test one, theory of the origin of beami-induced enhancements of low-energy auroral
Instruments for measuring field-aligned current

electron p~recip~itation (see §j5.3.2).

dlensity [.'-Jorcy and Thiel, 1978; Illiano and Pottelette, 1979] an(1 plasma resistivity
-~~p.

[Storcy and(MXallinyrc, 1976] have been designed, and preliminary tests of themn have
been ruade inI,pace wvith encouraging results [Storey and Cairo. 198:3: .Stori arid

ZeTb

1A, 9-1.but further development is needed before they' canl be contsidleredl as
operational: tho ensor50

system reqluiredI for the resistivitv measurement is little mnore

hart a pallr of ctossed double-sphere dirpoles, with which the exist

ing PDP~)I

is alreadyv

le exNPeririewis proposedl above could be performed fron) the futunre Space Sta-

tion as well aisfrom the Shuttle, and indeed better because of the higher po0wer
availbe
I

,gi iorns proposal by Stenzel [1985], mentioned at the end of §5.2.6,

'he

shli rd also be bornein mI
lind. Somie of these experiments wvould require a free-flying
l~PI)P to

*

ieaistir

lie resulting ionospheric modifications; clearly, for use wvith the

St at ion. thIe P1) j would have to be maneuverable.

5./1.2. lHih- b ta e.'

I'lie

('XpJent utterits

at leas"t In Ihe s 'rise

a

orbi~t. Iruileed.
*

has 3~ <
a

N0'

t

tint rs
to Ibc proposed iii this category are, for the most part. novel,
Ira t.

none

like t hem has been lperforniel before inr low Earth

lie irtearis to perform
inhIe ionlosphere.
III

them have riot been available. Natm-ial lplasia

Art'ificial lplasmla beamls have 3 < I. except within

rlcfe ('ntis
44 t lie. soil r ce, for Ipr'-eet liv avail able sources and[ for the( miagntc fiel
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strengths that exist in the ionosphere. On the other hand. a few high-beta plasma
experiments have been perforilmed most successfillv in space. notably the AMPTE
-¢

series mentioned in §5.2.6 and §5.3.1., but for this it was necessary to go much further
away from the Earth, where the natural magnetic fields are very much weaker. Our
suggestion is that. with the aid of new plasma Sources, equivalent experiments could
be performed in the ionosphere front the Space Shuttle or, Ireferably, the Space
Stat ion.
The need for new plasma sources follows from considerations of scaling, which
we can illustrate by examining the possibility of scaling the AMPTE artificial comet
experiment [Valenzucla et al.. 1986] down from the solar wind to the ionosphere. In
this experiment, the plasma source was a barium canister, which released about 2 kg
of neutral Ba atoms. This neutral Ba vapor cloud expanded at a velocity estimated
as 1.315 ki/s., while becoming ionized by solar radiation on a time scale of -30 s. The
resulting plasma cloud, containing about 1025 Ba+ ions, then continued to expand,
pushing away the interplanetary magnetic field before it. On the sunward side and
on the flanks of the cloud, the icagnetic field was compressed as a result of 'draping'
of the field lines, which occurred because tl'e spc<, of the solar wind was faster than
the Alfven speed. The cloud at tamed its maximum diameter of ,-100km after ,-60 s,
lwhen there was approximat ,balanco between the kinetic pressure of the Ba+ ions and
the magnetic pressure of the compressed interplanetary field, which was measured as
120 -130 IlT ILi,r 0 al., 1986]; prior to the barium release, its unperturbed value was
10 nT. From then on, the magnetic field penetrated back into the cloud at a speed
of -1.5 ki/s, which is much faster than it coul,! 1,ave done by classical diffusion.
Though tie mechanism of fast penetration is not vet. (lderstood, Ilarcmidel el al.
'19861 have assumed that it is related to the so-called 'snow-plow' process [lKrall and

•

7

r/l,'. 1!)731, for which the velocity would be
2. --

?.;.-,I
0

,.-,

-%

(5.8)

where BI is the magnetic field streingt hI, p is the ilmass detisity in the cloud, and the
si)l
ript -cr refers to the C011pressed values. 'This formula yields a value in good

N,

*
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agreement with the observed one, so we shall adopt it as a basis for our scaling.
For the sake of argument, let us assume that, in low Earth orbit, a manageable
*,

value for the final diameter of the cloud would be 100 m, instead of the 100 km

".

attained in the solar wind. Provisionally, however, we shall leave all the other aspects

:8

of the experiment unchanged, so as to see what conclusions this leads us to. Thus we
take the plasma cloud to be formed of barium ions, expanding initially at 1.35 kn/s,
in which case it would attain its assumed full size after 37 ms. In the ionosphere,
satellite orbital velocities are sub-Alfv~nic (the minimum value of the AlfveSn velocity.
which occurs at the level of maximum density in the F region, is about 130 kni/s),
so the magnetic field at the surface of the cloud would not be compressed by more
than a factor of 2; we take the compressed field to be B, = 5 x 10- 5 T. Assuming

S
.-.K?

that, momentarily, the magnetic field is wholly expelled from the volume occupied by
the cloud, the energy required to create this diamagnetic cavity is 520 joules. Using
the formula on p. 701 of the paper by Valenzuela et al. [1986], the total mass of
barium in the cloud is estimated as 2.85 x 10- 4 kg, and correspondingly the total
number of barium ions is 1.25 x 1021; the mass density is pc = 5.5 x 10- 1° kg/m 3 ,
and the number density 2.4 x 1015 m - 3 . As soon as the cloud had been formed, the
compressed magnetic field would start to return. According to (5.8), the field would
penetrate into the cloud at a velocity vsp = 3.8 km/s, so it would reach the center
in 13 ms. Since this penetration time is less, by a factor of - 3, than the expansion
time, it is questionable whether indeed a diamagnetic cavity would be formed, though
the figures certainly imply that the magnetic field would be reduced significantly at
the center of the cloud; however, since we are unsure of the mechanism of penetration

*

and even more so of its scaling laws, we should regard all these figures as provisional
and leave the question open.
This scaled-down version of the AMPTE artificial comet experiment would re-

*
.2-

quire only quite reasonable amounts of matter and energy, but in one crucial respect

-

it is clearly infeasible: the material from which the plasma cloud is formed cannot be
neutral barium vapor, since the time required for barium atoms to become photoionized in sunlight (see above) is much longer than the time of expansion of the cloud.

Ij,..

4
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The AMPTE experiment itself was marginal in this respect, which worsens as the
spatial scale is reduced. Hence the key to scaling the experiment down is to replace
the impulsive source of ionizable neutral vapor by ai ;ripulsive source of fully ionized
plasma.
Unfortunately, however, none of the plasnia sources described in

5. 2 has the

spherical symmetry that the experiment requires. Two courses of action are therefore
open to us: either we envisage the use of a completely new type of plasma source, or
we change the design of the experiment so that one of the previously described types
of source could be used. We shall now consider these two possibilities in turn.
Laboratory experimenters have already devised at least one way of creating, al,_

most instantaneously, a spherically symmetrical cloud of fully ionized plasma. This
is le method used in experimental research on inertial confinement fusion, and it

.

comsists of ionizing a pellet of some suitable material by irradiating it with an intense
burst of electromagnetic energy from a powerful laser. By this means, but with less
intense laser beams than are required for fusion research, some experimenters have
already demonstrated the formation of diamagnetic cavities in magnetic fields [Kitsuiufzaki 0 al.. 1974; Pcchacek et al., 1980]. In both of these sets of experiments, the
pellet was made of solid deuterium, which is the material favored in fusion research,
and fully diamagnetic (3 > 1) cavities were formed. I-n the more recent of the Lwo
sets, he pellet was a cylinder of D2 ice, 1 mm long and 1 mm in diameter, and the
plasma was formed from it by two-stage laser irradiation. First it was vaporized by
a pulse from a 100 joule (J) neodymium-glass laser, and then, 2 its later, it was ionized an(l heated by another pulse from a 1 k. gain-switched CO 2 laser. Holographic

*

iiiierferolnetrv showed that the resulting plasma contained about 2 x 10" electrons.

wI ir

I oresponded closely to the number of atonis originally in the pellet, and con-

firned thal thle ionization was alnnost 100%: tile velocity of expansion of the plasma
was about 7 x 10' ni/s. TIle applied magnetic field was about 0.2 T, Ibut it was
mom
i-urnifor

nm, beirig (esigmed so as to confine the plasma and prevent, it fromn reaching

IeI(hwalls of thIre vacuumi

chamiber; the expanding l)lasnma cloud attained its maximun

(inameter of about 30 cm after about, 2 /is. The number of ions ii this laboratory

A,

4%

' "
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plasma cloud, and the energy required to create it, were similar to those for the cloud
created in space by the MPD arcjet in the SEPAC Spacelab-I experiment (see §5.1).
Accordingly, it is interesting to see what sized cloud would be produced if this
laboratory experiment were to be transposed to space as it stands.

By inserting

the figures from the last paragraph into the argument developed earlier, in the next
paragraph after the equation (5.8), we find that the plasma cloud would expand to
a maximum diameter of 86 m in 0.6 ms; the plasma density would then be 6 x 1013
m -

corresponding to a plasma frequency of about 70 MHz, so this artificial plasma

,

cloud would constitute a major ionospheric modification. Its size would be much the
same as we had envisaged for our scaled-down version of the AMPTE experiment:
[4.

increasing the diameter to our nominal 100 m would require the mass of the pellet
and the energy of the laser pulses to be increased by 60%. On the other hand, the
expansion of the deuterium plasma cloud would be much faster than that of the
barium cloud that we were considering earlier, which is partly because the deuterium
ions are lighter, but mainly because the laser-produced plasma is hotter. The rapidity
of the expansion ensures that a true diamagnetic cavity would be formed, and even
0.6 ms is a sufficient time to allow good measurements to be made by a PDP inside
the cloud.
Thus, using laser-produced plasma clouds, it seems entirely feasible to perform

'V

AMPTE-type experiments in low Earth orbit. A typical experiment might proceed
as follows. A pellet of ionizable material is ejected from the main spacecraft, and its
subsequent motion tracked by lidar. When the pellet has reached a suitable position
in relation to a free-flying PDP, it is vaporized and ionized by pulses from a highpower laser system. The PDP then measures the dynamic phenomena associated with
th
le evolution of the plasma cloud, and relays the data back to the main spacecraft. A
low-power radar mounted on this spacecraft measures the radius of the cloud versus
tine after firing lie lasers. Such an experiment could be performed either from the
S 111
lo, or fron ,Space Statioii.
\

*

iII

1rder to dletcrnine the best, conditions for Ilis experiment. TheI laboralorv effort

N,"
0

~Aprelitmiary design study. Including some laboratory research, would be required

would be aimed at finding the best combination of laser and pellet, and the question
of how to eject the pellet should also be addressed.

)evices have been built that

accelerate pellets of solid hydrogen or deuterium to speeds of up to 2 ki/s; they are
intended for fueling magnetic confinement fusion reactors such as tokainaks [Combs
0 al.. l96: lonig ct al., 1986; Schuresko, 1986].

However, these materials would

be inconvenient to manipulate in orbit, and should be avoided unless hydrogen or
deuterium plasmas are specifically required, so thought should be given to the choice
of an alternate material for the pellet. With plasmas formed from heavy atoms, the
expansion of the cloud would be slower, so there would be more time to perform the
diagnostics; moreover, with a suitable choice of pellet material the cloud might be
visible, either by scattered sunlight, or at night by illumination from the spacecraft.
The scientific objectives of such an experiment would be similar to those of
ANI PTE itself, namely to investigate the phenomena that occur when a high-beta
"1l)asmia cloud is created within a pre-existing inagnetoplasma. These include the moilon. deformation. and dispersion of the cloud, the formation of a diamagnetic cavity,
and the non-classical penetration of the magnetic field back into this cavity. They
are relevant to cometary physics, and have other applications as well.
Now, however, we shall address the quest ion of whether some of these objectives,

*

and in particular the clarification of the mechanism of magnetic field penetration into
.i

*

,-'
-

a high-beta plasma, could not be achieved in ditferently designed experiments, using

plasma sources of more conventional kinds such as those described in §5.2.
'lw, diflicl tv about st udyling magnetic field penetration is that it is often a tranSienit procc.,s. takiig )lace so rapidly that there is insufficient time for making detailed
(hai"£iost
I

".

(,r ist

Now. one general experimental approach t.o transient phenomena, (much
N'.
ance, in measuring the rates of rapid chemical reactions) is to study

111,111 iit a flow. B' this means. rapid temporal variations are transformed iito spatial
rii a tions along the flow.
-S.

,"-

lla

~ietiV field penet ration by examining the quistion of how a field penetrates into a

fo',viwn
%S.

A--.'

S.;.

III the pr(seit instance, this means that we should study

plasma. i.e., a beal.

Of coirse. such experiments would have to be

performed

, inder high-bet"a conditions, Meaning that the beam, a.s it emerges from its source,
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must be sufficiently dense and sufficiently energetic to exclude the field altogether.
Such conditions were indeed created in the Aelita and Porcupine rocket experiments
(see §5.3.1). In those experiments, however, the beams were injected into the ionosphere perpendicularly to the magnetic field, and the penetration was so rapid as to
be complete within a few metres of the source. In the Aelita experiments, no provision appears to have been made for measurements in this region of space, while in
-A

the Porcupine experiments, the plasma source was on a sub-payload ejected from the
main payload at "3.5 mi/s, so there was very little time for such measurements. It
would be worthwhile to perform similar experiments with better diagnostics in the
region close to the source, and even more so, to perform some new experiments with
beams injected parallel to the field.

*

Assuming a Shuttle-borne experiment, with a high-beta plasma beam source
mounted on a pallet and directed perpendicularly to the Earth's magnetic field, the
best way to investigate the penetration of the field into the beam would certainly be
by means of an instrument package on the end of the Remote Manipulator System
(RIS). One of the lessons learned from the electron beam experiment on Spacelab-2
is that a free-flying PDP, while an excellent device for making measurements a few
hundred metres from the Shuttle, is unhelpful for investigating phenomena such as
BP) that may occur within a few metres of the source. Of course, the PDP itself
was mounted on the RMS during the Shuttle STS 3 mission in March 1982, and was
indeed used for just this purpose [Shawhan et al., 1984]. However, its instrumentation

*

was not entirely suitable; for instance, the electric field antennas were larger than the
wavelengths of some of the electrostatic waves that are thought to be a feature of
BPD. Accordingly, plans for the future Space Plasma Laboratory mission call for an
instrument package dedicated to this investigation [Emanuel, 1986]; it will be picked
up from the pallet by the RMS, which is 15 m long, and thereby maneuvered through

.,
'

and in proximity to the electron beam. We are now suggesting that a similar dedicated

*'2'

package shoild be used, in conj unction with the ICMS, for experiments on magnetic

*

field t)enet rat ion into a. high-beta plasma beam propagating perpendicularly to the
field: the tact that the orbital velocity of the Shuttle is not negligible compared with

.0.
_A.

0
V%.
%i
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the velocity of the beam places constraints on the choice of Shuttle orbit, in order
for it to be possible to satisfy the perpendicularity condition simultaneously for the
direction of the axis of the beam and for the direction of motion of the plasma within
it, which requires that the Shuttle itself be moving perpendicularly to the field.
Needless to say, such experiments also could and should be performed with the
beam directed parallel to the magnetic field; here the considerations just evoked imply
that the Shuttle would have to be in an orbit of high inclination, and the experiments
performed at low latitudes, at places where orbital motion is parallel to the field.
With parallel injection, however, the magnetic field is likely to penetrate the beam
more slowly than it does for perpendicular injection, and its penetration may be
.accompaniedby filamentation of the beam at long distances. Hence the phenomena
of interest would extend further from the source, and should be explored by a free0

l%
vng PDP as well as bv an instrument package on the RMS.
In the foregoing paragraphs, we have focused our attention on magnetic field
penetration, but clearly all the other phenomena associated with plasma beam propi,,agation in the ionosphere, as described in §5.3, need to be investigated for high-beta
l)eanli

as well as for low-beta ones.

A.sint qua non for all the proposed experiments with high-beta plasma beams
is the availability of suitable plasma sources. Such sources can be and have been
1u ilt (see Table 2), but not in the USA, where the effort has been directed more
towards the development of plasma thrusters for spacecraft propulsion, with some
work also on plasma contactors for spacecraft neutralization. Sources developed for
- li(e,

purposes are not necessarily appropriate for space experiments on high-beta

.lhsina beams, so there there is an urgent need for research and development on
- pI c-qualified, high-power, high-beta plasma sources.
0

Al iivestmniit in high-beta plasma research in low Earth orbit might yield unexp'ci ( dividerids.
%
It is a Comn

loll

plae that over 99%, of the matter in the universe

is iII the form of plasma, but perhapvs it is less widely appreciated that almost all of
S1li

s pilasria has 3 > 1: natural low-beta plasmnas such as exist in Earth's ionosphere
;a1e' ela tively rare. The solar wind plasma in interplanetary space has

i%

i

%

f/I

" 1, but
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since its flow velocity is so much higher than the ion thermal velocity, it behaves as
a high-beta plasma in all phenomena engendered by its encounters with the planets
(such as as bow shocks and magnetopauses, or the ionopause in the case of Venus.
which lacks a magnetosphere since it has no intrinsic magnetic field, but has a highbeta ionosphere instead), with comets (bow shocks, plasma tails), and ultimately
with the interstellar gas (heliopause). In interstellar clouds, such as those in H-I and
Aa

lI-II regions, 3 -_10 is typical. There are even natural examples of narrow beams of
Ihigh-beta plasma. some emerging from compact stars within our own galaxy, others

-,

from the nuclei of remote, more active galaxies [Blandford, 1986]. While it is doubtful
whether slch large-scale phenomena could be modeled realistically in low Earth orbit,
it is conceivable that some aspects of them could be, and, more generally, any deeper
lUnderstanding of high-beta plasma physics that could be gained from experimental
research in low Earth orbit might well prove to have wider applications.

0

5.5. Summary of Proposed Experiments

'5.5.

. AIrtiicial Plastna Dcnsit Stractures

.[,lTe ulse of a plasma beam, instead of the electron beam proposed by Banks and
(,'cl (sI 1985]. should enable such structures to be created at higher altitudes.
"Thisexperill('cit, and most of the others summarized below, need prior laboratory

4

work to develop a suitable high-power plasma source.

~5.5..2. Loi'-B(Ia Plasma B.am I).ynamics

*

The broad objective of these experiments would be to investigate the phenomena
asso(iated witl ilasi ia beani propagation through the ionospheric magnetoplasina,

'.

Sv%%

ii,
h1 incilil(':
. I',elletrat ln of the Earth's inagnetic field into th(

*

* .\cvru

i

"i
e

i,
on of t le beaii electrons to stiprathernial energies, arid their d(iversion
a,1i1
'
(' lrrelts;

-a.

V.
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-----

nitial high-beta beam:

---.

07
1:30
e

Neutralization of ttie beam ions by ionospheric thermal electrons;

* Generation of electrostatic and electromagnetic waves (Alfvcn.

ion cyclotron,

lower hybrid, whistler-iiode, high-frequency):
e Creation of anomalous plasma resistivitv.
For the sake of continuity with the majority of the previous rocket experiments,
the initial Shuttle experiments now proposed should emphasize beam propagation

.4.,

iperpendicular to the magnetic field.
The method of investigation would consist essentially of repeating the Shuttle
Spacelab-2 electron-beam experiment, but with a plasma source in place of the electron gun, and with improved diagnostics. The latter would include a small RMSmounted inst runent package, designed for measuring the properties of the beam near

*

to its source. The instrumentation of the free-flying PDP should include devices for
measurimn

plasma resistivity and field-aligned current density; these require further

(levelopmenlt, which inav call for some rocket experiments as well as for laboratory
work.
h.

_.,, ,

.5.5.,Y. 1'w'o-,O'r~ain Instabilities
This proposal is due to Slcnzd [198,5]. Its objective is to create, in a large volume
(many tens of m a ) of uniform space plasma. well controlled conditions favoring the
excitation of ion-ion interstreaming instabilities, and to measure the properties of the
resulting plasma turbillence.

This eperm nnt. is proposed for Space Station. It would involve erecting a large
flat
io
iiii

ti-ld
i

electi

pirostatic
probe facing into the ram direction, and biasing the grids

mh i way as to reflect a known proportion of the oncoming ionospheric plasma.

-Jiagnost iW> wo lId be perforimed
-

%
A,•'
-,0.

,,v'lt

allv ;!)

by

an instrument package nioiinted on am I NIS,

ist illmnmted free-liver.

plhus
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5.5.4. thigh-Beta Plasmoid Dynarnics
These experiments would be low-altitude analogs of the AMPTE artificial comet
experiments, and would have the same scientific objectives, especially the study of
the non-classical penetration of a magnetic field into a high-beta plasma.
The basis of the experimental method is the sudden formation of a fully-ionized
plasma cloud by laser irradiation of a pellet ejected from the Shuttle or from the
Space Station. A preliminary study, including laboratory experiments, is needed to
identify the most suitable combination of laser and of pellet material, and to develop
the pellet ejection system. Diagnostics would be accomplished by a free-flying PDP,
%

and by a radar mounted on the main spacecraft.
5.5.5. Hiqh-BLJa Plasma Bam Dinarics
y a•

0N

These experiments would be similar in design to those proposed in §5.5.2, with
the difference that they would require the use of a plasma source of much higher
power, which has vet to be developed in the USA. Their scientific objectives overlap
those of {5.5.4, inasmuch as the main one is to clarify the mechanism of magnetic field
penetration into a flowing high-beta plasma. For this reason, the initial experiments
should emphasize bean propagation parallel to the magnetic field, a situation in which
field penetration is probably a simpler and slower process than it is for perpendicular
[)ropagat ion1.
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Addendum
;.s this report was going to print, the authors' attention was called to the following
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pael).r, which describes a rocket experiment N%
ith a positive ion beam not neutralized
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b, electrons. The purpose of the experimeent was to study spacecraft charging, and
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lie ionospheric effects of the beam were not investigated.
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'The abstract is reproduced below:
-Results have been obtained from the flight of a sounding rocket payload instrumented
to determine the cause and extent of charging of vehicles in the ionosphere during
the ejection of energetic charged particles. Vehicle potential was measuredi using
several independent probes while beams of positive ions or electrons were ejected.
Positive and negative potentials were created by the ejection of electrons and 1)OSitive ionls respectively. For constant ion currents of 8 microamperes and energies
of I keV. vehicle potentials ranged frorn volts to hundreds of volts, depending on
ambient plasma densitv but. independent of neutral density and vehicle pitch angle.

A max
l iitiu vehicle potential greater than I keV was obtained during an emission
of 400 n icToaIle res of 2 keV positivye xenon ions."
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6. IONOSPHERIC MODIFICATION BY X-RAYS AND EUV RADIATION

6.1. Introduction
In this chapter we consider two new methods of ionospheric modification by means
of X-rays, or more generally by means of a combination of X-rays and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation. The methods differ in their source of X-rays and in the
presence or absence of collimation of the X-ray beam. One of the methods makes
use of an an infrared laser beam to generate X-ray/EUV radiation. The beam is
focussed on a tantalum (or other heavy metal) target, with the X-ray/EUV radiation
IA2'

so generated being collimated into a narrow beam by means of reflection at grazing
incidence from a metal paraboloid. The other method makes use of the high-energy
electron beam (Ee

- 5 MeV) considered in Chapter 4: metal targets are scattered

into the beam and X-ray radiation produced by the electrons impinging upon the targets. The X-ray radiation generated by this second method is not collimated. Some
variations of these basic methods are feasible. For example, the collimation step in
the first method could be omitted and the uncollimated X-ray/EUV radiation used
for modification. However, we will not discuss these variations in detail. Further, of
the two methods proposed here, we will only consider the infrared laser/collimated
X-ray beam method in depth, since the technology, although new, has been tested in
the laboratory and appears to have immediate promise for application in space. The
relativistic electron beam method exploits developing technology, has certain distinctive features in the form of the ionospheric modification that it produces, and appears
to be feasible, but it will require more development before it can be considered to be
pract icable.
It will be seen that, one of our X-ray sources involves the use of a laser, but it
S-.)

is not an X-ray laser. It is well known that the United States has considered the
Ievclop'ltlen of a space-based X-ray laser that is energized by a nuclear explosion and

*

whose purpose is to incapacitate ballistic missiles. The X-rays from such a laser could

well create significant modification effects in the ionosphere, or upper atmosphere
•4
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sphere generally. However, in this report we do not consider such an X-ray source,
since its application to upper atmosphere research does not appear to be feasible and
our purpose is to investigate sources that will have their primary application in such
research.

We might point out at this time, however, that Stanford University has

helped pioneer the development of short wavelength lasers and currently has an ultraviolet laser in operation. Such a laser could be used on a rocket or other spacecraft
for modification of the ionospheric plasma, but its use will not be considered further
here.
The lower ionosphere is largely created by X-rays from the sun, with some assistance from solar ultraviolet radiation and, at the lowest altitudes (D-region), from
cosmic rays. The E-region is believed to be generated mainly by soft solar X-rays
(wavelengths in the range 10-100 A; the X-ray designations are defined in Table 1),
and hard solar X-rays are an important source of ionization in the D-region during periods of high solar activity [ Whitten and Poppoff, 1965]. Man-made X-rays therefore
have a very natural application to ionospheric modification and a controlled source
of X-rays in the upper atmosphere would enable features of the naturally-occurring
ionospheric generation process to be studied experimentally for the first time. Solar
ultraviolet light also contributes significantly to the formation of the ionosphere, particularly the intense Lyman-a line (1216

A),

which penetrates deeply and contributes

significantly to D-region ionization, and the Lyman-3 line (1025

A),

which contributes

to E-region ionization. A man-made source of UV radiation in the ionosphere would
-

have many basic science applications as well as having an obvious application to

0

ionospheric modification.

Table 1 defines the soft and hard categories of X-rays, and gives the wavelength
range for extreme ultraviolet (EUV). The various designations vary between authors
and, in the present competitive environment for the production of shorter wavelength
lasers, and for the development of X-ray lasers in particular, it is not unusual to find
the wavelength limit for X-rays being moved up into what is defined as the EUV
0
.-.

0i*

range in Table 1. The wavelength ranges in the table are those most commonly
given, and we will generally adhere to its terminology. The data in Tables 2a and
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Table 1. X-ray and Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) wavelength ranges (where 1
Description

10-10 m = 0.1 nm).

Wavelengths (A)

Wavelengths (nm)

0.1 - 1

0.01 - 0.1

1 - 10

0.1 -1

Soft X-rays

10 - 100

1 - 10

EUV

100 - 1,000

10 - 100

Hard X-rays

.1"

A=

2b supplement the wavelength ranges given in Table 1. They show, respectively, the
photon energies for electromagnetic waves with wavelengths in the range 0.01-1000

A, and

the wavelength ranges for photon energies in the range 10 eV to 1.0 Mev. The

energies are given in electron volts, the conversion factor for joules is 1 eV = 1.6022
x 10- 19 J, and E(eV) = 12,399/A(A).
6.2. Absorption of X-Rays
'.
•.

Several different physical processes contribute to X-ray absorption in matter; they
differ in relative importance depending on the photon energy hv, where h is Planck's
constant and v is frequency, and on the atomic number of the particular atoms involved. The following three processes are the most important for the absorption of
X-rays in the upper atmosphere [Culhane and Sanford, 1981]:

*

(1) The Photoelectric Effect. This effect is responsible for the most important absorption process for the X-rays considered in this report. In the photoelectric effect,
the X-ray photons remove bound electrons from the atoms of the absorbing material
and the electrons released from the atoms acquire and carry off the photon energy.

0

"

The photoelectric absorption cross-section decreases with photon energy for a given
absorber, and increases with atomic number for a fixed photon energy. Light, low
atomic number elements like hydrogen and carbon are therefore much less effective

*

absorhers
;!

tIlil are the heavy elements. However, it is the total number of atoms in

le path of the X-rays that determines the overall reduction in their intensity. As a
.1
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Table 2a. A table relating wavelength A
measured in Angstrom units (A) to photon
energy E in electron volts (eV).

1.24 MeV

0.01
v-..

124 keV

~0.1
1.0

12.4 keV

10

1.24 keV

100

124 eV

1000

12.4 eV

Table 2b. A table relating photon energy
E in electron volts (eV) to wavelength A
measured in Angstrom units (A).

E - A
1.0 MeV

0.0124

100 keV

0.124

10 keV

1.24

1 keV

12.1

100 eV
10 e\"

124
12.10
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result, although a gas has many fewer atoms per unit volume than a solid, an X-ray
beam can be absorbed quite effectively in a gas if the beam traverses a long path.
(2) The Cornpton Effect. Compared with the photoelectric effect, the Compton effect
becomes significant at higher photon energies (hv > 50 keV). These photon energies
are much greater than the energy that binds the electrons in atoms and the target
electrons may be thought of as being virtually free. The effect can be regarded simply
as the collision of a photon with an electron: the incoming photon collides with and
gives up some of its energy to one of the atomic electrons and leaves the interaction
site at some angle to its original direction. The recoiling electron leaves in a direction
that makes an angle with the original photon path and carries away momentum
equal to the momentum difference between th2 original and outgoing photon. For
a given element, the Compton effect takes over increasingly from the photoelectric
effect as the photon energy increases. The process does not totally stop the incoming
photons, but redirects or scatters them and reduces their energy. However, the total
*.)

cross section for the interaction gives a valid measure of the likelihood of an X-ray
beiig remnoved from the beam direction.
(3) Pair Production. At even higher photon energies (hv > 1 Mev) than those
involved in the photoelectric and Compton effects, it is possible for a photon to
interact with matter in such a way that it disappears and is replaced by an electronposit ron pair. This third process is known as pair production, and it takes place in the
region of electric field around an atomic nucleus. The cross section increases with the

*.

square of the atomic number (Z) of the material in which the interaction takes place.
This may be attributed to the size of the region of strong electric field around the
nucleus also increasing with Z 2 . A roughly equal division of photon energy between
the electron and the positron is the most likely outcome.
the
I
X-ray photons of primary interest in this report are those generated by an
.infrared laser beam and their energies are currently on the order of a few keV or
less.

As ; (onsequence, X-ray absorption due to the Compton effect or pair production
*

will iit he corisidered further. It is possible that the X-ray photon energies resuting
fromri

0%

%

he infrared laser generation process could begin to approach 50 keV in the

%

,0
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future, in which case absorption via the Compton effect would begin to assume some
relevance. However, our present view is that such an increase in photon energy will
not be achieved easily. On the other hand, for the relativistic electron beam method
of generation of X-rays, which is considered briefly in a later section, it is likely that
the photon energies will exceed .50 keV and absorption via the Compton effect will
be important.

6.3. X-ray Absorption Cross Sections
It will be noted that the X-ray wavelength range covers three decades, whereas in
the visible range the wavelengths vary only by a factor of -,s 2. It should therefore be
no surprise that there is a substantial difference between the physical properties of the
11"i dust and suftest X-ravs. Pei haps the most important difference for our purpose is
the wide variation of the absorption cross section of the various atomic and molecular
species in air. The largest, cross sections, typically 10-18-10 - 19 cm 2 occur in the soft
X-ray band, where the K limits for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are located (see
(hapter 6 of Banks and Kocharts, [1973]). This is of course the primary reason for
the close association between X-ray absorption and the formation of the E-region of
the ionosphere: unit optical depth for the wavelength range 10-100

A is

concentrated

in a layer about 20 km thick centered near 110 km. The absorption cross sections for
the same atomic species lie in the range 10-24-_10 - 22 cm
the range 10-23 10- 19 for 1 < A < 10
*

2

for 0.1 < A < 1.0

A and

in

A.

Specific K limit ionization thresholds for oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon are 23.3
A (0.53:3 key). 31.0

A

(0.397 keV), and 44.0

A

(0.282 keV), respectively. For those

altitudes with which we are most concerned (ionospheric altitudes less than 200 kin)
the predominant gas is molecular nitrogen, with molecular oxygen the next most
-"

common constituent. Banks and Kocharts [1973] divide the spectral range into two

"'...' .

parts. dlepending on whether I lie wavelength is greater or less than 31 A, and they
(livide each of the ranges 10 31 A and :31 100 A into three parts for each of which

,

they provide a mean value of cross section. These values can be used to simplify the

5%

calclilatioti of absorption of an X-ray beam with a wavelength, or wavelengths, in the
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range 10-100 A.
6.4. X-ray Beam Generation by Infrared Laser
6.4.1. Description of System
In the following we will describe a general procedure for the generation of Xrays by means of an infrared laser, and we will illustrate its practical application by
reference to an experimental system that is currently in operation in the Ginzton
Laboratory at Stanford (research directed by Professors S.E. Harris and J.F. Young).
The numbers quoted for the experimental system are illustrative, but they should be
treated with great care when projecting a possible application of the system in space.
As we will show, the present experimental system would be capable of producing
*

columns of substantially enhanced ionization if it could be operated in its present
configuration in the ionosphere. However, many improvements and variations of the
present configuration are possible, which have the potential for greatly improving both
its efficiency as an X-ray generator and its ability to produce ionospheric ionization.
":.

The general procedure we will consider for the generation of X-rays by means of
an infrared laser is illustrated in Figure 1. The generation process has the following
two steps. First, the infrared beam from a Nd:YAG laser (wavelength approximately
1.06 ym) is focussed on a piece of metal with a high atomic number such as tantalum,
where it generates a small, intensely hot spot that is a strong source of soft X-rays
and EUV radiation.

*

wavelength Am,

The radiation is predominantly blackbody radiation and the

for maximum spectral emittance is inversely proportional to the

temperature T (in degrees Kelvin), according to Wien's displacement law:
A",,)mT

2.8978 x

10-

3

m degK.

(6.1)

For the illustrative Stanford system, starting with a compact laser generating
1 Tisec, 1 .1 infrared pulses, the temperature of the heated spot lies in the range
1 0a

106 degh, and the resulting X-ray radiation is confined largely to the band 30-

:300 A. Hligher powered and therefore larger lasers can be used to generate shorter
.p.A
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50 in at 10 km distance for the largest heated spot size (500 ytm), as compared with
a width of 10 cm for the idealized system.
The reflecting surface for the Stanford system shown in Figure 1 is an ellipsoid
instead of a paraboloid, and the X-ray beam is focussed instead of being formed into
a parallel beam. However, it is a trivial change to substitute a paraboloid and thus
form a parallel beam.

Furthermore, a hyperbolic surface could also be used, if a

preading beam was desired. No further reference will be made here to the focussing

p

of X-rays, but it could be an important capability if a particularly intense flux of
X-rays was required at a specific location in the ionosphere.
Now consider the following order-of-magnitude computation. which illustrates
a possible experimental situation.

We start with a laser generating 1 J pulses of

infrared radiation, which convert to roughly 0.1 J of X-rays radiated from the heated
spot and to roughly 0.01 J in the X-ray pulses in the beam produced by the tantalum
target/reflector assembly. We now use the following relationship, which follows from
the conservation of optical 6tendue [ Welford and Winston, 19781, to convert between
the beam width at the target to the width at another location:
.Al1 -:
= 4AC.,

(6.2)

where Al and A., are the initial and final areas of the beam, and fQ1 and Q2 are the
initial and final solid angles associated with the beam. For our 'final' beam location
we take the focal plane (Figure 1). Typical initial values are Al = 10-1 cm

2

and

= 7.1Possible choices of the area A 2 depend on the characteristics of the reflector

assembly; we will take A 2 = 400 cm 2 as a typical figure. For A, = 400 cm 2 , i.., a

_

focal area 23 cm in diameter, (1) gives r104 =rO0' x 400, where Q?
2
02

*

5 x 10-

0. Thus

radians. If we now take a distance L = 10 km along the beam, its

diareter will be roughly LO.2, or 5 in. For a distance of 50 kil the beam diameter
will be about 25 in. These estimates do not take scattering of the beam into account.
6., .
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ELLIPSOIDAL
REFLECTOR
SOFT x-RAYS

...............

a

FOCUS
tU

TARGET
,,

PLASMA-PRODUCING
LASER

Figure 1. Schematic of the X-ray generation process. A Nd:YAG laser
at the bottom of the figure is used to produce an intense infrared beam
that is focussed on a tantalum target (left), producing an intensely hot
spot

---actually

a plasma-whose blackbody radiation lies predominantly

in the soft X-ray lange. The spot is located at one focus of an ellipsoidal
reflector and the X-rays are focussed by reflection at grazing incidence
from the ellipsoid. The focal point, the other focus of the ellipsoid, is
shown to the right in the figure, which is an adaption of Figure 1 in Young
(1 (1. [1987].
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(neutral) beams. In all except one possible case (where a relativistic electron beam
propagates through an ionization channel), the earth's magnetic field plays a major
role, since the charged particles in the beams, no matter how energetic, are deflected
by the field. A special case is the one where the charged particles are moving in
the direction of the magnetic field. However, even in this latter case the magnetic
field plays a crucial role, since the charged particle beam must be directed along the
*.r'.

field and therefore the choice of its direction is severely constrained.

In addition,

the earth's field is not generally very uniform except in the equatorial region, and a
particle beam originally directed along the magnetic field will soon be exposed to the
curvature of the field if it is to travel to any significant distance.
The propagation of an X-ray beam is not directly influenced by the earth's magnetic field. There may be small, second-order effects in the beam absorption, for
.

example, that we have not investigated, but in general the beam can be directed at
any angle to the earth's field without concern for its deflection. This is an important
distinction between the 'photon' method of modification and those involving charged
particles.
6.11.3. Pendration Distance
Let us now consider the depth of penetration and ionization production of the Xray beam. As a first case, let us assume that both the density of absorbers/scatterers
and their cross sections are constant.

This is an idealization, but it applies quite

closely to the situation where the X-ray beam is directed horizontally. Assume the
horizontal distance variable is x, the initial intensity of radiation is 10 and that the
intensity at any subsequent position is I. The cross section will be denoted by a and
the nurnber density of absorbers/scatterers by n. We then use a standard procedure
*

( .q., Lrion [1980]) to derive I in terms of a, n, and x as follows.
''lThe

loss in intensity Al in a distance Ax can be written AI

gfives Al/I

anAx and integrating both sides we obtain
.. 1 0 exp (-/

SLC

IanAx. This

ndx),

(6.,)
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where the quantity

fL

andx is the optical depth. Until this stage we have made no

explicit assumption about the spatial variations of the cross section a or absorber
density n. We now assume both are constant and obtain
(6.4)

I = Ioexp (-anx).

This last equation shows that the X-ray beam is attenuated exponentially, and
that its intensity is reduced to 1/e of its initial value in a distance 1/an. Since this
latter quantity depends only on the properties of the absorbing medium, and tells us
something significant about the rate of absorption with distance, we will refer to it
as the characteristicpenetration distance and give it the symbol d. Thus the optical
depth anx implied by (6.4) becomes unity when x = dc.
At an altitude of 100 km, the predominantl atmospheric constituent is neutral
13

,S.

BnsadI~cat,17]

molecular nitrogen (N 2 ) with a density of - 101 cm - 3 [Banks and Kockarts, 1973].
Taking a wavelength of 100 A, for which the molecular nitrogen cross section is 1.3 x 10- 1- cm 2 , we obtain dc

'-

0.8 km,and it is clear that an X-ray beam will not

penetrate to any great distance. However, if the wavelength is changed to 10 A, the
nitrogen cross section drops to

"-,

8 x 10-20 cm 2 and d, -

13 kin, and we could

expect the beam to penetrate for some tens of kilometers. The increase of penetration
distance with decreasing wavelength continues as the wavelength is reduced below 10

A, and the distances can become quite large. At 1 A, for example, the N 2 absorption
cross section is - 10-22 cm
-

2

and d,

.-

13,000 km.

Table 3 shows the variation of d, for a selection of wavelengths in the range 1-500

A and altitudes in the range 80-140 km. It can be seen that there is a very rapid
i;icrease of d, with increasing altitude. Taking a general view, an X-ray/EUV beam
with wavelengths in the band 30--300 A will not penetrate horizontally through the
atmiosphere to any great distance for altitudes below 100 km. However, for altitudes
above I I0 km the longest wavelength components of the beam can penetrate for
S;it,

least some tens of kilometers, and the shortest wavelength components to much
tgreater
distances. These results also have clear implications for the X-ray/EIUV beam

-. .A

0 ?

•0
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if it is directed downwards from some altitude in the range 110-500 kin: it will penetrate down to an altitude of about 90-100 kin, but it will not penetrate significantly
below that level. Wavelengths less than 10 A will be required if deep penetration

A,

below 100 km is desired.
Figure 2 illustrates the latter point. It shows a plot of the depth of penetration of
X-radiation into the earth's atmosphere from sources external to the earth [Culhane
and Sanford, 1981]. Specifically, the curve in the figure shows the altitude at which
50% of the X-rays incident on the earth's atmosphere are absorbed. In accordance
with our conclusion above, it can be seen that it is only X-rays with photon energies
greater than 1 keV (wavelengths less than 10

A)

that penetrate significantly below

100 kim.
6.A.,1. Ionization Production

*

Let us now consider the ionization produced by our X-ray beam. From the discus*,

sion in the previous subsection we might expect this ionization to be comparatively
small for altitudes above 140 km, since there will be a roughly inverse relation between
penetration distance and the ionization produced per unit volume of the ionosphere
illuminated by the X-ray beam. Similarly, we would expect to see substantial ionization produced below 100 km and little penetration.
Once again we will assume initially that the X-ray beam is directed horizontally
through the ionosphere, so that the number densities and cross-sections are constant.
This approach gives us enough information to generalize to the case of an arbitrarily

,'

directed beam. The beam will be assumed to be cylindrical, with uniform intensity

4'

I across the circular cross section (radius r). Suppose that a pulse of X-rays of total
energy E and duration

T

is radiated. We can then write
I0

.. 2t.

wVhi(1I , fr,,, (6;.

.,-

,

(6.5)

exp (-anmr).

(6.6)

). gives

I -

0-.r

-

wr 7
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Figure 2. Curve showing the penetration of X-rays down into the earth's
atmosphere from sources outside the atmosphere [Culhane and Sanford,
1981]. The points plotted show the altitudes at which ,50% of the X-rays
incident vertically on the earth's atmosphere are absorbed. X-rays with
]ss than I kV are absorbed at higher altitudes.
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Table 3. Some representative characteristic penetration distances d,
at four different altitudes h for some wavelengths in the X-ray and
EUV bands. The distances are in kilometers and an asterisk indicates
a distance greater than 10,000 km.

A (A)
1

h = 80 km

h

100 km

h

120 km

h =140 km

300
3

100

10

0.4

13

236

1790

50

0.1

'.3

82

621

100

0.02

0.8

14

110

500

0.001

0.04

0.8

6.2

*

This last equation gives the intensity at any point along the cylindrical beam. To
compute the ionization produced, consider a thin cross sectional slice of the beam, of
thickness dx. The volume of the element is 7rr 2 dx and the energy deposited per unit
*

time from the X-ray beam is
I( 7-r 2 dx)an.

(6.7)

Ve now estimate the number of electrons produced by assuming an energy utilization
of 35 eV per ion pair [Banks and Kockarts, 1973, Part A, p. 83]. Writing nx for the
number density of the electrons produced by the X-rays, and making the appropriate
substitutions, we obtain the following from (6.6) and (6.7)

,

n-

35r2 exp(-nx),

(6.8)

where it, is assumed that E' is measured in eV.

0
.

I

In Section 6..1 we quoted an X-ray pulse energy of roughly 0.01 J for the system
currently operating at Stanford.

0.

Assuming a pulse energy of 0.1 J, for a modestly

~158

upgraded system, we can write (6.8) in the form
= 5.68 x 1015( n) exp(-anx).
nx

(6.9)

It will now be assumed that o, - 3 x 10- 23 m2 and that the radius r is 0.1 m. The
cross section is for molecular nitrogen and is typical for wavelengths in the range 10100

A

[Banks and Kockarts, 19731, and the radius is representative of the aperture

of grazing incidence reflectors currently in use at Stanford. This latter assumption
is idealistic: it implies that the heated spot is a geometric point located at the focus
of the paraboloid producing the cylindrical beam. The numerical values of the two
quantities, and the radius in particular, can be varied substantially from those just
chosen, but our purpose here is to illustrate general behavior, not to provide exact
numerical results, and the chosen values are adequate for this illustrative purpose.
Equation (6.9) now becomes
£J = 1.7 x 10. 5 nexp(-3 x 10-

23 nx),

(6.10)

where n and nx are measured in m - 3 .
It is now necessary for us to adopt representative values for the number density
of molecular nitrogen. These values will be taken from altitude profiles published by
Banks and Kockarts [1973] (see Part A, p. 4) and Whitten and Poppoff [1965] (see p.
70) and they are tabulated in Table 4. Also tabulated are typical ambient daytime
ion densities [Banks and Kockarts, 1973, Part A, p. 14].
%

The data in Fable 4 show that the X-ray beam can produce substantial ionization
in the vicinity of the generator. For example, at an altitude of 90 km, the ionization
" enisitY

produced by the beam for x

0 is about 105 times greater than the ambient

ionization densitv. This isduring the daytime; during the night the ionization produced by the beam should be roughly the same, but the ambient density will be less,
giving an ,ven greater contrast between the two levels of ionization. The contrast
* /between

the local ionization caused bv the beam and the ambient ionization grows
less as the altitude increases. As shown by Table 4, the local beam ionization is only

/
S m

•.

o

.

. .

. .
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0

Table 4. Representative number densities n for neutral molecular nitrogen and the corresponding expressions for n, (from Equation 6.10)
at six different E-region altitudes h. Also shown are typical ambient
daytine ion densities ni and the approximate length D of the ionized
path produced by the beam.

h (kin)

*

n (m

(m

- )

n (m

-3 )

D (m)

90

1020

2 x 1010

2 x 101 5 exp (-3 x 10-3x)

3.8

100

1019

4 x 1010

2 x 1014 exp(-3 x 10- 4x)

28

110

2 x 1018

9 x 101°

3 x 1013 exp(-6 x 10- 5x)

95

120
130

6 x 1017
2 x 1017

1011

1 x 1013 exp (-2 x 10-5x)

250

10"

3 x 1012 exp(-6 x 10-6x)

566

140

7 x 1016

1011

I X 1012

exp (-2 x 10-6 x)

1240

an order of magnitude above the ambient ionization at 140 km and around 160 km
there is little difference.
When the expressions for n, in Table 4 are evaluated and the resulting ionization
densities plotted against distance x, a distance D can be derived beyond which the
X-ray ionization densities are less than the ambient density (we are still considering
horizontally directed X-ray beams). This distance D is representative of the length of
ionized path that might be measured by a ground-based radar or other detector during
As might be expected from the previous

""

operation of the X-ray beam generator.

,.y7

discussion of penetration distances, D is small at low altitudes and increases with
increasing altitude. The values of D are tabulated in Table 4 and can be seen to vary
from around 4 km at h = 90 km to greater than 1200 km at h = 140 km (these two

..d

cases are further illustrated in Figure 3). Once again, as we saw with the penetration
',distance, the altitide range 90-140 km demarcates two regions: (1) an upper region,
h > 1,40 kin, in which the X-ray beam penetrates to large distances, but, as we now
see, a region in which the beam produces little change in ionization, and (2) a lower

*

region, h < 90 kni. in which the beam penetrates only to small distances, but, as we
4%

%1

%

.•N
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now see, a region in which the beam can produce substantial changes in ionization.
The above computations of the ionization are based on the assumption of a beam
of X-rays only 0.1 in in radius. As we have seen, the finite size of the heated spot
generating the X-rays is more likely to lead to beam radii of around 5 m at a distance
of 10 km from the gelerator. Since the number density of the electrons produced
by the beam varies as (radius)

- 2,

it is crucial that the radius be kept small if the

additional electrons are to be observable above the normal background level. The
four most obvious methods for ensuring this condition are (1) sharp focussing of the
initial laser beam on the heavy metal target, (2) accurate location of the heated spot
at the focus of the reflector, (3) use of very short pulses of incident infrared radiation,
and (4) the use of some active method, such as the application of a strong magnetic
field, to reduce the expansion of the plasma created at the heated spot.
The above results apply to a horizontally directed X-ray beam, but, taken in
conjunction with the work in the preceding sub-sections, they have obvious implications for non-horizonally directed beams. For example, if we suppose the X-ray beam
*

generator is located at h = 140 km and the beam is directed vertically downwards,
we would expect to see a moderate increase of ionization (to roughly ten times the
ambient level) within the path of the beam down to h ;

120 km. The increase of

ionization. and attenuation of the X-ray beam, will then become more substantial,
with the beam becoming totally absorbed somewhere in the range 90 < h < 100.
6./1.6. Recombination
0

,Thesubject of recombination arises several times in this report. In the present
'-'p

case the initial ionization produced by the X-ray beam consists predominantly of the
positive atmospheric ions N+ and 0 + and free electrons, just as was the case with
the ionization produced by relativistic electron beams (Section 4), and much of the
discussion of plasma chemistry contained in that section pertains to the ionization
produced in the X-ray case. There is a substantial difference, however, in the relevant
altitudes. As we have seen above, the X-rays are absorbed primarily in the altitude
range 90- 120 km. whereas the relativistic electron beam can penetrate much lower in

0"
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Figure 3. Two curves showing examples of the ionization produced by
-_

$

a single 0.1 J beamed pulse of X-rays as it propagates horizontally at
altitudes of 90 km and 140 km. The shading at the ends of the curves
indicates that the the ionization produced by the beam has declined to
the level of the ambient ionization and will be less than the ambient level

0

for distances greater than those indicated by the start of shading. The
ionization levels produced by the X-rays at 140 km are much less that
-ithose produced at 90 kin, but the radiation penetrates much further.
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the atmosphere, to where the chemistry is very different.
We would expect a dissociative recombination process of the form
N + +e= N* + N*,

(6.11)

where the asterisks indicate that the atoms may be internally excited, to be the
principal process leading to loss of the molecular ions and free electrons produced
by the X-ray beam. These processes are known to be rapid and to be the principal
means of ion recombination in the ionosphere.
The lifetime of the ionization produced by the X-rays can be estimated by using
the formula
(6.12)

TD,

where

7D

is the time constant (or decay time) for the process, aD is the recombination

rate, and n, is the electron density (this formula has already appeared in subsections
2.1.1 and 4.2.2). The recombination rate depends on the electron temperature (see
Equation 4.4). which for our altitudes of interest can be taken to be about 300deg K.
- 13
-1
3
The corresponding recombination rate is aD ; 3 x 10- 7 cm sec or aD - 3 x 10
in 3 sec -

1

[Banks and Kockarts, 1973, Part A, p. 255]. Thus
7D :

3 x 1012
3

(6.13)

n.e

where it is assumed that ne is measured in units of m - 3 . Referring to Table 4, we find

n, = n, (in the beam) varying in the range 1010

- 10s m - 1, with the implication from

(6.13) that the lifetime of the ionization produced by the X-ray beam will probably
only amount, at most, to some tens of seconds under the assumed daylight conditions.
Because the ionization produced by the X-ray beam involves the neutral com-'.

ponent of the ionosphere, which does not vary much on a diurnal basis, we would

expect the ionization produced by the beam to remain roughly the same from day
to nighl.
*

tIe(

Tihe ambient ionization, on the other hand, will vary significantly, with

nighttie electron density down by 1 2 orders of magnitude from the daytime

density in tlie altitude range 90- 140 km [C(ormitr et al., 1965]. There may therefore
,-),
,'-"

o-
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be some advantage to using a more diffuse or lower-powered X-ray beam at night
to produce a more weakly ionized column than those discussed above, but still with
enough ionization for it to stand out from the surrounding nighttime ionosphere. As
noted above, ambient daytime electron densities typically vary from 1010 - 1011 m
for altitudes in the range 90-140 km.

-3

During the night, an ionized column with

electron densities in the range 1010 - 1011 m

-

3

would be 10-1000 times more highly

ionized that the surrounding ionosphere, and so should be easily measurable, and yet
the level of ionization would be such that the column might have a lifetime measured
in minutes or tens or minutes.

6.5. X-Ray Generation by Energetic Electron Beams
Amt,

This method of generation will only be briefly discussed. It is relevant because it

,

could be combined with the relativistic electron beam method of ionospheric modification discussed in Section 4.
Starting with a beam of relativistic electrons in the ionosphere, hard X-rays could
be produced by scattering heavy metal targets into the beam. The electrons impinging on the targets will produce X-rays in exactly the same way that X-rays are
normally produced in X-ray tubes. Without specifying the shape of the metal targets
in any manner, we would expect this method of X-ray generation to produce a largely
spherical distribution of X-ray intensity and consequent region of ionization.

0

6.6. Discussion
Two new methods for modifying the ionosphere by means of X-rays have been
described. One of the methods, and a version of the other, produce uncollimated X-

-,

rays and thus their product is a more-or-less localized region of enhanced ionization
around the source of the X-rays. The techniques involved in these latter generation
processes have only been briefly discussed, but they could be effective in producing
heavily ionized regions in the upper atmosphere. The second method, which gives a

*

beam of soft X-rays and EUV radiation, has been analyzed in some detail because
of the nuimber of new experiments on ionospheric modification that it would make

0'l
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possible. It uses an infrared laser beam focussed on a heavy metal target to generate
the X-rays, but it makes use of reflection at grazing incidence from a metal paraboloid
to form the X-rays into a beam.
The X-ray beam generation process is relatively efficient and it has already been
developed and tested in the laboratory. Our computations indicate that an X-ray
beam with the same characteristics as those already being produced in the laboratory can penetrate to considerable distances in the ionosphere with limited spreading
•".

(largely due to the finite size of the heated spot that is the source of X-rays) and
that it can produce substantial ionization when it is absorbed.

Ordinarily, pene-

tration and ionization production are conflicting requirements, since high ionization
implies low penetration, but there are circumstances where advantage can be taken
of both characteristics. For example, an X-ray beam can be directed downwards from
*

1.

a platform at an altitude well above 100 km; it will propagate down with little initial
loss (ionization) until it reaches an altitude in the range 90-100 km, where it will
be rapidly absorbed and produce its maximum ionization. Once again we note the
independence of the X-ray beam propagation from the earth's magnetic field. In the
example just cited, the beam can be directed downwards without concern for the
angle it makes with the earth's field, unlike a beam of charged particles. Another
advantage of using an X-ray beam for ionospheric modification, as compared with a
charged particle beam, is its elimination of vehicle charging problems.
There are constraints on the X-ray beam technique of ionospheric modification.

*

First, it will have been noted in our computations above that the altitude range
90-140 km frequently arises when illustrative data are derived. This is due to the
remarkable change in beam absorption that takes place over the range: at 90 km
the beam is quite rapidly absorbed and below 90 km it will not propagate to any
substantial distance, whereas al 1.10 km and above the beam will propagate to large
distances with little loss, Thus the alMide range 90-140 kin is a transition region,
separating a lower region of high absorption from an upper region of low absorption.

•

For ionospheric modification at altitudes above I 10 kin, our X-ray beam method will
p

V

.robably
not be greatly effectiVe.

*
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A second constraint on the beam technique relates to the altitude constraint. We
have specified a wavelength range of approximately :30 300 A for the laser technique
of X-ray generation. The wavelength range depends directly on temperature of the
spot heated by the laser: the higher the temperature, the shorter the wavelengths
-a
A"'

of the X-rays that are produced. Shorter wavelength X-rays would mean greater
penetration of an X-ray beam at altitudes below 90 km and, returning to the possible
ex)erimental situation described above, deeper penetration of a beam from a source
on a platform above 100 ki. In this latter case, ionospheric modification could be
produced at lower altitudes than 80-90 km. Unfortunately, it does not seem feasible at
this time to shorten the wavelengths of the X-rays substantially below about 10 . for
reasons relating to the confinement of the extraordinarily hot plasma that is created
(and which is the source of the X-rays that are radiated) when the infrared beam
strikes the heavy meta' target. Further research is needed to remove this limitation.

\Ve have restricted consideration to an infrared laser producing 1-10 J pulses,
or more specifically to a system configured aound the one currently in operation at
)tanford. Much more powerful infrared lasers are available and could be used for Xray generation. However, we question whether this would be a reasonable step to take
at this time. As we have shown, a 10 J system, if flown, could produce substantial
ionization changes in the lower ionosphere. Further, while a more powerful laser could
conceivably lead immediately to higher target temperatures and thus shorter X-ray
wavelengths, itis not clear at this time that the greater energy can be used effectively
(e to the confinement problem mentioned above.
As we have repeatedly pointed out. there is a tradeoff between beam penetration
anrd ionization production.

There is a further tradeoff between the ionization level

Ii iat
Is prodliced and its lifetime: large ionization densities have a short lifetime. It is
i ctlrest ii1 in1 is' colntext, to niote that there inay be an advantage at night to produce
to a level only moderately greater than the
a liltderate icrease of ionizatiou

on\y
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an advantage under all conditions.
We have not dwelled on the ease with which the X-ray beam could be focussed
on a point in the ionospheric plasma. A roughly spherical region of highly ionized
plasma could be produced by this technique that could have interesting properties:
an extreme case of ionospheric modification.

6.7. Suggestions for Further Work
The infrared laser method of generating an X-ray/EUV beam described in this
chapter has obvious potential for interesting new experiments on ionospheric modification, which could help illuminate the basic processes of formation of the ionosphere.
Before such experiments can be carried out, however, there must be a transition of the
•

X-rav/EUV beam generator from its present laboratory bench setup to a vell-tested
and rugged generator that can be flown on a rocket (a balloon flight does not appear
likely to take the generator to a high enough altitude for the beam to penetrate significantly far from the platform, although it would otherwise have many advantages
for an initiai experiment). Thus, if it was desired to conduct an X-ray beam in the
ionosphere, one of the first tasks would be construction of a flight-ready beam generator and its testing in a vacuum chamber. The possibility of a balloon flight should
be investigated further, despite our opinion at this time that it would not lead to a
useful beam experiment: it would still be possible to produce substantial ionization in
the vicinity of the generator, and the experience gained in operating the X-ray/EUV
generator as part of a balloon payload would be an invaluable preliminary to a rocket
experiment . An extension of the present feasibility study to include a more rigorous
analysis of the beam generation and propagation of the beam in the ionosphere and

*2

possibly also neutral atmosphere (in support of a balloon experiment) would also be

*

desirable.
\ key experimental study that should be made is one of the various techniques

(soie of which are detailed in this report) for reducing the size of the spot on the
*

Iwavv metal target that is heated by the infrared beam. Spreading of the X-ray beam
('"jends primarilv on the size of the heated spot. and there is a direct relation between

...

-.

=*Il
V00
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the spot size and the spreading of the beam. The more closely the spot size can be
controlled, and, in particular, the smaller it can be made, the better the spreading
can be controlled. Such a study can be most effectively conducted in the laboratory.
Assuming the completion of the preliminary studies and construction of a flight-

"

ready generator, the next step would be a rocket experiment. There is no doubt, even
at this early stage, that an X-ray beam generator can be constructed to conform to
the weight, size, and other payload limitations of a rocket flight. Thus the decision
on whether to conduct a rocket experiment would need to be based on the new information that would be provided by the experiment, on the usefulness of the new
technology that would result from the experiment, on the relevance of such an experiment to other interests of the Air Force and the Department of Defence generally,
and on the cost of the experiment. Scientifically, a rocket experiment could produce
imuch new information on the properties of the ionosphere.

*

i
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7. NEUTRAL GAS RELEASES

7.1. Introduction
In this section we discuss the possible consequences which follow from the release
of a cloud of neutral gas from an orbiting or other high speed platform in the ionosphere. Interest in this type of experiment has evolved during the past decade as a
consequence of the Critical Ionization Velocity (CIV) concept. From laboratory observations and some space experiments, it is known that neutral gases, when injected
into an magnetized plasma at a velocity which is greater than that corresponding to
the ionization energy of the gas, will undergo rapid ionization. This phenomenon is
attributed to a complicated sequence of compounding events. First, a few of the fast
moving neutrals are assumed to be ionized by some process. These few streaming
ions then interact with the background plasma to generate intense ion electrostatic
waves which, in turn, heat the electron component of the ambient plasma. If the
energy transfer rate is rapid so the electrons become sufficiently hot, they can further
ionize the neutral gas, thereby permitting an even more rapid conversion of the original neutral gas kinetic energy into plasma heating. Eventually, a rapid cascade of
ionization may result, totally converting the neutral gas to plasma. Both laboratory
experiments and computer simulations [Machida and Goertz, 1986] demonstrate the
(IV effect.
Experiments to verify the validity of the CIV concept to the conditions of space
plasma have been undertaken, but the results are not uniformly postive.

Conse-

i(luently. extensive efforts supported by NASA, the DOD, and international agencies
are underway to develop understanding of all of the complex factors involved in CIV.
I lere we wish to describe another interesting, less well known process which occurs
when nelitral gases are released at high speeds in the ionosphere, but, for various
r,,asns, Lile heating of the plasrma is insufficient to

yield the CIV effect. The basic

idea is as follows: Imagine that a cloud of neutral gas is released within the ionosphere
•

mIl]

an orlhit iig platfoi. As this injected gas cloud moves along the orbital path (and
r-:ipids wit h respect to its original volume), it will undergo two distinct interactions

%

%
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with the upper atmosphere.

First, elastic scattering will occur with the ambient

atmospheric gases. These collisions will gradually dissipate the directed kinetic energy
of orbital motion, slightly heating the atmosphere and strongly heating the injected
neutral gas. Second, and most important for the present idea, for certain conditions
there will be charge exchange between the neutral gas and the ambient ions (primarily

0+ ) of the ionosphere. The new ions can no longer continue to follow the neutral
orbital trajectory but immediately gyrate around the magnetic field at their points
of origin. This gyration, which is circular in the local frame of the local ionosphere,
has a radius set by the mass of the new ion and its initial velocity perpendicular to
the magnetic field. As shown in the discussion below, because these new ions have
different gyroradii than the ambient ions of the ionosphere, there will be an immediate
electrodynamic effect which leads to the generation of ELF/VLF waves and other
*

electron density fluctuations that can significantly disturb the local ionosphere.
7.2 Basic Processes
The geometry of the situation is shown in Figure 7.1. A spherically expanding
cloud of neutral gas, composed of particles identified by the symbol X and having
molecular mass M,

is shown at an instant of time when the cloud has a radius R. At

this moment, the cloud is traveling at a velocity V relative to the ambient magnetic
field, B, through an ionospheric plasma composed primarily of 0+ and electrons. For
this discussion, we will assume that the X-type neutral particles (and subsequent
ions) are much more massive than the 0+ ions.
The effect we wish to investigate follows from charge exchange, represented by
t he reaction
X+0+-*

X+

+

0

(7.1)

where X represents an atom or molecule of the injected gas and 0+ is assumed to be
I lie dominant ion of the ionosphere.
•

lhe charge exchange reaction given by Eqn.(7.1) procedes very rapidly when
the ionization potentials of the two neutral gases (X and 0) are the same. In this

%..0

"
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%.%,situation,

called resonant charge exchange, cross sections as large as 10-14 cm 2 obtain.
However, when there is a difference between the ionization potentials of the two
gases (called the energy defect), charge exchange can occur only if the kinetic energy
of relative motion is adequate to make up the difference of ionization potentials.
Thus, charge

exchange between unlike ions and neutral particles in the ionosphere is

generally very slow at the mean thermal energies of the ionosphere (- 0.1 to 0.3 eV).
With respect to the present circumstances, the orbital energy of the injected
neutral gas particles enters into the energetics of the charge exchange process and it
(can be expected that charge exchange will procede at a rapid rate (a - 5 x 10- 15
cm 2 ) as long as the injected gas particles continue to move at high speeds relative
to the background atmosphere. Thus, charge exchange will occur easily for a newly
injected neutral particle (and for its ion still having the same kinetic energy), but
as the energy of this particle (and its gyrating ion) degrades as a consequence of
collisions with atmospheric gases, the cross section for charge exchange will quickly
.~become

small.

iVith this background information, there are important consequences which follow
from the release of a cloud of neutral gases from an orbiting vehicle.

If, as was

hypothesized earlier, we have relatively heavy neutral particles, so that the kinetic
energy of relative moion overcomes the energy defect of charge exchange with 0+,
we can expect the rapid conversions of X atoms or molecules into X

+

ions. As each

rapidly moving neutral gas particle is converted into an ion, it retains its original
directed velocity. V. However, owing to the local magnetic field, the ion immediately
experiences a V x B deflection.

This situation is shown in Figure 7.2 from the

coordinate frame of the local ionosphere.
than the
SIhe

Because the X

+

ions are more massive

+ ions, and because of their directed velocity of motion, the gyroradii of

\'+ ion., will he Iluch larger than the 0+ gyroradii, perhaps by a factor of 10 or
more. and very much greater than the gyroradii of the ambient electrons.

'he consequence of this generation of new ions with large gyroradii is a sideways
Sdeflectioli

of all newly created X+, which will immediately create a lateral shift of
positive carge witi

0.

i%

a net, electrical charge imbalance at the edges of the neutral
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::.'::gas cloud. (This occurs because the ambient electrons and 0 + have relatively small

~gyroradii

compared with that of the high speed, heavy X

+

ion.) This effect occurs

only at the edges of the trace of the neutral cloud in a zone which is approximately an
+

gyrodiameter thick. Elsewhere, the larger gyroradius of the X

',

ion doesn't make

difference since the trajectory of the ion will be through a uniform electron/O+

_., .any

~plasma.

This situation is shown in Figure 7.3.

-,.' .The

principal consequence of the charge exchange process is thus to create a

U4

,",.

..

'-I

polarization electric field in a region defined by the outer edge of the passing cloud.
This electric field is not static, but strongly fluctuating: Owing to the random nature
the charge exchange reactions and the fact that the trajectories of the X

.-:..of
* .'.circular
b1.

,P-.

+

ions are

around the local magnetic field, it can be expected that strong incoherent

electric fields at the cyclotron frequency of the X + ion will occur. In addition, ionion plasma micro-instabilities may also be stimulated. The consequent fluctuating
Selectric fields will have an impact on the ambient electron motions, with the effect that
Senergy will be transfered from the X+ ions to plasma waves involving the electron
gas. Heating of the electrons is an inevitable consequence, with the production of
strong
,
electron gas irregularity structures.
some ways, the above description is parallel to the

of events
uquencethought

to occur in the critical ionization velocity phenomenon.

Hgwever, the strict CIV

',V

conditions necessary for subsequent netural gas ionization are not required to establish
the
f wave effects desired here, nor do we need to consider the consequences of ion-ion
rmcroinstabilities: The principal effects are macroscopic in nature and arise from
finite gyroradii effects in the finite geometry of the orbiting cloud.
ionThe foregoing description treats the neutral cloud at a fixed time. In fact, the
cloud itself will continually expand as it travels along (See Figure 7.4). In this situation, it, can be expected that the region of active wave generation will follow the outer
codtosncsayfrsbeun0eua
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of the neutral cloud, remaniing about a gyrodiameter tick ad continuing
to result in plasma disturbances and low frequency wave generation. This outward
propagatirg
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Background ionosphere and
atmosphere
X-type ion
gyro-orbit
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Figure 7.2. Illustrating the trajectory of a new, massive charge exchange- produced
V+ Ii. rThe gyrot r~qectory of a typical 0+ ion ioil a, thermal electron are also shown.
The magnetic field is di rec~ted into the page, andl the initial neutral ga~s velocity is to
the right.
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Illustrating the behavior of a collection of X

the moving cloud.
-

+

ions produced from

Owing to their greater gyroradii relative to 0+, there is a net

upwards displacement of electric charge. Within the main body of the cloud this is
neutridized by the ambient electrons, but at the upper and lower edges, there is a
real displacement current which fluctuates in space and time with a characteristic
fre(quency originally set by the X + ions.
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below that required to initiate charge exchange and the basic interaction will

* -reduced

quickly disappear.
The lifetime of the effect at a given point in space will depend on the rate at which
the X

+

ions dissipate their energy. The transfer of energy to plasma waves is one

important channel, while charge exchange with the neutral gases of the atmosphere is
another. In this last situation, the X+ ions will undergo the reverse resonance charge
exchange process represented by eqn.(1) and leave hot X neutrals moving away from
the source in random directions, and cold 0+ tied again to the local magnetic field
lines.
Finallv, the transformation of 0+ into X
composition if the ionic loss process for X

+

+

can have an effect upon the ionospheric

is substantially different than for 0+. This

would be equivalent to a real change in ionization density and might be important
for some applications, but is not pursued here owing to its similarity to water vapor
injection experiments, the results of which are well known [e.g. Bernhardt, 1982].
7.3. Discussion
The charge exchange process is a new concept with respect to initiating distur..

bances in the ionosphere.

Unlike the critical ionization phenomenon, it does not

increase the total ionization present but, rather, acts through electrodynamics to
change the ion composition (to X

+

) and to transform the initial kinetic energy of

i.ot ion to plasma heating and plasma waves.
*

Although there have been many previous neutral gas release experiments in the
upper atinosphere, it appears only a few would have been adequate to produce the
(list urbances described here. Barium cloud releases from rockets, for example, depend
.upon photoionization of slowly moving neutral vapors to create ion clouds.

The

:1subsequent plasma processes, although of great interest and importance, are not
those which would occur as a consequence of charge exchange. Barium shaped-charge
releases possess higher initial velocities but the choice of direction for the gas is
0

generally parallel to the local magnetic field, a circumstance that greatly reduces the
gyrora(liiis effect.
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thermal speed of the cloud (which depends on the mass of the neutral particles and
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The recent Cameo experiments [Heppner et al., 1981] involving the release of barium from an orbiting platform could have demonstrated some of the charge exchange
effects, had the release been made at lower altitudes. As it was, however, the release
was made from a high altitude spacecraft in a region where charge exchange with 0+
I..

was a very slow process compared with photoionization.
It is likely that the best indication of charge exchange effects can be found
in thruster firing data acquired from experiments on STS-3 (1982) and Spacelab-2
(1985).

In these flights, small gas releases were observed by various plasma diag-

nostic instruments carried by the University of Iowa PDP and VCAP instrument
packages. Cursory examination of the data shows that broad band ELF and VLF
noise accompanies each thruster firing and that this continues for an extended period
*

of time after the firing has stopped (See Figure 7.5). Unfortunately, samples of most
of the plasma diagnostic instruments are available only at 1.6 second time intervals.
Nevertheless, the fact that such gas releases produce consistent plasma signatures is
a good indication that there is an anomalous interaction between the predominantly
neutral thruster clouds and the surrounding plasma medium.
7.4. Future Work
Both theoretical and experimental work are needed to explore the full range of
processes associated with the charge exchange neutral cloud idea. With respect to
theory, it would be possible to conduct plasma simulations with a 3-dimensional
plasma code (developed by Prof. 0. Buneman at Stanford) now available on both
Livermore and Los Alamos computers. The results would give a good indication of the
different types of plasma waves created in such a release and some indication of the
subsequent electron density irregularity structures. In addition, basic calculations of

*

the consequences of a gas release need to be done, taking into account various possible
charge exchange rates for different gases and the effects of cloud expansion.
With respect to future experiments, observations could be made using the space

0

shuttle and a simple plasma diagnostics payload that would be able to capture the
fast time response of the various neutral gas phenomena. Such a payload would be
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far less complicated (and much less costly) than the anticipated CRESS experiment,
which incorporates various violent explosives to produce traceable vapors. In fact,
it would be more than adequate to use a collection of pressurized, inert gases to
N

investigate the charge exchange processes: He, Ne, and Xe would give a variety of
masses and ionization potentials needed to explore the physical processes involved.
In addition, experiments could be conducted near ground-based facilities, permitting
realtime radio, radar, and optical mappings of the neutral gas disturbance zone.
Finally, study of existing thruster data from STS-3 and Spacelab-2 experiments
could provide important information about gas release phenomena.

Both optical

and plasma data are available for study, and great progress might be possible in a
relatively short period of time, relative to mounting new experiments on the space
shuttle or other orbiting platforms.

--
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8. CONCLUSION
As was pointed out in the Introduction, the study detailed in this report was
primarily a search for new concepts in ionospheric modification, with our Laboratory's
previous work on ionospheric modification with low energy electron beams taken as
a starting point. The topics that were considered in some detail included ionospheric
modification by three different classes of electron beams: low energy (Chapter 2),
medium energy (Chapter 3), and high energy, or relativistic, beams (Chapter 4). In
":

addition, consideration was given to ionospheric modification by means of neutral,
or plasma, beams (Chapter 5), by X-rays and EUV radiation (Chapter 6), and by
releases of neutral gas from an orbiting vehicle (Chapter 7).
The results of the study are summarized in Chapter 1, and more specific sum-

*

maries for each method of ionospheric modification are given at the end of the corresponding chapter. Several detailed suggestions for new experiments are made in
addition to suggestions for applications of our current low energy electron beam experiments to ionospheric modification. Most of the recommendations involve particle
or photon beams, but an experiment to investigate a new charge exchange mechanism
in a cloud of neutral gas released from a rapidly moving vehicle in the ionosphere is
also described and is recommended. Two of the suggested new experiments, one involving relativistic electron beams and the other beams of soft X-rays/EUV radiation,
utilize new technologies that have only recently been developed and which have a potentially large payoff in terms of new effects that can be produced in the ionosphere
and in the new knowledge that will be gained of the ionosphere.
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